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INTRODUCTION 
The Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility was originally conceived in 
:1970 as a single receiving station, continuous wave system, with adequate 
sensitivity to record 1000 useful echoes per day, and range and echo arrival 
angle accuracy such that the height of each echo was specified to + 2 km. 
The system in use since 1960 at Adelaide, Australia (Weiss and Elford, 1963, 
Roper, 1965) satisfied these criteria, and was used as a starting point for 
the design of the Georgia Teth system. 
Two significant changes were deemed essential. First, the system must 
record echoes on magnetic tape, and not on film, and second, an alternate 
echo ranging system was desirable, to eliminate the companion pulse trans-
mitter as used at Adelaide. 
The first criterion was met by the design of an analog to digital hard-
ware interface between the receiver outputs and a Kennedy Model 1610 incre-
mental tape recorder. The second, by using a double sideband suppressed 
carrier continuous wave transmitter, and the range finding method detailed 
by Spizzichino (1972). 
Equipment: The Transmitter  
The transmitter (Roper, 1974a) is located on campus, on the fourth 
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floor o the Montgomery Knight building of the School of Aerospace Engineer-
ing of the Georgia Institute of Technolocv. An oven mounted third overtone 
crystal oscillating on 32.5 MHz is the frequency controlling element; the 
oscillator output is buffered, and used to drive a high level balanced Modu- 
. 
lator - a pair of 4-1000A tetrodes, with control grids in push-pul, screen 
grids in push pull, and pTates in parallel (block diagram, Figure 	R. F. 
excitation is applied to the control grids, and, in the absence of screen 
modulation, there is no output from the plate circuit. When the screens are 
modulated in push-pull with a, 360 Hz signal, double sideband suppressed 
carrier output is produced, which consists of two frequencies at 3.5 MHz + 
360 Hz and 32.5 MHz - 360 Hz. An RMS power of 1 KW in each sideband is 
radiated from a dipole antenna mounted 3x/8 above the roof of the Aerospace 
Engineering building. 
Equipment - The Receiving Site  
The receiving site (Roper, 1974b) is located at Technology Park/Atlanta, 
27 km northeast of the transmitter. Separation and terrain are such that 
each x/2 dipole antenna, x/4 above ground, feeds a signal of 10 microvolts 
(across 75 ohms) to the input of its associated receiver. 
The direction finding system is similar to that employed at Adelaide. 
Each of the 5 antennae of Figure 2 feeds a separate receiver. Each receiver 
(block diagram, Figure 3) has an F.E.T. R.F. amplifying stage, foil owed by a 
dual gate F.E.T. mixer with output on 9 MHz. Mixer injection is provided by 
a common 23.5 MHz crystal controlled oscillator. The signal is amplified in 
a 2.5 KHz bandwidth integrated circuits I.F. amplifier, and mixed Again with 
the output of a second common oscillator on 8.99852 MHz to produce two out 
 frequencies - 1840 Hz for the 32.5 MHz + 360 Hz ground wave, 1120 Hz 
for the 32.5 MHz - 360 Hz ground wave; each receiver then feeds an 1840 Hz 
4- 50 Hz bandpass filter. Receiver 2 (see Figure 4) also feeds an 1120 Hz 
50 Hz bandpass filter. In order to keep the groundwaves centered in their 
respective filters, a sixth antenna, a 4 element Yagi, mounted atop a 13 
meter tower and pointing directly at the transmitter, feeds a sixth receiver 
which drives an 1840 Hz discriminator, the output of which is applied ' as 
an A.F.C. voltage to the second local oscillator feeding all receivers. The 
characteristics of the yagi antenna and its associated receiver are such 
that only 1840 Hz "groundwave" energy appears at the discriminator, and the 
automatic frequency control is not affected by the presence of signal echoes. 
The 1840 Hz output of this receiver is also used to cancel the 1840 Hz ground 
wave in the echo sensing output channel of receiver 2. 
Measurement of Echo Arrival Angle  
The presence of a signal other than ground wave in the echo sensing 
channel triggers the digital logic interface between the receiver outputs 
and the Kennedy 1610 incremental tape recorder. For direction finding, 
relative phases between receiver outputs are determined by integration over 
3/2 cycles of doppler waveform. This places quite a severe restriction on 
the number of acceptable echoes, but ensures that each echo accepted meets 
the requirements placed on echo arrival angle. Very short duration echoes 
(decay times ‹ 40 milliseconds) are not accepted - the body dopplers due to 
winds associated with such echoes are contaminated by the phase changes 
arising from the Fresnel pattern of trail formation. Only relative phases, 
- and the doppler frequency, are stored in memory registers - arrival angles 
and doppler sign (sense of echo drift, toward or away from the transmit/ 
receive system) are determined by subsequent computer analysis on campus of 
the tape .record written after completion of the echo. 
Range Determination  
Two oscillations, commencing in phase with frequency difference 0, 
-will be in phase every 1/of seconds. The two signals radiated about 32.5MHz 
by the dsbsc transmitter have a of of 720 Hz, and will therefore be in phase 
every 1388.8 microseconds. This places an upper limit on the path difference 
for range measurement RmAx of 1388.8 x c, where c is the velocity of light; 
thus, RMAX = 416.350 km. 
The doppler shifted skywaves (one for each transmitted sideband) re-
flected by a meteor trail which assumes aspect sensitivity within a cone of 
zenith angle 60
o relative to the transmit/receive system, and which produce 
an acceptable line if sight shift (between 2 Hz and 40 Hz) will, when combined 
individually with the appropriate groundwave sideband at the receiving site, 
produce doppler beat waveforms whose phase relationship is the same as that 
or the original R.F. waveforms. If the transmitting and receiving sites co-
incide (as in a conventional radar) the phase difference cp between the outputs 
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Again, only the phase difference is measured at the receiving site. 
The appropriate echo range is subsequ,ntly computed on campus, using a com-
puter program which solves for the echo position on the minimum path 
ellipse specified by the measured 4 and the transmit/receive system geometry. 
Data Output  
The doppler speed and relative phases are parallel loaded into 8 16 
bit binary registers during the duration of the first 3/2 cycles of each 
.echo. Year, day of year, hour, minute, and second are continuously updated 
in 13 4 bit BCD registers. The loaded registers are then written serially 
onto tape by the Kennedy 1610 deck as 5 36 bit words, followed by an inter-
record gap, a format compatible with the UNIVAC 1108 computer on campus; 
tapes are changed every other day, and the approximately 1000 echoes per day 
subsequently processed on campus. 
Data Reduction 
All data tape processing is performed on the UNIVAC 1108 computer in 
the Office of Computing Services on the Georgia Tech campus. A complete 
library of FORTRAN computer programs handles the data reduction, from de-
termination of echo arrival angle, range, trail drift velocity (with sign), 
and time of occurrence of echo from the digital data packed onto the receiv-
ing facility output tape, to the plotting of the height/time wind profiles, 
and altitude dependent wind spectra deduced from - the echodata. These pro-
grams are adaptations of routines originally developed by the author and 
Dr. W. G. Elford for the Adelaide radio meteor wind system. Considerable 
modification has been made to the program which processes the tape generated 
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at the receiving site to replace previously used approximations made in the 
ceometry of echo detection with analytic solutions. Optimization of data 
handling, and the use of UNIVAC FORTRAN V coding where efficiency is in-
creased, together with the addition of graphic output routines, results in 
a most comprehensive meteor wind data reduction library. 
SynopsiS'Of - the'COMOUter'RedUttiOn - and Analysis Programs.  
Program DECODE reads the echo data tapes, unpacks the data words, tests 
each record for consistency of doppler waveform (over 1 1/2 cycles) and echo 
height, and, if acceptable, calculates the drift velocity, direction of 
arrival and echo height from the recorded phase information. At the option 
of the user, this information, together with the date and time of occurrence 
of the echo, is stored on disc, written on mag. tape or punched on cards. 
Execution time % 15 seconds/1000 echoes. 
PROGRAM GROVES 
performs the height/time wind analysis of Groves (1959), fitting by the 
method of least squares, polynomials in height and Fourier series in time to 
the echo by echo output from DECODE. In routine analysis, cubic variations 
with height in the NS and EW components, a constant vertical wind (rarely 
statistically different from zero), and prevailing, 24 hour, 12 hour, and 8 
hour variations are determined, but all of these parameters can be modified 
to produce a better fit of the modal to the data. Execution time ti 50 sec-
onds/1000 echoes. 
PROGRAM PLOTGM 
takes the coefficients of the GROVES model and countour plots the best 
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fit height time profiles on a 24 hour interval. Execution time -ul0 seconds. 
PROGftAM ERG 
utilizes the basic analysis of Groves, to perform a periodogram analy-
sis of the echo by echo data to produce altitude dependent amplitude and 
phase spectra for the NS, EW, and vertical wind components. Spectra are 
normally computed at 2 km height intervals over the frequency range 0.5 to 
4.0 cycles per day. However, both the height interval and frequency range 
are programmer specified options. Available resolution depends on the data 
density and length of the data interval. Printed output, and tape or disc 
output, are produced. Execution time 	600 secs/1000 echoes. 
PROGRAM SCRAWL 
is a utility routine which takes a "quick look" at the ERG output file 
and plots the results on a computer page. A CALCOMP plotter routine is 
available to produce illustrations for publication. SCRAWL also tabulates 
statistics of the variation of wind component energy with height. Execut-
ion time ti 2 seconds per spectrum. 
PROGRAM TRANSF 
performs the transform of the spectra output by ERG to produce hour by 
hour profiles for the data gathering interval. This procedure gives much 
better insight into the day by day variability than is possible with day by 
day application of PROGRAM GROVES. A CALCOMP plotter routine is also avail-
able for this output. Execution time rt , 20 seconds. 
PROGRAM MIRREG 
uses the GROVES output coefficients, and scans the echo by echo data 
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to produce height/time profiles of the irregular wind component by subtract-
ing the prevailing and tidal wind components. Contour plots of these var-
iations can also be produced by PLOTGM. Execution time q , 10 seconds/1000 
echoes. 
These programs, together with program LOCATE, which determines the site 
constants appropriate to any specified transmit/receive locations, and pro-
gram METEOR which generates artificial "echoes" for system simulation stud-
- ies, are detailed in Roper (1974c). Some examples of the plotted outputs 
of GROVES and ERG are given in Figures 5 and 6. 
CONCLUSION 
A highly reliable, relatively inexpensive CW meteor radar, capable of 
Measuring the variation of wind speed with altitude to + 3 m/sec, 	2 km, 
is in operation in'Atlanta (33° N, 84° !I). It is hoped that this station 
will be operated continuously, providing data on the height/time variations 
of prevailing and tidal winds over the height range 80 to 100 km. Particu-
lar emphasis is being placed on the investigation of planetary wave ampli-
tudes and frequencies, and, through GRMWSP - the Global Radio Meteor Wind 
Studies Project of the International Association of Geomagnetism and Aero-
nomy, on the synotpic meteorology of this region. 
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Figure 1. 	Block diagram of the transmitter 
Figure 2. 	Layout of the direction finding antenna system 
Figure 3. 	Direction finding receiver block diagram 
Figure 4. 	Block diagram of the receiving system 
- Figure 5. 	The zonal and meridional winds, composed of prevailing, 
24, 12, and 8 hour components as determined by the 
method of Groves (1959), for the month of July, 1974. 
Figure 6. 	The wind energy per unit mass, defined as the sum of 
the squares of the zonal, meridional, and vertical wind 
velocities, for the month of July, 1974. 
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PREFACE 
The Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility is the result of a long-
term crystallization of ideas over some eighteen year of involvement in 
the measurement and interpretation of radio meteor winds. The Tech system 
is not the ultimate in radio meteor facilities. It is designed for one 
purpose - the continuous measurement of line of sight meteor trail drifts 
in the altitude range 80 to 100 km, and their interpretation as height/time 
variations in the prevailing and tidal wind field at these altitude with as 
little delay as possible. By the use of digital recording on magnetic tape, 
and the library of computer programs detailed in this report, printouts and 
plots of the wind components are available within hours of returning a data 
tape from the field site. Coupled with the stability inherent in the use 
of a CW technique, and the simplicity, reliability and low cost (both initial 
and operating) of the installation, the Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind 
Facility represents an almost ideal solution to the problem of the continuous 
measurement of prevailing and tidal winds in the meteor region of the upper 
atmosphere. 
This report contains the three volumes: 
The Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility Transmitter 
The Georgia Tech-Technology Park/Atlanta Radio Meteor Wind 
Facility Receiving Equipment 
and 
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THREE KILOWATT DOUBLE SIDEBAND SUPPRESSED CARRIER 
32.5 MHz TRANSMITTER 
INTRODUCTION 
The Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility was designed to meet 
the following criteria - 
1. Continuous operation, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with 
an adequate useable echo rate (> 500 echoes/day). 
2. "All sky" system, with echo arrival angle and range measured. 
3. Continuous wave, with groundwave/skywave beat specifying 
trail drift doppler. 
4. Minimum bandwidth (* 50 Hz) commensurate with doppler spectrum. 
5. Data output on magnetic tape. 
The design of the transmitter is contingent on 1, 2, and 3. These 
criteria, with the exception of range, which was measured by a supplementary 
pulse transmitter, were satisfied by the 1.25 KW CW transmitter previously 
designed for the system in use at the Physics Department of the University 
of Adelaide. By using the double sideband suppressed carrier technique, 
utilized by the French group at Garchy (Spizzichino, 1972) and at College, 
Alaska (Hook, 1970), range can be measured by phase comparison of the two 
beats produced by the skywave/groundwave interaction at each of the sideband 
frequencies. In the Georgia Tech system, two frequencies 720 Hz apart are 
transmitted giving a maximum range before ambiguity of 208 km, with an error 
of + 2 km - inadequate for the direct measurement of small scale wind 
structure, but well within the requirements for prevailing wind, planetary 
scale waves and tidal oscillations. 
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MODULATOR 
Because of the signal to noise enhancement over the Adelaide system 
due to the use of a much smaller receiver bandwidth, a couple of hundred 
watts of transmitted power meets the minimum echo rate requirement. The 
present transmitter described here produces a radiated power of 1 KW in 
each sideband, and a useable echo rate of 500 per day. 
The major disadvantage of the CW technique is the inability to record 
through interference, and in particular while aircraft reflections are 
present. In the Atlanta area, there is nearly always a small aircraft pro-
duced doppler beat present, and this source of interference results in the 
loss of some 50% of all otherwise useable echoes. 
THE EXCITER 
Because of the small receiver bandwidth (+ 50 Hz), the transmitter fre-
quency is controlled by a crystal in an oven (75 ° C + 1 0 ). The warm up 
drift from a cold start is = 400 Hz, but this is adequately taken care of 
by the automatic frequency control circuitry at the receiving station. (In 
the interests of minimal interference to other services, adequate transmitter 
frequency stability was deemed essential even though receiver AFC is available). 
The crystal is resonated to 32.5000000 MHz by the air trimmer from 
oscillator (1/2 12AT7) grid to ground. Oscillator plate voltage is stabilized 
by an OB2 voltage regulator. The other 1/2 12AT7 operates as a cathode 
follower, which drives an 807 as a class A buffer. This stage in turn drives 
a class C 4-125A driver stage, providing some 60 watts CW drive to the final. 
All stages are operated on 32.5 MHz to minimize spurious output frequencies, 




To produce the two output frequencies, 32.5 MHz + 360 Hz, a high 
level balanced modulator is used. The technique is definitely brute 
force, but produces a reliable double sideband suppressed carrier sig-
nal with minimum complication. 
The grids of a pair of 4 - 1000 A's are driven in push/pull by the 
32.5 MHz output from the exciter. Since the plates of the 4 - 1000 A's 
are connected in parallel, there is no 32.5 MHz output. However, the 
screens are modulated with a push/pull 360 Hz signal, which results in 
a double sideband suppressed carrier output of two constant frequencies 
at 32.5 MHz + 360 Hz. A standing bias of -60V on the final screens was 
found experimentally to result in minimum cross over distortion of the 
output waveform and fortuitously reduces the final plate dissipation to 
less than 500 w per tube in the absence of screen modulation. 
The excellent stability of the high level balanced modulator results 
from the use of adequate parasitic suppressors in both grid and plate 
circuits, the self neutralization inherent in the push/pull grids - 
parallel plates connection, and the laminated mica/brass sheet screen 
and filament bypass capacitor unit. This capacitor was removed from the 
original FRT-15 Navy transmitter which provided the power supply rack and 
many of the transmitter components, and was modified to incorporate 
individual screen bypasses, instead of the common bypassing in the original. 
The extremely low inductance inherent in the design of this capacitor makes 
it an ideal filament/screen bypass element. 
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A signal phase locked to the A.C. power lines is produced in the 
360 Hz generator by full wave rectification of a 60 Hz signal derived 
from the power lines, and subsequent clipping and selective filtering 
with three 360 Hz resonant circuits and two 12AU7 tubes. 
This signal is used to drive the submodulator, which is essen-
tially a 10 watt output hi fi amplifier whose frequency response has 
been minimized so that it handles the 360 Hz signal with, to all in-
tents and purposes, zero distortion. A pair of 6CA7/EL34 tubes, with 
275 v on plate and screen, and -15v bias, with 10db of negative feed-
back to the cathode of 1/2 12AU7 driving a 12AU7 paraphase push/pull 
output amplifier, produce lOw at the secondary of the 10 K to 500 ohm 
output transformer with 3 v p/p of 360 Hz input. Three parasitics, 
one at about 1MHz, and one at 200 KHz, and the third at 10 Hz, were 
cured with a 1000 pf from first 1/2 12AU7 plate to ground, a .002 mfd 
from output plate to plate, and a 0.1 mfd from paraphase input grid 
to ground respectively. 
A 500 c push/pull transformer drives two zero bias class B 805's 
with 1 KV on the plates. To provide the push/pull drive to the trans-
mitter final screens, back to back 60 Hz power transformers, which per-
form excellently at 360 Hz, are used. A 4:1 impedance step up is pro-
vided by feeding the 230 v winding on the 805 plate transformer into 
the 115 v winding on the final screen transformer; the 630 v/630 v 
winding returns to the -60 v relay supply. The relatively high final 
screen impedance is effectively matched to the plates of the 805's. 
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THE ANTENNA COUPLER 
In order to match the approximately 50 Q unbalanced output impe-
dence of the transmitter final pi tank circuit to the 100 Q balanced 
feedline to the antenna, an antenna coupler unit is used. As a bonus, 
the coupler also introduces additional selectivity between the trans-
mitter and the antenna, minimizing harmonic radiation. (Somewhat 
surprisingly, the distortion in the transmitter output, being considered 
as the sum of the unwanted suppressed carrier sidebands due to harmonics 
of the 360 Hz modulation, and higher order multiples of all output fre-
quencies, represent a power which is more than 30 db down on the desired 
sidebands. This is due in no small measure to the inherent stability 
of the stage, as previously detailed, the care taken in balancing both 
the amplitudes and the phases of the drive to the final grids, the 
balancing of the screen modulation voltages, and the overall symmetry of 
the balanced modulator layout). 
Even though both input and output circuits of the coupler operate 
at relatively low impedances, coupler Q is about 5, and so voltages of 
the order of 2 KV appear across the various reactances. The use of high 
voltage transmitting capacitors, and 1/4" diameter copper tubing induc-
tors, results in a very smoothly tuning, negligible loss coupler. 
To facilitate the original tune up of the coupler (in particular, 
in balancing the power fed to each of the coax cables comprising the 
100 S2 balanced line) and for subsequent monitoring of transmitter output 
and antenna reflectance, two monomatch couplers are incorporated in the 
feeds to the output cables. Each output power indicator works as in the 
conventional unbalanced monomatch, but the reflected power is not mea-
sured on a balanced line as in the unbalanced case - in fact, when used 
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conventially the "reflected power" indicated equals the forward power! 
Thus the two "reflected power" outputs are connected in antiphase, to 
produce a reading only when the lines are unbalanced. 
THE ANTENNA 
The spacing of an antenna above ground affects: 
1. Elevation angle of maximum radiation. 
2. Radiation resistance. 
An all sky antenna should have an isotropic radiation pattern with one 
X 	3X only maximum radiation "lobe" at 45 ° elevation. A -2- dipole 	above ground 
has maximum radiation at 40° elevation, with no nulls, and a radiation re-
sistance of 100 ohms. (F. E. Terman, "Radio Engineers Handbook", p. 79., 
1943). Since sufficient RG17/AU was available for a double run to the 
antenna, a 100 Q balanced feed, with the inner conductors soldered directly 
to the two copper elements of a half wave dipole mounted 3X above the roof 
of the Aerospace Engineering building on campus was used. The length of 
the dipole was trimmed to resonance at 32.5 MHz as indicated by an antenna-
scope connected across the transmitter end of the line. 
In an effort to minimize the RF field strength within the Aerospace 
Engineering building, a one wavelength square ground mat was temporarily 
installed under the dipole. This did improve the situation, but some 
interference was still caused to sensitive, high impedance instrumentation. 
The mat was removed. 
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POWER SUPPLIES 
The power supply rack of the FRT-15 was used with minor modifications. 
Original voltages used as supplied are: 
4.2 KV (fused @ 1 amp) 
-150 v bias to final 
-100 v bias to driver 
A dropping resistor reduces the 2000 v output to 1500 v (at 100 ma max.) 
for the plate of the exciter. 
The 600 v supply was modified to solid state bridge rectifier, produc-
ing 1200 v (at 150 ma) for the 805 modulator plates, with the supply 
center tap providing the 600 v to the 807 buffer plate. 
In the transmitter rack, a 250 v @ 0.25 amp supply feeds the 360 Hz 
generator and sub modulator, as well as providing 250 v to the exciter. 
1 0 
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Choke, 	and Transformer Data. 
Oscillator anode 
	
15t of 22 AWG enamelled on 1/4" 
diameter slug tuned former 
Isolator cathode 	 as for Ll 
Buffer anode 
	
3t of 1/8" OD Cu tubing on 1/12" 
diameter, 2" long 
Driver anode 
	
5t, as for L 3 , 4" long. 
Output coupling 
	
2t, 18 AWG in teflon tubing, 







26 AWG closewound for 1" on 1 1/2" 
length of 1/2 diameter teflon rod 
30 AWG closewound for 2" on 3" 














4t 18 AWG in teflon tubing, inserted 
between center turns of L 2 
 
6t 1/8" OD Cu tubing on 1 1/2" 
diameter, 2" long 
3t 1/4" OD Cu tubing, 2" ID, 2" 
long 
30 AWG closewound for 2" on 3" 
length of 1/2" diameter teflon rod 
30 turns of 18 AWG closewound on 
1" diameter ceramic former 
Parasitic suppressor 
	
3t 1/8" OD Cu tubing on 1" diameter, 
2" long, enclosing 50 Q 10W carbon 
resistor 
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360 Hz GENERATOR AND SUBMODULATOR 
C 	 0.051 mfd 
L 	 3.7 Henry @ 10 ma. 
T
1 	 110 v: 6.3 v @ 0.5 A 




500 0 to 500 0 p/p, 10 watts 
T 2 	 630 v/630 v @ 0.5 amp to 230 v 
T
3 	
115 v to 630 v/630 v A 0.5 amp. 
T




2T 1/4" OD Cu tubing on 3 1/2" Diameter 
inserted between halves of L 2 
4T 1/4" OD Cu tubing on 3 1/2" diameter, 
(2 turns each side of 1 1/2" gap for L 1 ) 
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APPENDIX II 
THEORY OF RANGE DETERMINATION 
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THEORY OF RANGE DETERMINATION 
Two oscillations, commencing in phase with frequency difference Af, 
will be in phase every 1/Af seconds. The two signals radiated about 32.5 
MHz by the double sideband suppressed carrier transmitter have a Of of 
720 Hz, and will therefore be in phase every 1388.8 microseconds. This 
places an upper limit on the path difference RmAx for range measurement 
of 1388.88 x c, where c is the velocity of light; thus RmAx = 416.350 km. 
Each echo consists of two doppler shifted skywaves. When combined 
individually with the appropriate groundwave sideband at the receiving 
site, each skywave prodes a doppler beat waveform whose relative phase is 
that of the skywave. If the transmitting and receiving sites coincide (as 
in a conventional radar) the phase difference cp between the output from 





_ 1 c 
- 4ff Af 
Again, only the phase difference is measured at the receiving site. 
The appropriate echo range is subsequently computed on campus, using a 
computer program which solves for the echo position on the minimum path 
ellipse specified by the measured 0 and the transmit/receive system geometry. 
Details of the algorithm used are contained in Appendix IIA of the Georgia 
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THE GEORGIA TECH - TECHNOLOGY PARK/ATLANTA RADIO METEOR 
WIND FACILITY RECEIVING AND DATA RECORDING SITE. 
An all sky, continuous wave radio meteor wind facility has been in-
stalled in Atlanta by the Georgia Institute of Technology under National 
Science Foundation sponsorship. A double sideband suppressed carrier CW 
transmitter, operating on 32.5 MHz + 360 Hz, with an RMS output of 2 KW, 
has been installed on the Georgia Tech Campus, and a receiving site 
established at Technology Park/Atlanta, 27 kilometers northeast of the 
campus. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility was originally conceived 
in 1970 as a single receiving station, continuous wave system, with adequate 
sensitivity to record 1000 useful echoes per day, and range and echo arrival 
angle accuracy such that the height of each echo was specified to + 2 km. 
The system in use since 1960 at Adelaide, Australia (Weiss and Elford, 1963; 
Roper, 1965) satisfied these criteria, and was used as a starting point for 
the design of the Georgia Tech system. 
Two significant changes were deemed essential. First the system must 
record echoes on magnetic tape, and not on film, and second, an alternative 
echo ranging system was desirable, to eliminate the companion pulse trans-
mitter as used at Adelaide. 
The first criterion was met by the design of an analog to digital hard-
ware interface between the receiver outputs and a Kennedy Model 1610 incre- 
23 
mental tape recorder. The second, by using a double sideband suppressed 
carrier continuous wave transmitter, and the range finding method detailed 
by Spizzichino [1972]. 
Although characterized by high echo rate, and elimination of the 
necessity for maintenance of RF phase through the system (the phase relat-
ionship between groundwave reference and skywave echo is established at 
each receiving antenna), the CW method of meteor trail drift measurement 
suffers from one inconvenience, and one downright nuisance. The inconven-
ience is in the necessity for separation of the transmitting and receiving 
sites -- the nuisance is the presence of echoes from aircraft. Being well 
within the holding pattern of aircraft approaching Atlanta International 
Airport, up to 100% of all useable meteor echoes can be lost at times of 
peak airport use. In particular, the Georgia Tech facility useable meteor 
echo recording rate drops to practically zero between 1100 and 1400 hours 
each day -- this in addition to the normal diurnal meteor flux variation 
with maximum at 0600 hours, and minimum at 1800 hours. Preliminary estimates 
made since going into routine operation in July, 1974, indicate that approx-
imately 50% of all echoes are contaminated by the presence of simultaneous 
aircraft reflections. Aircraft interference notwithstanding, an average of 
300 useable meteor echoes a day are recorded. 
The receiving site is located at Technology Park/Atlanta, 27 km north-
east of the transmitter. The receiving and data recording equipment is 
housed in a 6' rack in a trailer at the site. Both heating and air condit-
ioning are provided, keeping the trailer always at a temperature between 
65 and 85 ° F. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the receiving/recording equip-
ment. 
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FIGURE 2 - LAYOUT OF DIRECTION FINDING 	AERIALS 
THE ANTENNAE 
The direction finding system is similar to that employed at Adelaide. 
Separation and terrain between transmitter and receivers are such that each 
A/2 dipole antenna, X/4 above ground, feeds a ground wave signal of 10 micro-
volts (across 75 ohms) to the input of its associated receiver. Antennae 1, 
2 and 3 (Figure 2) form an azimuth/elevation determining set, with reference 
phase established by the groundwave. Spacing and orientation of these 
antennae is such that the groundwave has the same phase at each antennae. 
Antennae 4 and 5 are used to resolve ambiguities in echo arrival angle 
determination; again the groundwave establishes the reference phase at each 
of these antennae. Details of the echo arrival angle determination are 
contained in PROGRAM METEOR in the Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility 
Computer Program Library (volume 3 of this series). 
THE RECEIVERS 
1. RF/IF circuits 
Each of the direction finding antennae feeds a separate receiver. 
Each receiver has a 2N3006 FET dual gate 32.5 MHz RF amplifier, 
followed by a dual gate 2N3008 FET mixer with a 9 MHz difference frequency 
output. Mixer injection is provided by a common 23.5 MHz crystal controlled 
oscillator (see First Local Oscillator). A 2.5 KHz bandwidth crystal filter 
(type KVG-XF9A, available from Spectrum International) provides selectivity 
ahead of 2 AGC controlled MC1590G IF amplifier stages. These in turn feed 
an MC1496 mixer, which produces two difference frequencies - 1840 Hz corre-
sponding to the upper transmitted sideband, and 1120 Hz corresponding to 
the lower sideband. Mixer injection is provided by a common 8.998520 KHz 
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1st LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
crystal oscillator (see Second Local Oscillator). 
FIRST LOCAL OSCILLATOR. 
A conventional colpitts crystal controlled oscillator on 23.5 MHz, 
using a 2N706, is followed by a 2N708-2N4126-2N4126 buffer/amplifier, 
which drives the bases of 6 2N4126's. The output of each of these isolat-
ing stages is fed individually to the first mixer of each receiver. 
SECOND LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
The second local oscillator has its frequency controlled by the 
voltage output from the automatic frequency control discriminator. The 
frequency determining element is a quartz crystal, in a VXO (variable crystal 
oscillator) circuit (De Maw, 1972). A high Q toroidal inductor, suitably 
resistively damped, is placed in series with the crystal, and the combination 
tuned by two voltage variable diodes, Motorola type MV1404. The circuit re-
quires a high gain low input capacitance amplifier - the dual gate 40673, 
with one gate as an active element, the other biased to +3 volts, is ideal. 
Two 470 K ohm resistors are used as bias isolation elements, with the common 
diode anodes RF grounded by a 0.01 ufd capacitor. The 4.7K/0.01 filter 
ensures that no RF appears on the AFC control line. The 1N914 diode from 
gate to ground limits positive going excursions of the gate signal, mini-
mizing the effective gate input capacitance (thereby increasing the upper 
frequency shift attainable) and stabilizing the operating point. 
A "back to back" tuning diode configuration is employed; the circuit 
requires a center tapped capacitance, but series diodes would require volt-
age dividing resistors, and cause severe loading of the other frequency 
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+ 6.8 v 
.01 G1 
470 K 	51 pf 
TS CR 2 
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VXO CIRCUIT 8998.520 ± 2 ' 3 KHz 3.6 
CRI I N9I4 
CR2-3 MVI404 VARICAP 
L 52T,No 22,AMIDON, T-50-6 TOROID 
QI 40673 
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determining components as diode capacitance varied in sympathy with the RF 
voltage across them (Orr, 1972). 
The AFC discriminator produces zero volts output with an 1840 Hz input 
(or in the absence of a coherent signal in the AFC filter passband). The 
inductance of the toriod in series with the crystal has been trimmed (to 
within the nearest turn) so that the crystal tunes to 8998.520 KHz with each 
varicap diode having an effectice capacitance of 33 pf. This zero AFC out- 
put bias is selected by the 10 K trimpot, and is approximately 6.8 volts. 
Note that this voltage is considerably higher than that which would 
be inferred from the published curves for the MV1404. This discrepancy is 
due to the presence of an RF voltage of some 6 v peak to peak across each 
diode in the oscillator circuit - manufacturer's calibration curves apply 
to small signal applications whee the RF voltage impressed on the diode is 
much less than the bias voltage. As the AFC control voltage swings from 
-5 volts to +5 volts, corresponding to an AFC input frequency change of 1876 
Hz to 1804 Hz, each varicap covers the range 17 pf to 140 pf, shifting the 
open loop VXO frequency from 9000.830 KHz to 8994.847 KHz. This represents 
an open loop AFC "gain" G of 
9000.830 KHz - 8994.847 KHz  
1876 Hz - 1804 Hz 
= 83 
Thus, in the closed loop AFC configuration, an "input" drift of 83 Hz 
results in an output signal frequency shift of 1 Hz. 
The capture range of the loop is + 1250 Hz, (determined by the AFC 
sweep generator and receiver intermediate frequency bandpass filter). 
Thus any captured signal will be "pulled" to within + 15 Hz of the center 
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FILTER BOARD 	(80f) 
of the 2nd IF passband. In routine operation, the 2nd IF frequency 
normally lies within + 3 Hz of passband center. 
To ensure adequate isolation of the second local oscillator outputs, 
the VXO signal is amplified by a 2N4124 - 2N4126 buffer/amplifier, and then 
applied to the bases of 6 2N4126's. The output of each of these isolating 
stages is fed individually to the second mixer of each respective receiver. 
THE SIDEBAND FILTERS 
The output of the second mixer of each receiver consists of two fre-
quencies - 1840 Hz corresponding to the upper transmitted sideband ground-
wave, and 1120 Hz corresponding to the lower transmitted sideband ground-
wave. The skywave reflected from a drifting meteor trail will be doppler 
shifted a maximum 30 Hz (corresponding to a line of sight drift of approx-
imately 140 m/sec). Thus the desired information appropriate to each side-
band is contained in a bandwidth of + 30 Hz. Every receiver is followed by 
a plug in module containing a 2N3643 emitter follower input stage, a TT 
Electronics K17 miniature bandpass filter, centered on 1840 Hz, with a band-
width of + 50 Hz, and a 2N3643 emitter follower output stage. The emitter 
followers are designed to match both the input and output impedances of the 
filter, to preserve optimum bandpass. In addition, receivers 2 and 6 each 
have a similar plug in unit incorporating an 1120 + 50 Hz filter. That from 
receiver 2 provides lower transmitted/skywave sideband output for the echo 
range measurement; that from receiver 6, the lower trasmitted sideband sig-
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THE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL DISCRIMINATOR 
The circuits described in the sections "The AFC Discriminator" 
through "The Echo Sensing Unit" are the result of considerable R and D. 
For this reason, there is not always a one to one correspondence between 
IC type numbers in the text and in the circuit diagrams. In particular, 
type nos. 558 and 747 used on prototype boards have all been replaced by 
MC1458 14 pin DIP's, even though not necessarily detailed as such in text 
or circuits. Either 8 pin or 14 pin connections appear in circuits. 
In order that the full signal to noise potential of the CW meteor radar 
method can be realized, 100 Hz wide (+ 50 Hz) filters are used in the 1840 Hz 
and 1120 Hz signal paths before digitization. This places severe limits on 
the frequency stability of the transmitter (controlled by an oven mounted 
quartz crystal on 32.500 MHz) and the receiver first (23.500 MHz) and second 
(8.99852 MHz) local oscillators. Both these oscillators are crystal con-
trolled, but the second crystal is "rubbered" in a VXO circuit (see Second 
Local Oscillator) to provide automatic frequency control, which keeps the 
upper and lower sideband signals appearing in the receiver IF amplifiers (9 
MHz + 1.25 KHz) within + 15 Hz of the centers of the respective 100 Hz band-
width filters after the second mixers. 
Normal operation corresponds to the "locked" mode of the AFC gating cir-
cuit. In this condition, the transmitted upper sideband signal appears as 
an 1840 Hz signal out of the AFC ground wave receiver 6. This signal is 
gated to the input of the AFC discriminator where it is split and applied 
to two separate frequency sensitive detectors, one tuned to 1940 Hz, the 
other to 1740 Hz. The DC outputs of these detectors are connected in anti-
phase. The discriminator balance potentiometer in the amplifier input cir- 
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5. fc = 1840 Hz 
4 
3 
. -120 I -8.0 	I -40 	. +40 	+80 	+120 
-2- 
-3 
AFC DISCRIMINATOR, . 
CHARACTERISTIC -5 
cuits is adjusted so that, with an 1840 Hz input signal, the DC output from 
the discriminator is zero. With a 1740 Hz input signal, the DC output is 
+5V; with 1940 Hz in. - 5V. The AFC output potential is amplified and is 
monitored by the high impedence 1  558 (U2B) voltmeter, and displayed via a 
center zero meter of the front panel. The AFC amplified output is also 
fed to the varicap diodes whose capacitance determines the output frequency 
of the Second Local Oscillator. 
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THE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL GATING AND SWEEP CIRCUITS 
The receiver bandwidths are 100 Hz - thus, if either transmitter or 
receiving site should be temporarily "off the air", resumption of operat-
ion may result in the groundwave signals appearing outside the receiver 
passbands, and therefore outside the capture range of the automatic fre-
quency discriminator. For example, if the transmitter should go off the 
air for sufficient time for its crystal oven to drop from 75 ° C to room 
temperature, then, when power is reapplied, its output frequencies (dsbsc) 
will be 400 Hz low,well outside the receiver 2nd IF passbands. Similarly, 
the receiver local oscillator frequencies can be as much as 500 Hz off if 
the van temperature should change significantly. As long as the AFC cir-
cuit remains in lock, such changes in transmitter or local oscillator fre-
quencies would result in only a few hertz change in the frequencies of the 
signals in the1840Hz (or 1120 Hz) receiver bandpass filters. Out of lock, 
such changes result in signals which may take hours to fall within the 
appropriate + 50 Hz limits, and be recaptured again by the AFC discriminator. 
To cope with this circumstance, the AFC Gating and Sweep circuits have 
been devised. If the input signal to the AFC circuit disappears (or is not 
present when the receivers are reenergized after a temporary power failure), 
the NAND gate IC1 (1/4 7400) output goes high, switching the outputs V1 and 
V2 of gates U3A and U3B (dual 741) 10V positive and negative respectively. 
This open circuits the diode switch in the 1840 Hz input line to the AFC 
discriminator, and applies + 10 V through the protective diodes CR1 and CR2 
(ea IN34A) to Ul, a 741 sweep oscillator, which produces a 1 cycle in 10 
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seconds square wave. Upon integration and amplification by U2A (1/2 558), 
+ 2V of triangular waveform is fed to the inverting input of the AFC 
amplifier.` This sweeps the receiver 2nd local oscillator + 1250 Hz about 
its nominal frequency of 8998.520 KHz, thus effectively sweeping the band-
width of the 9 MHz IF. This sweep will be disabled, and control returned 
to the AFC discriminator, only when simultaneous output signals in both 
the 1840 Hz and 1120 Hz IFs are present. This ensures that the AFC circuit 
neither locks onto the wrong transmitted sideband, nor any other carrier 
which may happen to be within the receiver passband, but will lock only 
onto two simultaneously present carriers 720 Hz apart. 
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THE DOPPLER ZERO CROSSING DETECTORS 
The output from each of the 1840 Hz filters driven by the five direct-
ion finding receivers is fed to a doppler zero crossing detector card. 
Diode switching enables the insertion of a calibration waveform into each 
of these five plug in cards. On each card, an MC1590G AVC controlled 
amplifier drives half an MC1458 (dual 741), which provides an 8 volt peak 
to peak signal for rectification by the voltage doubler 2 x IN34A. The 
resultant 6V DC is applied to the two inputs of an AD512K after passing 
through RC filters of vastly different time constants. The long time con-
stant (of order 8 seconds) branch also feeds the other half of the MC1458, 
and provides the groundwave DC level for AGC control. The AGC circuit is 
diode buffered to provide control of the "no signal" gain of the receiver. 
The short time constant voltage level is displayed by individual meters on 
the front panel. This short time constant circuit (of order 5 msec) 
applies the skywave/groundwave beat signal to the AD512K difference ampli-
fier, and the amplified doppler beat drives the input of one half of an 
8T363 zero crossing detector. The output of the zero crossing detector 
drives both a 74121 schmidt trigger, which produces a 5 msec output pulse 
for each positive zero crossing, and also one section of a 7404, which 
effectively inverts the signal, and drives a second 74121 schmidt trigger, 
which produces a 5 msec output pulse for each negative zero crossing of 
the doppler signal. 
The 1120 Hz output from receiver 2 is separately processed in like 
manner. The subsequent processing of these output pulses is detailed in 
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This card provides the voltage to switch the zero crossing detectors 
from "signal" to "calibrate", as well as generating the calibration wave-
forms. An NE555 timer produces 10 second output pulses at approximately 
1000 second intervals. The second pulse switches the 741 output from 
negative (signal waveform handled by zero crossing detector) to positive 
for 10 seconds. The 10 second pulse also opens the gate (1/4 7400) from 
an 0.5 Hz square wave generator (1/2 7400) to the negative trigger input 
on the digital logic (SOD+). Since this line will then change state 5 
times in 10 seconds, five "calibration echoes" will be recorded approxi-
mately every 15 minutes. The "calibration echo" signals are produced by 
two more square wave generators (2/3 7404), one running at 2 k Hz, the other 
at 5 Hz. The 2 k Hz signal is gated to the outputs via two channels, one 
of which is switched by an inverted (1/6 7404) 5 Hz square wave. Thus the 
signals fed to the 2560 Hz channels of receivers 3, 4, and 5, and the 1840 
Hz* channel of receiver 2, all represent 5 Hz "dopplers" in phase, while the 
2560 I-1 * channel fed to receiver 2 will be 180 ° out of phase at the doppler 
frequency of 5 Hz. This will produce a calibration record with all direct-
ion finding channels in phase. (The data tape unpacking program DECODE will 
recognize the calibration record because its doppler period will be tagged 
negative, since the calibration "echo" triggers the logic SOD+). 
A separate panel mounted switch may also be used to manually record 
calibration "echoes". This single pole double throw momentary contact switch 
sets and resets a 7474, which switches the NE555 output gate (1/4 7400) and 
loads calibration records at the rate of one every 2 seconds for as long as 
the switch is depressed. 
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Also mounted on the calibrator card are the CLOCK OSCILLATOR and an 
A. F. AMPLIFIER. The Clock Oscillator is an International Crystals OE - 
10 7.200000 MHz .0001% modular crystal oscillator, with supply voltage 
regulated by a 1N4739 9v zener diode, and output buffered by a 2N4126, 
which provides the drive to the clock divider chain on the digital logic 
chassis. 
The A. F. Amplifier is simply an LM380, which amplifies the 1840 Hz 
output of receiver 2 to provide an audible monitoring signal from the 
panel mounted speaker. 
*For 2560 Hz read 1840 Hz, 
for 1840 Hz read 1120 Hz. 
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THE ECHO SENSING UNIT 
This card continually monitors the 1840 Hz output level of receiver 2. 
With groundwave only signal present, this level remains constant. However, 
the presence of skywave produced by a moving target will be accompanied by 
a level shift at a rate corresponding to the doppler shift. The purpose of 
the echo sensing unit (ESU) is to provide an indication to the digital logic 
unit of the presence of an echo. 
The input signal is buffered by half of an MC1458, which drives a 
2xIN34A voltage doubler, producing a 4V DC level on groundwave alone. A 
front panel gain controlled carrier balanced amplifier (other half of 
MC1458) similar to that employed in the doppler zero crossing detectors 
next drives one half of an 8T363 zero crossing detector. In order to desen-
sitize the 8T363 input (nominal sensitivity + 30 mv), drive is applied via 
a pair of back to back 1N914A's. This provides the circuit with a minimum 
threshold level of + 600 mv, and provides adequate discrimination against 
triggering on noise. 
As in the doppler zero crossing detectors, the 8T363 and 7400 
drive individual 74121's. However, in this instance, these shmidt triggers 
provide a 40 msec delay before triggering a further three 74121's which 
produce a hold out on continuous dopplers. The 40 msec delay before trig-
gering the digital logic is incorporated to ensure that meteor echoes are 
not sampled early in their lifetime, when phase changes result from the 
Fresnel pattern of trail formation, rather than the bodily drift of the 
trail under the influence of the ambient wind. 
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ECHO SENSING UNIT 
sults in the presence of a continuing signal. This not only eliminates 
repeated triggering on aircraft echoes, but also prevents repeated trigger-
ing on long duration meteor echoes, which are subject to fading, thereby 
producing apparently non-coherent dopplers. The time constants of the 
three final 74121's in the ESU are chosen so that dopplers with periods 
less than 0.75 sec produce a continuous logic 1 (+ 5v) out of the 	7004 
NAND gate which drives the echo sensing input of the digital logic chassis, 
for as long as the echo lasts. Neither short nor long duration dopplers 
with periods greater than 0.75 seconds will be recorded on tape, since the 
phase gating registers will not have finished counting in this interval - 
one of the criteria necessary for echo validation. 
An emitter follower, 2N3643, is also driven by the output line, and 
lights a panel mounted lamp when the ESU output is high, indicating the 
presence of an echo. 
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THE DIGITAL LOGIC CHASSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
The heart of the Georgia Tech radio meteor wind measuring system is 
the digital logic chassis. Here, the positive and negative pulses output 
by the various zero crossing detectors are gated to provide measures, 
expressed in 15 KHz clock "counts", of the doppler phase relationship be-
tween the various receiver filtered outputs. The second section of this 
chapter defines the receiver outputs in terms of the channels which are 
sampled. The section on Digital Logic Specifications details the order 
of sampling, and the loading of the 8 data registers which, if the vali-
dation criteria are satisfied, are subsequently transferred character by 
character to the Kennedy 1610 incrimental tape recorder, and written on 
tape. All processing to determine echo arrival angle, height, and line of 
sight wind speed are subsequently performed on campus (see Program DECODE 
in The Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility Computer Program Library 
(volume 3 of this series)). 
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(Doppler frequency lies between 2 and 25 H z ) 
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DIGITAL LOGIC SPECIFICATIONS 
Valid Echo - appearance of signal (logic 1) out of echo sensing unit 
(ESU); logic 1 = +5v, logic 0 = Ov. 
First positive (or exclusive negative) 5 ms pulse out of channel 1 
starts 6 of 16 bit registers counting pulses from 15 KHz clock 
Next positive (or exclusive negative) pulse out of channel 1 stops 
register 1 counting. 
Next positive (or exclusive negative) pulse out of channel 2 after 









i. e. if first pulse out of channel 1 is +ve, all subsequent gating is 
by positive pulses 
OR if first pulse out of channel 1 is - ve, all subsequent gating 
is by negative pulses 
In addition, a 7th register clocks the interval between the first 
negative pulse out of channel 1 and the first subsequent negative pulse 
out of channel 6, if the initial channel 1 pulse is positive, or the 
corresponding two positive pulses out of channels 1 and 6, if the initial 
channel 1 pulse is negative. 
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Similarly, an 8th register clocks the interval between the first 
two negative pulses of channel 1, if the initial channel 1 pulse is 
positive, OR, if the initial channel 1 pulse is negative, the 8th 
register clocks the interval between the first two positive pulses of 
channel 1. 
All registers HOLD after gating off (regardless of further out-
puts from channels 1 through 6). 
At 0.75 secs after the initial (+ve OR -ve) pulse out of channel 1, 
check all 8 registers are on HOLD - if not, check until there is no 
signal out of the echo sensing unit (validation) channel, reset all 
registers to zero, and await next echo. Do not restart until ESU out-
put is logic O. 
If all 8 registers are on HOLD, load successive registers serially 
into Kennedy 1610 tape deck, plus clock TIME 	(displayed numerically 
on front panel of unit) as in Table 1. 
i.e. a total of 
	
11 of 16 bit registers 
plus 
	
1 of 4 bit register 
or 
	
12 of 16 bit registers 
(with 8 bits of 12th register not used). 
Data is in fact loaded into 32 of 4 bit registers, with 52 bits 
of TIME being strobed out of the clock during the writing of each record. 
This yields a total of 180 bits, or 5 of 36 bit words (which are 
written in U1108 compatible format by the Kennedy 1610). 
Upon completion of tape write (including inter-record gap after 5 
words are written) test the output of the echo sensing unit - if logic 0, 
reset all registers to zero and await next echo. If not, wait for ESU 
logic 0, and then reset. 
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TABLE I. 









Year day hundreds 
tens 
units 
Hours 	tens 	 controlled by 
manually re- 
settable clock If 	” 	u 	 li units 
H 	u 	 IT Minutes tens 
fp 	u 	 If units 
If 	If 	 If Seconds tens 
4 BITS 	 units 
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THE LOGIC CALIBRATOR 
The Logic Calibrator is plane H of the digital logic chassis. It 
provides front panel display of the contents of the logic counting registers 
via panel switching (S14, S15) which steps through the data enable gates 6 
at a time, displaying the character count (0 to 29) on a two digit decade 
display, and the 6 bit character via panel mounted LEDS. Another LED 
flashes a warning signal when the logic is in the stepping mode. A square 
wave generator and divide chain (H1 - H9) provides a series of output 
pulses which can be gated into the six channels of the signal pulse stream 
by actuating a panel mounted switch (S16). Another LED flashes when S16 
is in the "calibrate" position. Actuating S16 also gates a trigger pulse 
through H24 and H23 to the SOD} stream, ensuring that the "doppler" will 
be tagged with a negative sign, and therefore will be recognized as a 
calibration record by the data tape unpacking program DECODE. 
Three hex inverters in H2O are used to monitor the system state. If 
no echo is being recorded, a green LED is alight. If an echo (or calibrat-
ion record) is being recorded, a red LED lights. The "Gap in Progress" 
signal from the tape recorder lights an orage LED. 
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GROUP A 
DIGITAL LOGIC DIP INVENTORY 
1. 7404 11. 7406 21. 7493 
2. 7400 12. 914C 22. 7493 
3. 74107 13. 7474 23. 7493 
4. 74107 14. 7474 24. 7493 
5. 74107 15. 7474 25. 7474 
6. 74107 16. 7400 26. 7410 
7. 7451 17. 7400 27. 
8. 7451 18. 7406 28. 74107 
9. 7451 19. 7404 29. 7437 
10. 7400 20. 7400 30 7400 
GROUP B 
1. 7475 11. 21. 7475 
2. 7442 12. 22. 7475 
3. 7442 13. 23. 
4. 7442 14. 24. 
5. 7442 15. 25. 
6. 7442 16. 26. 7400 
7. 7442 17. 27. 7404 
8. 7475 18. 28. 7400 
9. 7476 19. 29. 7404 
10 20. 30. 7400 
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DIGITAL LOGIC DIP INVENTORY (CONTD) 
GROUP C 
1. 7493 11. 7493 21. 7493 
2. 7493 12. 7493 22. 7493 
3. 7493 13. 7493 23. 7493 
4• 7493 14. 7493 24. 7493 
5. 7493 15. 7493 25. 7493 
6. 7493 16. 7493 26. 7493 
7. 7493 17. 7493 27. 7493 
8. 7493 18. 7493 28. 7493 
9. 7493 19. 7493 29. 
10. 7493 20. 7493 30. 
GROUP D 
1. 7493 11. 7410 21. 7474 
2. 7492 12. 7474 22. 7474 
3. 7490 13. 7490 23. 7400 
4. 7404 14. 7490 24. 7474 
5. 74o6 15. 7490 25. 7474 
6. 914c 16. 7492 26. 7400 
7. 7492 17. 7490 27. 7474 
8. 7490 18. 7490 28. 7400 
9. 7490 19. 7490 29. 914C 
10. 7490 20. 7490 30. 914C 
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DIGITAL LOGIC DIP INVENTORY (CONTD) 
GROUP E 
1. 7490 11. 7486 21. 7474 
2. 7492 12. 7404 22. 7400 
3. 7490 13. 7486 23. 7404 
4. 7492 14. 7474 24. 7492 
5. 7490 15. 7400 25. 7490 
6. 7492 16. 7404 26. 7493 
7. 7490 17. 7410 27. 7493 
8. 7490 18. 74107 28. 74107 
9. 7490 19. 7400 29. 7400 
10. 7400 20. 7430 30. 7486 
GROUP F 
1. 7403 11. 7403 21. 7403 
2. 7403 12. 7403 22. 7403 
3. 7403 13. 7407 23. 7403 
4. 7403 14. 7403 24. 7403 
5. 7403 15. 7403 25. 7403 
6. 7403 16. 7403 26. 7407 
7. 7403 17. 7403 27. 7403 
8. 7403 18. 7403 28. 7403 
9. 7403 19. 7403 29. 7403 
10. 7403 20. 7403 30. 7403 
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DIGITAL LOGIC DIP INVENTORY (CONTD) 
GROUP G 
1. 7403 11. 7403 21. 7404 
2. 7403 12. 7403 22. 7404 
3. 7403 13. 7403 23. 7404 
4. 7403 14. 7403 24. 7404 
5. 7403 15. 7403 25. 7404 
6. 7403 16. 7403 26. 7404 
7. 7403 17. 7403 27. 
8. 7403 18. 7403 28. 
9. 7407 19. 7404 29. 
10. 7403 20. 914C 30. 
GROUP H 
1. 7490 11. 7403 21. 7404 
2. 7492 12. 7403 22. 7404 
3. 7442 13. 7403 23. 7404 
4. 7442 14. 7403 24. 7400 
5. 7442 15. 7403 25. 914C 
6. 7404 16. 7403 26. 7403 
7. 7400 17. 7400 27. 
8. 7474 18. 7474 28. 
9. XR320 19. 7405 29. 
10. 914C 20. 7405 30. 
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THE KENNEDY MODEL 1610 INCREMENTAL TAPE RECORDER 
The Kennedy 1610 magnetic tape recorder is controlled by the digital 
logic chassis, which provides write enable, write step, and data characters. 
The manufacturer offers several options on this unit. A seven track 
format, compatible with the UNIVAC 1108, written at a speed of 500 characters 
per second, with a density of 556 characters to the inch, was selected. 
Further details on additional options available from the manufacturers, 
Kennedy Co., 540, West Woodbury Road, Altadena, California 91001. 
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8000 4000 2000 1000 
400 200 100 80 40 
10 8 4 2 1 
400 200 100 80 40 
10 8 4 2 1 
40 20 10 8 4 
Win. 
1 80 40 20 10 
Sec. 
4 2 1 80 40 
10 8 4 2 1 
CHARACTERS WRITTEN BY KENNEDY 1610 7 TRACK RECORDER 
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POWER SUPPLIES 
Two commercial power supply units are used: 
1. A Sorensen Mod I 12-1D provides + 12v @ lA . 
* 
2. An Acopian Series A VA5MT600 provides +5v @ 6A . 
AC power is supplied both these units through an RF line filter and 
panel mounted 1 amp fuse and ON/OFF switch. 
* Main requirements are high regulation and low ripple. Both supplies 
have proved more than adequate. 
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RECEIVER COIL DATA 
L1, L3 	 4T No. 26 AWG 
	
on T-50-6 Amidon Toroids 
L2, L4 	 12T No. 26 AWG 
L5, L 7, L
9 	
20T No. 26 AWG 	
on T-50-2 Amidon toroids 
L6, L8, L
10 	6T No. 26 AWG 
1ST LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
L
1 
	 15T No. 26 AWG 	
on T-50-6 Amidon toroid 
L2 
	 5T No. 26 AWG 
RFC 
	





	 22 mh/22 mh toroidal inductors 
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THE GEORGIA TECH RADIO METEOR WIND SYSTEM 
DATA SIMULATION, REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 
Section I. The Site Coordinate Transformation Program LOCATE 
Before one can proceed with the simulation or reduction of radio meteor 
echoes, the parameters of the transmit/receive system must be detailed. The 
CW method of operation requires separation of the transmitter and receivers 
such that the groundwave has an amplitude comparable to the skywave reflected 
from an "average" meteor trail. For the GT System effective radiated power 
of 1.0 KW (one sideband of the double sideband suppressed carrier on 32.5 MHz), 
this amplitude is - 10 microvolts. In the rolling hill topography around 
Atlanta, a location 27 kilometers NE of the campus, which had been suggested 
as a possible field site by the management of Technology Park/Atlanta (TPA is 
a newly established research park near Norcross, Georgia) proved to be suitable. 
The computer program LOCATE was written to determine the site constants, 
and is reproduced here for the benefit of those contemplating a similar meteor 
radar facility. 
The U1108 Fortran V Program LOCATE. 
This program contains, as internal data, the latitude, longitude and height 
above mean sea level of both transmitting and receiving sites, and generates the 
mean earth radius, T/R system midpoint coordinates, and the rotation factors to 
be applied to the measurements made at the receiving site to express all arrival 
angles and ranges in terms of the origin appropriate to the measured line of 
site drift vectors, and a north/south - east/west - vertical coordinate system. 
This is done by calls to 
SUBROUTINE COORD 
which establishes the geocentric coordinates of the sites, and to 
SUBROUTINE TOPO 
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which performs the topocentric computations. 
Also included for completeness are tabulations of the corrections to be 
applied to the arrival angle direction cosines as measured at the receiving 
site (such corrections having been determined by an antenna calibration), and 
the correction for conversion of local (clock) time to local mean solar time. 
Whereas the GT System records the Eastern Standard Time of each echo received, 
more meaningful comparisons, particularly of tidal wind phases, can be made 
if all data is measured in local mean solar time. 
The output of the program consists of a listing of the input site lati-
tudes and longitudes, in degrees, minutes and seconds, the site separation, in 
kilometers, the midpoint coordinates relative to the receiving site in kilo-
meters, the antenna calibration correction factors, the sin and cosine of the 
T/R system to NS - EW rotation, and the "clock" to local mean solar time correct-
ion factors. These parameters, with the exception of the lat/lons., are used 
as constant data within both the echo data simulation program METEOR, and the 
echo data tape reading program DECODE. 
While not applicable to the GT System, occassions may arise when there is 
enough difference between the heights above sea level of the transmitting and 
receiving sites that a correction needs to be made to convert site system ver-
tical to true vertical. This is the angle EL output by SUBROUTINE TOPO, which 
is the depression angle in radians of the receiving site with respect to the 
transmitting site. If EL is significant (of order 1 0 or more), AZ and EL can 
be used to perform a three dimensional rotation from site coordinates axes to 
NS, EW, vertical. The three dimensional rotation algorithm is not included in 
the Georgia Tech programs SITE, METEOR, and DECODE. 
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Section II. The Receiving Station Simulation Program METEOR 
Introduction 
The Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Project is designed after the project 
which has been pursued so successfully since 1950 by the Physics Department 
of the University of Adelaide, South Australia, under the leadership of Dr. 
W. G. Elford. Two important changes have been made: 
(1) The Tech ranging system uses phase comparison of the sidebands of 
a double sideband suppressed carrier signal to determine the echo range, and 
(2) The output of the receivers is digitized and written on magnetic 
tape, instead of being recorded in analog form on film which has subsequently 
to be processed and read. Certain of the film reading processes are per-
formed during digitization, and the tape written contains relative phase, 
rather than analog, information, as well as the date and time of day (to the 
nearest second), which identifies each echo as a separate entity. 
In the initial design of the digitizer, an empirical estimate of the 
sampling frequency was made, based on the known behavior of the target (the 
first Fresnel zone about the specular reflection point on the ionized trail 
of the meteor). Horizontal wind speed maxima are normally less than 200 meters 
sec
-1
. At an (average) elevation angle of 45
o
, this results in a line of sight 
trail drift velocity, if measured in the maximum flow speed direction, of 
. 200 sin 450 = 140 meters sec
-1
, such a drift velocity will result, at a 
radio frequency wavelength of 10 meters, in a doppler shift of just under 
30 Hz. If we wish to know the phase of such a wave to better than 10 (the 
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order of accuracy achieved in the Adelaide system) then it is reasonable to 
take 500 samples per cycle of the 30 Hz signal. Thus a sampling rate of 
15 KHz empirically satisfied our design criteria. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the system, the meteor data 
simulation program METEOR was written. 
The U1108 Fortran V Program METEOR 
The program generates, from internal data, a set of echoes at random 
azimuths and elevation angles, in non uniform time steps, with line of sight 
drifts appropriate to a known wind field; (the wind field chosen has a cubic 
variation in wind speed with height in both the north-south and east-west dir-
ections; a constant vertical wind speed with height, and prevailing, diurnal, 
semidiurnal and terdiurnal variations in all three wind components with time. 
The field is not unlike that actually measured at Adelaide in September, 1961). 
This echo set is then formatted and, depending on the options selected on the 
first data card (see Appendix I), writes a FASTRAND file for input to the data 
analysis programs GROVES and ERG (see Sections 5 and 4); punches cards which 
can be input to GROVES or ERG by a LOADIT series program (Section 4); lists the 
card images; codes the direction cosine and velocity information into digital 
"phases" and loads these onto FASTRAND as 5 of 36 bit words packed with 16 bit 
"phase" words and 4 bit "time code" words, a direct simulation of the output 
tape written by the Kennedy Model 1610 tape recorder at the receiving site 
(as input for the unpacking and decoding program DECODE); and/or lists the 
octal content of these 5 words. Options are also available to add "noise" to 
the doppler velocity, and/or the relative phase counts, to enable an estimate 
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to be made of the effects of errors in the input data on the subsequent reduct-
ion and analysis programs. 
The Program 
Program elements are detailed in the sequence in which they are called dur-
ing a run. The elements linking the subroutines constitute the MAIN PROGRAM. 
After initialization, a header card detailing the nature and source of the 
data is read and written as the lead record on the file FILE2, set aside for 
data which can be input to GROVES or ERG. Next, the three data cards determin-
ing the output options and output file names which are all listed at the head 
of the output listing are read, followed by a call to 
SUBROUTINE ADATA. 
This "data" subroutine sets the start time in minutes from which the time 
of each echo is calculated, the height limits over which the wind profile model was 
initially determined, and the coefficients of the model wind variation with 
height and time. 
MAIN then calculates the echo azimuth by a call to 
SUBROUTINE UNOISE. 
UNOISE is an entry point in the subroutine NOISE and results in the calcu-
lation of one of a uniformly distributed set of azimuths lying in the interval 
0 to 360° . If an azimuth is calculated which lies outside these limits, another 
one of the set is calculated until the constraint is satisfied. 
MAIN then determines the echo elevation angle by a call to 
SUBROUTINE NOISE 
NOISE calculates one of a normally distributed set of elevation angles 
lying in the interval 30 ° to 80° . If an elevation angle is calculated which 
lies outside these limits, another one of the set is calculated until the con-
straint is satisfied. 
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MAIN then converts these azimuth and elevation angles to direction co-
sines, which are used in all subsequent analysis programs to specify the line 
of sight drift directions. 
MAIN then determines the height of the reflection center of the echo by 
another call to NOISE, which calculates one of a set of normally distributed 
numbers in the interval 70 to 110 kilometers (or 77 to 104 kilometers, depend-
ing on the height range option requested). If the height calculated lies out-
side the selected limits, another height is calculated until the constraint 
is satisfied. 
The true height thus calculated is then reduced to an apparent "flat 
earth" height by subtraction of that part of the height due to the curvature 
of the earth. A first order solution, of the form 
zz = z 
2R 
is used, where x and y are the coordinates of the point vertically below the 
echo, with the transmit/receive system midpoint taken as origin, and R is the 
earth's radius. All distances are in kilometers. 
The echo range is then calculated using "flat earth" geometry and the 
echo height zz. This is followed by rotation and translation of axes (see 
Appendices IIB and IIC), and site correction, to produce direction cosines as 
would actually apply to the given echo as received at the receiving site. 
The time of occurrence of the echo is then calculated by another call to NOISE, 
which results in the occurrence intervals averaging 2.5 minutes,with an RMS 
deviation of 1.0 minutes (this results in approximately 400 "useable" echoes a 
day, a typical average rate for a meteor wind facility). Time is then con-
verted to days, hours, minutes and seconds. The line o f sight drift approp- 
x2 y2 
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riate to the height, time, and direction of doppler measurement are then 
calculated by a call to 
SUBROUTINE WIND. 
WIND is a modification of subroutine DIANA (see program GROVES, section 
V) which calculates, from the coefficients of ADATA and the time and height 
parameters of the echo, the three appropriate wind components. MAIN then 
combines these with the determined line of sight direction cosines, to give 
the appropriate line of sight velocity. If the relevant option has been 
specified, this velocity can be rendered noisy (corresponding to a random 
error in actual velocity determination) by a call to 
SUBROUTINE VNOISE. 
VNOISE is just another compilation of NOISE which handles integers and 
produces a normally distributed set of velocities with a given rms deviation 
(as read in on the options data card). A separate routine is used, so that 
integers can be handled, and adding noise to the drift velocity does not 
change the distributions of echo arrival angle, height, and time of occurrence. 
Because the recording interval of the digitizer is 0.75 sec echo
-1 , velocities 
less than some 10 meters sec
-1 
will not be recorded in the field. If the 
drift velocity determined is less than this figure, a completely new echo is 
chosen (just as would be the case for the actual system). An advancing echo 
(one for which the phase path is decreasing) results in a skywave radio fre-
quency greater than the groundwave frequency, and is coded positive. 
Next, the components of the drift (considered as purely horizontal) are 
calculated. These can be used to calculate a "quick look" type of hour by 
hour wind. 
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If the receiving site data option has been specified, the program then 
proceeds to convert the echo data to the appropriate form. First the number 
of 15 KHz counts appropriate' to the time taken for one doppler cycle is de-
termined, by dividing the drift velocity into 69231, the number of counts 
corresponding to the period of a beat gelerated by a line of sight drift ve-
locity of 1 meter sec
-1 
at a radio frequency of 32.5 MHz. Note again that 
this quantity, called WAVE in the program, has a sign which is positive if the 
line of sight drift is toward the receiving antennae, and negative if the phase 
path is increasing. Since both pairs of crossover points of the first one and 
a half cycles of the doppler at the receiving site are recorded (to check con-
sistency of the doppler) a second measure of WAVE is determined. If the opt-
ion is desired, the two values will be the same. However, the second value is 
usually determined by another call to NOISE. This second doppler period is 
one of a set of normally distributed numbers of average WAVE with a 10% RMS spread. 
Since the sense of trail drift is determined from the relative phases at 
the receiving antennas in the subsequent echo analysis program DECODE, the 
absolute values of the number of counts corresponding to WAVE and its "second 
value" are stored as MWAVE1, MWAVE2. 
MAIN then simulates the relative phases between the beats appearing at 
each receiver output for a given echo arrival angle and velocity by a call to 
SUBROUTINE ECHODF 
For an understanding of this subroutine, it is necessary to consider the 
beats produced between the transmitted groundwave and the reflected skywave at 
each of the 5 antennae which make up the direction finding array. 
A plan view of the array is detailed in Figure 1. Consider a skywave, 













FIGURE 1 - LAYOUT OF DIRECTION FINDING AERIALS 
(phase path decreasing, WAVE > 0).. The phases as measured at the various 
antennae are 
1 leads 2 by 27.m 
3 leads 2 by 27.t. 
2 leads 4 by 27.5/4.m 
4 leads 5 by 27.1/2.m - 27.1/2.Z 
It is convenient to take the phase as measured at antenna 2 as the reference, 
and relate all other phases to the phase at 2. Then 
2 leads 5 by 27.5/4.m + 27.1/2.m - 27.1/2.Z 
= 27(1.75m - 0.5.2) 
The groundwave "arrives" at each antenna such that 
1 leads 2 by - 27 
3 leads 2 by 0 
2 leads 4 by - 27.5/4 
2 leads 5 by - 27 (5/4 + 1/2) 
The beats between the skywave and groundwave at each antenna result in beat 
envelopes having the same relative phases as the original radio frequency sig-
nals. The beat waveforms will have relative phases given by: 
1 leads 2 by 2w (m + 1) 
3 leads 2 by 27Z 
2 leads 4 by 21- .5/4.(m + 1) 
2 leads 5 by 2w (1.75m - 0.5.2 + 1.75) 
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Let us suppose we measure phase differences between the minima of the beat 
waveforms (whether minima, or maxima, or corresponding crossover points is 
immaterial, provided consistency is observed). Using 2 as the reference, 
2 leads 1 by - 2n(m + 1) 
2 leads 3 by - 2nt 
2 leads 4 by 27 x 1.25 x (m + 1) 
and 
2 leads 5 by 2n(1.75m - 0.5Z) 
In terms of the program direction cosines EL and EM, the number of counts per 
doppler cycle WAVE ( ■ 2n above), and the fact that addition or subtraction of 
a complete cycle makes no difference to the relative phases, the solution can 
be presented as 
2 leads 1 by - WAVE * EM 
	
= MA 
2 leads 3 by - WAVE * EL 	 = MB 




2 leads 5 by WAVE * (1.75 * EM - 0.5 * EL + 0.75) = MD 
As calculated, each of these quantities may be negative, or larger than WAVE. 
Therefore, each is normalized, in turn, by a call to 
SUBROUTINE NORMAL 
which adds or subtracts appropriate multiples of IWAVEI until the quantity 
lies in the interval 0, IWAVEI; i.e. the interval in which the clock counts are 
actually measured. (Addition or subtraction of 2n makes no difference to the 
relative phases). 
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An option is available to add noise to the doppler phases, including the 
range "phase", the phase difference between the upper and lower sideband 
dopplers, which is calculated in this section of MAIN. If specified, calls 
are made to 
SUBROUTINE VNOISE 
again. Gradual increase in the indeterminancy of the relative phases is 
another means of checking the sensitivity of the subsequent reduction and 
analysis programs to random errors in the input data (caused, for example, by 
a decrease in the signal to noise ratio). 
MAIN then calculates a second, slightly different echo range (correspond-
ing to the second determination of range at the receiving site) by another call 
to 
SUBROUTINE NOISE. 
This option can be suppressed, if desired, and two equal ranges will be 
produced. 
Next, the echo timing words are constructed, such that hundreds, tens and 
units of each of the quantities MYRDAY (day of year), LTIMH (local time in 
hours), LTIMM (local time in minutes), and LTIMS (local time in seconds) are 
stored as separate BCD words. Although the subsequent analysis programs in-
volve echo times measured to the nearest minute only, the time in seconds, 
which is actually digitized and recorded at the receiving site, is simulated. 
A calculated 0 is often stored as -0, becoming the complement tagged with 
a negative sign bit; all times are actually positive, and so all quantities 
are IABS'd to prevent the occurrence of complemented words. 
Next the U1108 FLD function is used to load 5 integer words (designated 
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as integer D(5)) with the receiver outputs and echo time, just as the multi-
plexer will load the digitized outputs of the receiving equipment into 5 
words which are then written as 36 bit words on tape by the Kennedy 1610 tape 
deck. 
Each of these 5 words may be listed for checking, if the option is speci-
fied, as 5 octal words. The 5 data words comprising the simulated echo are 
finally written into FASTRAND file FILE1 (Unit 16) by a call to 
SUBROUTINE NTRAN 
NTRAN is a UNIVAC 1108 library routine, which suspends the normal FORTRAN 
input/output, and enables writing of words in blocks of size controlled by the 
argument list specification. Here, 5 words, followed by an inter record gap 
are written, corresponding exactly to the single (tape) record per echo gen-
erated at the receiving site. Thus the FASTRAND file FILE1 becomes the input 
unit to be attached to the data reduction program DECODE, which normally per-
forms the first stage of processing of the real data tapes. 
Also under option control are the writing of a FASTRAND file FILE2, in 
a binary format appropriate for direct input to programs GROVES or ERG, and 
the punching of BCD data cards, one per echo, suitable for input to the 
appropriate LOADIT series program. 
The above sequence is repeated, simulated echo by simulated echo, until 
the specified number of simulated echoes has been produced. The output files 
are then closed, the output file statistics are listed, and execution is 
terminated. 
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Section III. The Raw Echo Data Tape Reduction Program DECODE 
Introduction 
The program DECODE is an adaptation of the University of Adelaide Physics 
Department Program 1190A. DECODE uses as input the data tapes written by the 
Kennedy 1610 tape deck at the receiving site, (or the simulated echo data out-
put from METEOR), decodes the data and produces a listing and a FASTRAND file 
in a format suitable for input to the subsequent analysis programs GROVES or 
ERG. The program decodes the 5 36 bit words in each record (each meteor pro-
duces 8 16 bit words, and 13 4 bit words, which are packed into 5 36 bit 
words), validates the echo by checking the consistency of the doppler frequency, 
and the echo range, and calculates the direction cosines of the echo arrival 
angle, and the height of the reflection center. 
Normally echoes within a few degrees of the horizon, and those with heights 
outside the interval 70 to 120 km are rejected, but these options may be sup-
/ 
pressed. Printed output is blocked in groups of 5 echoes, one per line, with 
40 echoes to a page. 
The U1108 FORTRAN PROGRAM DECODE 
Program elements are detailed in the sequency in which they are called 
during a run. The elements linking the subroutines constitute the 
MAIN PROGRAM. 
After initialization the first data card, punched with the year of echo 
data tape to be processed, is read and immediately printed. Then follows read-




Subroutine PAGE is a utility routine, which, on the first call, turns the 
page, numbers it, and prints the header information. 
PAGE also counts lines of output, leaving a blank line after every 5 lines 
of output data, and turning the page after listing 40 lines of echo output 
card images. 
MAIN then reads the input file names corresponding to FILEIN, and the out-
put file name FILOUT, and prints these out. 
Next, the FASTRAND file FILOUT (Unit 16) is labeled with a BCD image of 
the header card. Then the program options, the echo count number to be attached 
to first echo, the error limits in the determination of the echo arrival angle 
(in decimals of a wavelength, usually < 0.1), the system delay factors (related 
to the receiving site digitization electronics, and normally 0) and 500 minus 
the number of ambiguous echoes to be tolerated before exit (normally NBIT = 0), 
are read, and printed. Then the count factor for scaling the data (the number 
of clock counts per second, normally 15000) is read and, after conversion to 
the number of counts corresponding to the period of the doppler appropriate to 
a line of sight drift of 1 meter sec -1 , normally 69231, is printed. A call to 
SUBROUTINE SITE 
continues initialization, with the direction finding antenna corrections 
(as determined by calibration), the factors pertaining to the system axes and 
transmit/receive site separation, and the time correction factor, local to 
local mean solar, being tabulated, and written out. 
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The first echo is then read from the tape FILEIN by a call to 
SUBROUTINE READER 
which increments the echo count by 1, zeroes not only the locations to 
be filled by the echo tape read, but also 5 word blocks on each side of these 
locations, and reads a five word record by a call to 
SUBROUTINE NTRAN 
a UNIVAC 1108 library routine, which temporarily disables the FORTRAN 
EXECUTIVE and enables one non-standard echo data tape 5 word record to be 
read from tape FILEIN (Unit 17) and stored as array D. This routine also 
senses a read redundancy or an end of file record. 
READER then tests for 
1. a redundancy - resulting in an error message, an IPAR counter 
increment and a return to the MAIN PROGRAM with MISS = 1 if 
IPAR > 50, otherwise a return to the first statement of READER 
or 
2. an end of file - resulting in a printout of the last record read, 
and a return to the MAIN PROGRAM with MISS = 2. 
Otherwise, READER then proceeds to unpack the 5 word array D into the var-
iables MA, MB, MC, MD corresponding to the phase differences between the various 
receiver outputs (see Section II. page 8, SUBROUTINE ECHODF for a definition of 
these variables) and the two measures of the absolute values of the doppler per-
iod MWAVE1 and MWAVE2. 
A check is then made on the consistency of these two measures of the line 
of sight dopplers - if inconsistent to 20% or more an error message is printed 
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and control proceeds as for a read redundancy, withNBIT rather than IPAR 
incremented. 
Otherwise READER continues unpacking, producing the two measures of 
RANGE, MRNGE1 and MRNGE2, which are converted to approximate ranges in kilo-
meters; if less than 65 km (Meteor echoes are very seldom recorded below an 
altitude of 65 km - echoes corresponding to lower altitudes usually result 
from aircraft) or inconsistent to 4 kilometers, a message is printed, and 
control proceeds as for a read redundancy, again with NBIT rather than IPAR 
incremented. Range < 65 Km will be accepted if option specified. 
Otherwise, READER proceeds to unpack the timing words, producing year, 
day, of year, hour, and minute at which the echo was recorded. The time is 
then corrected to local mean solar time, and the resultant year day is then 
converted to month and day by a call to 
SUBROUTINE MONDAY 
which produces both an integer month MO and a hollerith month MON (and 
works for all years, both ordinary and leapyears). 
MAIN then checks MISS, to see if an END OF FILE or a bad data tape has 
been detected. If so, control is transferred to STATEMENT NO. 200, and the 
program is terminated as detailed at the end of this section. Otherwise, MAIN 
then determines the local mean solar "clock" time by appropriate addition of 
the hours and minutes (24 hour clock), and then proceeds to the unravelling 
of the direction cosines of the arrival angle of the echo at the receiving site. 
First, the system delay factors are applied to each phase count to estab-
lish a common reference. Then the integer phase counts are floated, and 
divided by the doppler count to give relative phases on the interval 0,1. 
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After ensuring that the relative phases do lie in 0,1, the program takes a 
guess at the direction cosines as measured at antennae 1 and 3, and tests 
their consistency by comparing the guess with the difference between the 
phases measured at antennae 4 and 5 by a call to 
SUBROUTINE SOLVE. 
The key to acceptance or rejection of the chosen direction cosines 
(the final values may not be decided upon until several "guesses", involv-
ing sign changes and angle complements, have been tested by SOLVE) is the 
value of error to be tolerated (which was initially read from the control 
options card - see page 93 and Appendix III). The first two possible calls 
to SOLVE test the consistency of the relative magnitudes of the phases at 
each of the 5 direction finding antennae. An inconsistency at this point 
will result in an error message directing NO CHECK FOR X . The next four 
calls to SOLVE determine in which quadrant the echo lies. Of course, as 
soon as SOLVE returns cosines within the limits of the desired error, the 
remaining calls to SOLVE are redundant, and are bypassed. 	Similarly, if 
an irreconcilable inconsistency arises at any point, messages of the type 
* 
NO CHECK FOR C will arise . The occurrence of FAULT FOR NSTAT = message 
cannot arise logically - a program card misread on compilation or a machine 
fault would have to be involved. 
If an inconsistency has been detected, a second pass is made, with the 
sign of the velocity changed. If still inconsistent, the Table of Diagnostic 
Messages (see listing of PROGRAM DECODE. MAIN) will be accessed, a diagnostic 
message will be printed, a check will be made on printer blocking by a call to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
and control will be returned to STATEMENT NO. 1 - CALL READER resulting 
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in the reading of a new echo from the data tape, and subsequent processing 
as outlined above. 
Otherwise, the validated direction cosines will be corrected for deviat-
ions from the ideal direction finding antenna pattern (as measured by an 
antenna calibration). If the option is specified, the cosine of the zenith 
angle is calculated, and echoes within a few degrees of the horizon (and 
therefore probably spurious) are eliminted. After calculation of the true 
midpoint range (Appendix HA), the direction cosines of acceptable echoes 
are then referred to axes translated to the transmit/receive system mid-
point, and rotated to true north-south and east-west. The vertical direct-
ion cosine is then calculated, and from this, and the range, the echo 






HITE = Z + 
2R 
where Z is the flat Earth height and x and y are the coordinates of the point 
vertically below the echo center. 
Next follows the calculation of the local mean solar time to the nearest 
hour (echoes occurring 30 minutes before the hour to 30 minutes after the 
hour are the major contributors to winds measured on the hour in simple 
"quick look" type analyses that can be applied to the raw data), and the 
"level" appropriate to 10 KM height blocks centered on 80, 90, and 100 KM 
(again, for "quick look" analyses). Similarly "quick look" type velocity 
components are also calculated, in which the wind is assumed to be purely 
horizontal. 
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Since subsequent analysis programs require a velocity convention 
which defines a line of sight drift away from the system axes origin as 
positive, the sign of the drift velocity is changed. 
Next, FILOUT (Unit 16) is loaded, in binary, with the data pertain-
ing to the echo. This data is also listed, with a call to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
keeping a check on the output blocking, and control is then returned 
to STATEMENT NO. 1 - CALL READER for further processing of the input data 
tape. 
As detailed earlier, detection of an END OF FILE or bad data on the 
echo data tape FILEIN results in a transfer of control to STATEMENT NO. 
200. An all zero record (a "flag" record) is written on FILOUT, and the 
file is closed. 
The output file statistics are then calculated and listed, both in-
put and output files are rewound, and the program terminated. 
Addendum: To conserve output, a sixth option, suppressing diagnostic 
printouts, can be specified on the options card. 
A seventh option suppresses printout of data tape read diagnostics. 
With the station in routine operation, trouble was experienced in reading 
some data tapes - this was cured by incorporating a block move branch, which 
searches for the next inter record gap if five successive reads are bad; 
prints a P (parity error) or B (bad record) in column 130 of the output 
listing for each block move. A dirty head (or tape) can lead to erroneous 
end of file reads. Only a double end of file will terminate execution. 
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Section IV. The Series of Programs LOADIT 
The LOADIT series programs are simple FORTRAN routines which load a 
FASTRAND file compatible as input to the programs GROVES and ERG, with echo 
by echo data produced by radio meteor stations other than that operated by 
Georgia Tech. They are specific to each source, and process either tapes or 
cards provided by (or punched from listings provided by) other stations partic-
ipating in the Global Radio Meteor Wind Studies Project. 
In some cases, the program performs only a change in formatting, all the 
variables for input to GROVES or ERG being specified in the input data list. 
Other versions are required to convert some listed parameters - for example, 
several stations use echo arrival azimuth and elevation, which need to be 
converted to direction cosines. Practically all data times need to be con-
verted to local mean solar, which is more meaningful in calculations of tidal 
phase. In some cases, actual character transformations have to be performed - 
as one example, IBM 360 series plus signs need to be converted to U1108 code. 
A program in this series has also been used to load cards punched by the 
echo data simulation program METEOR, for test runs of GROVES and ERG which 
involved modification of the input data for each of several runs (such as 
decreasing the sample size by pulling every second card of the input data, for 
example). 
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Section V. The Height/Time Wind Variation Program GROVES 
Introduction 
One of the most significant events in the history of radio meteor wind 
measurement was the appearance, in the Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial  
Physics, Volume 16, (1959), pp. 344-356, of a paper by G. V. Groves entitled 
"A Theory for Determining Upper Atmosphere Winds from Radio Observations on 
Meteor Trails". 
While in Australia for the launching of some Skylark vehicles from Woomera 
as part of the joint United Kingdom/Australia space research effort, some prob-
lems developed with the experiments and Groves found himself virtually stranded 
down under for some 3 months. In that time, he became aware, in great detail, 
of the problems being encountered by the Radio Meteor Group of the Physics De-
partment of the University of Adelaide. This pioneer group, established in 
1950 by the then Professor L. G. H. Huxley (now Sir Leonard), and being led by 
Dr. W. G. Elford, had very quickly realized, from the data being gathered, that 
considerable variation of the wind pattern with height (over the 75 to 105 km 
range being sampled) existed, and had evolved desk machine calculation tech-
niques to illustrate this variation by arbitrarily stratifying the region into 
10 km slabs, centered on 80, 90, and 100 km altitudes. Each slab was independ-
ently analysed for the prevailing, 24 hour and 12 hour variations known to be 
common in this region. 
As well as being a good physicist, Groves was also an astute applied 
mathematician, and he developed an analysis in which measurements at all times 
and all heights were connected by a model which assumed a polynomial variation 
with height, and the customary prevailing, 24 and 12 hour winds, with an 8 hour 
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component thrown in for good measure (in fact, any number of higher order 
harmonics could be included by simply continuing the Fourier series). The 
coefficients of this model were then determined, using the method of least 
squares, by matching the data against the model. Preliminary analyses applied 
to actual data yielded results which were most encouraging, producing as they 
did practically the same winds at 80, 90, and 100 kilometers as produced by 
the arbitrary "slab" method, while providing detailed profiles over the 80 to 
100 km height range. Because all reductions were still being done by hand, only 
simple models could be tested, but the method obviously had great possibilities. 
In 1960, the Weapons Research Establishment (an arm of the Australian 
Defence Scientific Service of the Commonwealth Department of Supply) installed 
an IBM 7090 computer, which was made available for use by the University of 
Adelaide. In 1963, the team of Elford and Roper programmed the Groves' analysis 
(program GROVES), and its logical extension, the periodogram analysis ERG 
described in Section VI. 
Execution time for a standard model (63 coefficients) is approximately 60 
seconds per 1000 echoes on the Georgia Tech UNIVAC 1108. 
THE U1108 FORTRAN PROGRAM GROVES 
Program elements are detailed in the sequence in which they are called 
during a run. The elements linking the subroutines constitute the MAIN PROGRAM. 
The program first interrogates the machine to determine the date on which 
the program is being run by a call to 
SUBROUTINE ERTRAN 
a library utility routine which performs several functions according to its 
first argument. In the present use, it returns a six character hollerith word 
containing the month, day, and last 2 digits of the year. This word is con- 
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verted to three integers and stored as DATE, by use of the system function 
DECODE. A call to 
SUBROUTINE MONTH 
Converts the integer DATE (1) into an alphabetic abreviation for the month. 
This is done so that the output listings can be identified as having been run 
during a particular month without the confusion that exists in purely numeric 
dating (other countries usually use the sequency day, month, year in numeric 
dating). 
After initialization, the first record of the input data file (Unit NTAPE), 
which contains the output from either PROGRAM DECODE or one of the "LOADIT" 
series program, is read. 
Next, the data card determining the interval of data to be read from the 
echo data input file is read. If an END OF FILE is sensed, an error message 
including 
CONTINGENCY LEVEL 1 
is printed, and execution terminated. 
Otherwise, the data interval is checked for consistency; if inconsistent, 
an error message including 
CONTINGENCY LEVEL 2 
is printed, and execution terminated. 
If the data interval is consistent, the starting date and end date are 
separated into year, month, and day. If the data interval card is blank, no 
separation is performed. All data in the echo data file will be read at the 
appropriate time. To obviate confusion in data reporting and exchange, the 




Then MAIN reads the six cards which determine the parameters to be used in 
the model height/time fitting process. If the vertical fitting parameters have 
been set negative, this indicates that the vertical wind is to be considered 
zero at all times, i.e. all winds are horizontal. Additional fitting parameters 
are calculated during this read sequence. 
A check is next made on the number of parameters N specifying the total 
model. An error message is printed if N is too large (> 100), and execution 
is terminated. 
Next, the echo data is processed; echoes are read one at a time; each is 
checked for validity (whether a read redundancy, a terminal "flag" echo, or 
end of file - appropriate error messages are printed), then the echo height is 
checked - if outside the model height range, a new echo is read. Then the echo 
date is checked, to ensure that it lies within the interval to be processed. 
If not, a new echo is read; otherwise, the valid echo count (M) is incre-
mented by one. If this is the first echo accepted, the commencement of the 
interval is redefined. This ensures that the start of the data interval is 
available for eventual printout if a blank card has been used to specify "all 
data in echo data file to be processed". 
The time of occurrence (to the nearest minute) is then calculated as a 
function of the input periodicity, and expressed in radians. Sines and cosines 
of this period, and the appropriate number of harmonics specified in the model, 
are then calculated. 
The next step is to tabulate the echo in height and time for eventual 
output in the echo rate map. Then the direction cosines are expressed as the 
variables of the subsequent reductions, converted, if necessary, if the winds 
are to be considered horizontal. 
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The normalized height S of the echo is then calculated (all polynomial 
height profile coefficients relate to the normalized height parameter S). 
Then the contributions of this echo to the constant (with time) coefficients 
of the north-south, east-west and vertical wind profiles are calculated, 
followed by the contribution to the time varying coefficients. The contri-
butions of this particular echo form the coefficient column D, which is then 
summed into the total contribution column P, and the array Q. Each echo is 
weighted by a factor depending on the echo arrival angle and the relative 
magnitudes of the contributions to the orthogonal height profiles. 
Control then returns to STATEMENT NO. 3, and another echo is read from 
the input file, and similarly processed. 
Reading of a zero record, or end of file, in the echo data, transfers 
control to STATEMENT NO. 100, which calls 
SUBROUTINE PAGE . 
PAGE is a utility routine, which turns the output page, and prints, as a 
header at the top of each page, the label read from the echo data input tape, 
the date on which the program is being run, and the page number. 
Next, the end of the actual echo data processing interval is defined, and 
MAIN prints the two year/month/day variables denoting the dates between which 
the wind is being determined, followed by a list of the input parameters of 
the model being fitted, and the number of meteor echoes contributing to the 
analysis. After another call to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
MAIN proceeds to output the echo rate map (the height/time statistics of 
echo occurrence). A check is then made of the total number of echoes M con-
tributing to the analysis - if this is less than 120, a message is printed 
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CONTINGENCY LEVEL 3 
and execution is terminated. 
If M > 120, then matrix Q is copied into matrix A, and A is inverted by 
a call to 
SUBROUTINE MATSIN, 
a matrix inversion routine which will accept matrices of order up to 100 
x 100. MATSIN is a standard pivotal element reduction. Upon completion of 
the inversion, R = A
1
, stored in A, control returns to MAIN, which immed-
iately tests the magnitude of the determinant, to ensure that the matrix Q was 
nonsingular. If the determinant is less than 10
-12 , an error message is printed 
CONTINGENCY LEVEL 4 
and execution is terminated. 
If not, then the coefficients of the height/time wind model , column AC, 
are calculated from the weighted echo data column P and the inverse matrix R. 
Then an estimate of the error in each coefficient AC(K) is calculated from AC, 
P, and Q, and the number of "independent" samples M - N, where M is the number 
of meteors contributing to Q, and N is the order of Q (i.e. the number of 
coefficients in the model). A check is made on the sign of the square of the 
error, to obviate a negative SQRT argument. The sign of the argument is 
attached to the square root of the absolute value. A negative error is an 
indication of instability in the matching of data to the model, and a differ-
ent set of coefficient parameters (fewer) should be specified and the program 
rerun. 
Output is preceded by a call to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
which turns the output page, numbers it, and prints HEADER, SOURCE, and 
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DATE of run information at the top. 
After the matrix determinant is listed (since this is a very large number, 
it is calculated and printed as log 10), the model coefficients (AC), and the 
error in each, are printed - 45 to a page. If more than 45 coefficients are 
involved, the page is turned and headed by a call to PAGE, and the additional 
coefficients printed. The coefficients AC are also punched out, 8 to a card - 
always 13 cards. 
If the fundamental analysis period has been specified as 24.0 (which is 
usually the case) then the hour by hour winds in the east/west, north/south 
and vertical directions for each hour of the day are calculated and listed by 
a call to 
SUBROUTINE DIANA. 
DIANA, which has access to all the model input parameters and output 
coefficients via COMMON, reconstitutes height time wind profiles, hour by hour, 
in 2 km height steps over the height range analyzed. Suitable headers and 
scales are formatted and listed, with output of each wind component organized 
by appropriate calls to PAGE. (The height/time profiles thus listed are re-
constituted from the model profile coefficients only, and normally consist of 
the sum of the prevailing 24, 12, and 8 hour components). 
After returning to MAIN, the amplitude of the prevailing wind components, 
and the amplitudes and phases of each of the periodic components modeled, are 
calculated and printed out as a function of height (2 km intervals) by a call 
to 
SUBROUTINE VARY 
Again, all the model parameters and coefficients are accessible to VARY 
through COMMON. Suitable headers and scales are formatted, and output of the 
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appropriate components is again organized by calls to PAGE. 
On the return to MAIN, execution is terminated. 
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Section VI. 	The Wind Periodogram Analysis Program ERG 
Introduction 
The basic wind periodogram analysis program ERG was written by Elford 
and Roper, of the University of Adelaide Physics Department, in 1963 as an 
extension of the program GROVES, and was initially run to demonstrate the 
validity of the choice of tidal periods (24, 12, and 8 hour) usually specified 
in the Groves' analysis. While there was little doubt of the reality of the 
24 and 12 hour components, their relationship to the irregular wind "back-
ground", and the relative importance of 8 hour and 6 hour components was not 
well established. ERG uses the same echo data input file as GROVES, and fits 
height polynomials to a single periodicity on each scan through the data. 
Execution time is approximately 10 seconds per 1000 echoes per period. 
The U1108 FORTRAN program ERG 
Program elements are detailed in the sequence in which they are called 
during a run. The elements linking the subroutines constitute the MAIN PROGRAM. 
The program first interrogates the machine to determine the date of the 
run by a call to 
SUBROUTINE ERTRAN 
a library utility routine which performs several functions according to its 
first argument. In the present use, it returns a six character hollerith word 
containing the month, day, and last two digits of the year. This word is con-
verted to three integers and stored as DATE, by use of the system function 
DECODE. A call to 
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SUBROUTINE MONTH 
converts the integer DATE(1) into an alphabetic abbreviation for the 
month. This is done so that the output listings can be identified as having 
been run during a particular month without the confusion that exists in 
purely numeric dating (other countries usually use the sequence day, month, 
year in numeric dating). 
After initialization, the first record (label) of the input data file 
(Unit 4) which contains the output from either PROGRAM DEOODE or one of the 
"LOADIT" series programs, is read. 
Next, the data card determining the interval of data to be read from the 
echo data input file is read, and checked for consistency. If inconsistent, 
control is transferred to 
STATEMENT NO. 1102 
and a call is made to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
a utility routine which turns the page, heads it with the information in 
the echo data tape label, prints the date of the run, and numbers the page (and 
prints other appropriate header information, depending on the nature of the 
second argument). Upon return to the MAIN PROGRAM, an error message involving 
Q(0, 0) is printed, and execution terminated. 
If the data interval is consistent, a check is made on whether or not a 
blank card has been read (such a read results in all data in the echo data 
file being processed). 
Then the model parameters are set up in MAIN, with the only externally 
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determined parameters being the height range, read from one card, and checked 
for consistency (an error message involving 
HEIGHT RANGE 
is printed if MIN. GT. MAX or MAX - MIN. GT. 30.), the profile specification poly-
nomials (one more card) and the spectrum interval parameters (one more card). 
The spectrum interval and step within that interval are then checked for con-
sistency. If inconsistent, a transfer is made to 
STATEMENT NO. 333 
an error message is printed, and execution is terminated. 
If the spectrum interval parameters are deemed consistent, the number of 
passes through the data (the number of periods to be fitted), appropriate pro-
gram scan parameters and, if this is the first run through the program, the 
output height column, are defined. 
Next, the number of model parameters (coefficients) N is tested. If an 
unrealistic model (too few or too many parameters) has been specified, a call 
is made to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
and an diagnostic 
N = , EXECUTION TERMINATED 
is written, and execution terminated. 
Otherwise, all the parameters appropriate to the model indexing are calcu-
lated, and the echo data file positioned for reading. 
On this first run through the program, the echo data is read, echo by echo 
and, if it lies within the appropriate data interval to be processed, and within 
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the height range specified, and the data array dimensions (5000) are not 
exceeded, the relevant parameters are stored in arrays. 
If, during the course of reading the data, the month changes, then con-
tinuity of the data interval is maintained by adding the day of the last 
record read to all subsequent days. This means that, if more than one months  
data is to be processed, it is imperative that at least one acceptable echo be  
recorded on the last day of every month occurring before a month change.  
The DAY of the first accepted echo becomes the start day STRTDA, in case 
either the specified STRTDA was zero (all data in the file to be read) or no 
data was recorded on the STRTDA requested. Once all the data requested has 
been filed in core, the DAY of the last acceptable echo becomes the end day 
ENDDAY (for reasons as for STRTDA above). 
The starting date and end date are each separated into year, month, and 
day. Again, to obviate confusion in data reporting and exchange, each month 
is expressed in an alternate hollerith (alphabetic) form by additionalefato 
SUBROUTINE MONTH 
On return to MAIN, the first record (the label) is written on the output 
file (Unit 16); it contains all the data necessary to identify the subsequent 
records, and, in particular, contains the input parameters required by the spec-
trum transform program Wan developed. 	This output record is counted, 
and the program then proceeds to scan the data in core, just as the program 
GROVES scans its input file, but fitting only one fourier component on each 
scan, starting with the lowest frequency (usually specified as 0.5 cycles per 
day, although any starting frequency consistent with the data length can be 
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specified on the spectrum interval card) and incrementing the frequency 
(usually 0.05 or 0.1 cycles per day, again dependent upon the data inter-
val) after each scan until the highest frequency (usually 4.0 cycles per 
day, but dependent on the echo rate) is reached. 
The D and P columns, and matrix Q are calculated as in GROVES, but the 
matrix inversion SUBROUTINE MATSIN proceeds by a method of Gaussian elimi-
nation, destroying the augmented matrix A in the process. The singularity 
of the matrix is checked, and a diagnostic is printed if any diagonal ele-
ment is less than 10
-12
, and execution is terminated. 
If the inversion is stable, then the coefficient column AC(K) is eval-
uated, together with the appropriate error column (as in GROVES, a negative 
error is indicative of fitting problems, and fewer coefficients should be 
specified). 
On the first scan, preliminary output is produced by a call to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
and printing of parameters pertaining to the data, and the model being 
fitted. In contrast with the program GROVES, no echo rate map, or hour by 
hour wind profiles (as produced by GROVES . DIANA) are output, but the 
coefficient column AC(K) and the associated coefficient errors are output 
after a call to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
Another call to 
SUBROUTINE PAGE 
is followed by a call to 
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SUBROUTINE VARY 
which calculates the prevailing components, and the amplitude and 
phase of the north-south, east-west, and vertical components of the fre-
quency just fitted, for each two kilometers of height within the height 
range specified. These are printed out, and also written as three separ- 
ate records on the output file (Unit 16), each record being counted individ-
ually. 
If the highest frequency specified has not been reached, control is 
returned to 
STATEMENT NO. 998 
where the scanning frequency is incremented, the data scanned again, and 
the height profiles at the new frequency fitted. 
When the spectrum scan is complete, an all zero "flag" record is 
written on the output file (Unit 16) (this record is also counted). 
A check is made to see if, perhaps, the data is to be scanned over 
another spectral interval (i.e. if IBIT is set to 1); if so, another spect-
rum interval card is read (from input Unit 5) and the scanning and output 
processes repeated; if not, then the output file (Unit 16) is closed and 
rewound, the number of records written in this file is printed, and exe-
cution is terminated. 
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APPENDIX I 
LISTINGS OF THE UNIVAC 1108 PROGRAMS 
Page 
LOCATE 	  115 
METEOR 	  122 
DECODE 	  141 
LOADIT 	  163 
GROVES  	165 
ERG 	.... 	 189 
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C 	pROGRAM LOCATE 
C 
C 	ESTABLISHES SITE CONSTANTS FUR USE By 'METEOR , AND ,DE 
*CODE , 
C 
C 	DECK IS LOADED AS FOLLOWS 
C MAIN PROGRAM 
C 	SUBROUTINES COORD 
TOPO 
C 
C 	NOTE - WEST LONGITUDES AND svUTHERN LATITUDES ARE NEGA 
*I'VE 









SIXTY2=S IXTY * S IX T Y 
DEGRAD=0.01745329 
C 






























RLON=(RLoND+S IGN(RLONM/sIXT Y+RLONs/SixTY2,RLOND))*OEGR 
*AD 
C 









EARTHR=(TEARTH+REARTH)/2,0 	 Q KILOMETERS 
C 
C 	PERFORM TOPOCENTRIC TRANSFORMATIONS TO CALCULATE 
C TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER SITE sEHARATION, AND 
C 	BEARING OF RECEIVING SITE FROM TRANSMITTER 
C 
























C 	pROGRAM LOCATE 
C 
C 




1S,RLOND,RLONM,RLONSeRCORPEWSmPT , NSSHRT , ELCOR , EMCORICOS 
*ROT, SINROT 
2ITCORrEARTHR 
1000 FORMAT(/1X ► TRANSMITTER LATITUDE', 3R4•0, , LONGITUDE' ►  
* 3F4.0/ 
1' RECEIVER 	LATITUDE' p 	LONGITUDE ► ,3F40/ ► T 
*/R SEPARATIO 
2N ►► P8.30KM'/ , MIOpOINT COORUINATES ► ,2F8.3/' RECEIVING 
* SITE ANTENN 
3A CORRECTIONS, 	 M'' 8.4/' AXIS ROTATION COS', 
*F8.40 SIN' 
4,F8.4/' LOCAL MEAN SOLAR T 'Mt CORRECTION°04, , MINUTES 
* ► 0 	MEAN 





SU B RO UT INE CoO RD ( RL , PN.Hp x ,Y . ZoR) 
C 
C 	REFERENCE OUTLINE FOR TOPOCENTRIC COMPUTATIONS - G.D. 
*moRRISON 
C 
C 	THIS SUBPROGRAM ACCEPTS 
C LATITUDE (RADIANS) (NORTH-POSITIVE)  
C 	LONGITUDE ( RADIANS) (EAST-HosITIVE)  
C HEIGHT ABOVE LOCAL RADIUS (t- EET) 
C 	IT RETURNS THE GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES 
C X,Y , Z 	sioIE COORD. SYSTEM (KM) 
C 	R 	RADIUS AT THAT POINT 
C CALCULATIONS ARE MADE ASSUMING OBLATE SPHEROID 
C 
C 	EQUATORIAL RADIUS (KM) 
A=6378.16 
C 	POLAR RADIUS 	(KM) 
'=6356.7747 
C 	FEET-KILOMETE, R 
c=1./3280.841, 
xK1=(B/A)**2 












C 	REFERENCE OUTLINE FOR TOPOCENTRIC COMPUTATIONS 	G.D. 
*MORRISON 
C 
C 	THIS SUBPROGRAM ACCEPTS THE EOCENTRIC COORDINATES 
C OF AN ORIGIN.-SITE pAIR SYSTEM 
C 	X1,Y1PZ1 - ORIGIN GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES 
C X2.Y2.Z2 - SITE GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES 
C 
C 	IT RETURNS THE TOPOCENTRIC COORDINATES: 
C X = EAST (KM) 
C 	Y = NORTH (KM) 
C Z = ZENITH (TRUE) (KM) 
C 	D = THE STRAIGHT LINE DISTANLE (KM) 
C TH = THE AZIMUTH ANGLE (COMPASS) (RADIANS) 
C 	ALPH = THE DEPRESSION ANGLE 1 ROM PLANE OF ORIGIN TO SI 
*TE 
C 	 POSITIVE MEASURED DOWNWARD OUT OF PLANE (RADIAN 
*S) 
C 
P2 1 =2•*3.1415926535 
ZN=6356.7747 
C 
C 	VECTOR R 
C 





















SUBROUTINE TOPO(X1 ► Y1 ► Z1 ► X2 ► Y2pZ2pX,Y , Z,D,TH,ALPH) 
TI=T1/ T N 
Liz-Li/TN 





















C 	LIN E FO RM UL AE 
C 
T=1.- (X l* X 2+YI* Y2 +71* Z 2) / ( x l* *2+Y1 ** 2 + Z i ** 2) 
XR=X1 *T+ X2 
yR=Y1*T+ Y2 
ZR=Z1 * T-1-Z2 
R=SORT( ((X R -X1) ** 2 )+ (( YR-Y 1 )* *2 ) +( (Z R -Z 1 )* *2 )) 
C 
C 	TOPOC E NTR IC C OORDINA T ES Xpy 
C 
X=R*SIN(TH) 






















MAIN PRQGR A : (METEOR) 
C 	PROGRAM mETEuR 	GEORGIA TECH 01 1 08 FORTRAN V 	0 
*29 PUNCH 
C 
CDATA SIMULATOR FOR GT METEOR WIND SYSTEM 
C 	PRODUCES oUTPUT REQUIRED TO -HECK OUT ALL REDUCTION 
C AND ANALYSIS PROGRAMS. 
C 	GENERATES 5 WORD BLOCKS FOR INPuT TO PROGRAM 'DECODE' 
C 
	
3INARY CARD IMAGES FOR INPuT TO 'GROVES' OR 
*'ERG' 
C 	 9Cb CARDS FOR INpUl TO 'GROVES' OR 'ERG' VIA 
* ILOADIT , 
C 	 LISTING OF RCD CARDS (WHETHER PUNCHED OR NOT 
*, IF DESIRED) 
C 
C 	DECK IS LoADE0 AS FOLLOWS _ 
C MAIN PROGRAM 
C 	SUBROUTINES ADATA 
C NOISE 
C 	 'vuoISE 
C 
= C 	 LCHODF 
C 1oRMAL, 
C 	ra)xuT 
C HEADER CARD 	 FO 
*RmAT 12A6,2A4 
C 	DATA CARD, PUNCHED AS FOLLOW 
C COLUMN PUNCH 	 GENERATES 
C 	1 	1 DATA INPUT FILE FOR 'DECODE , 
C 2 1 	LISTING OF ''ROVES/ERG' INPUT 
C 	3 	1 DATA INPUT FILE FOR ,GROVES/ERG' 
C 4 1 	BCD CARDS FOR INPUT TO eLOADITI 
C 	5 	1 ADD NOISE (R 1 'SVEL) TO DOPPLER VELOCITY 
C 6 1 	ADD NOISE (RmSPH) TO RECEIVER OUTPUT P 
*HASES 
C 	7 	1 	WRITE OUT IDLCODEI INPUT RECORDS IN OC 
*TAL 
C 	8 	1 	RESTRICT HEI'HT RANGE TO 77 TO 104 KIL 
*OMETERS 
C 	9 	1 	SET BOTH DO pvLERS EQUAL (MWAVE1=MWAVE2 
*) 
C 	10 	1 	SET BOTH RAW/ES EQUAL (MRNGE1=MRNGE2) 
C A ZERO IN A!y OF THE ABOVE COLUMNS WILL SUPPRESS THAT 
* OPTION — NB BLANKS 
C 	WILL NOT SUFFICE. 	***** A'AIN, BLANKS WILL NOT SUFF 
*ICE ***** 
122 
MAIN PROGRAM (METEOR) 
11-20 NUMBER OF ECHOES TO bE SIMULATED 
C 	21 -30 RMS 'NOISE' TO BE ADuED TO DOPPLER VELOCITY (R 
*EQUIRES 1 IN COL 5) 
C 	31-40 RMS 'NOISE' TO BE AWED TO OUTPUT PHASES (REQU 
*IRES 1 IN COL 6) 
C 	 FO 
*RMAT 10A1.110,2F10.0 
C 	DATA CARD - NAME OF 'DECODE' INPUT FILE 	FTLE1 	FO 
*RMAT 2A6 




C 	UNIT 4 IS OUTPUT FILE. 'GROVES/ERG' DATA 
C UNIT 16 IS OUTPUT FILE. 'DECODE' DATA 
C 







COMMON/CHUNK/ AC(70)PNP,NO,NK ► NA 0 ,NB0.NCOF NA(10).0(10 
*),NC(10)t 
111 1 , V1•W1tTrZeNANEW(10).ZMAXt‘M I N 
C O MMON/ COUNTR /N 




CALL NTRAN (JTAPE.10) 
C 









RACOR=SoRT(E ► sHFT**2+NSsHFT**2) 
123 































C 	READ HEADER CARD 
C 
REAU(5•999) dEADER,SOURCE 
999 FoRMAT(12A6 ► aA4) 
C 
C 	UETERmINE TYPE OF OUTPUT REQUIRED, AND NUMBER OF ECHOE 
*S TO BE SIMULATED 
C 
READ(5 , 1000) LINIONEND,RMSVELPRMSPH 
1000 FoRMAT(1uA1 ► 110,2F10,0) 
C 





MAIN PROGRAM (METEOR) 
C 
WRITE(6,1002) 
1002 FoRmAT(29H OUTPUT OPTIONS sPtCIFIED ARE/1X) 
IF(LINK(1).NE.0) WRITE(6,100 0) NEND,FILE1 
1003 FORMAT(5H 1. *16.31H RECORDS  TO BE WRITTEN IN FILE .2 
*A6. 
 
122H FOR INPUT TO •DECODE 9 /1X 1 
IF(LINK(2).NE,O) WRITE(6.100 4 ) 
1004 FoRMAT(63H 2. 	ECHO DATA TO BE LISTED IN 'GROVE 
*5/ERG' INPUT 
1 FORMAT/1X) 
IF(LINK(3).NE.0) WRITE(6 ► 10P) NEND.FILE2 
1005 FORMAT(5H 3. *I6p31H RECORDS TO BE WRITTEN IN FILE .2 
*Ao* 
126H FOR INPUT TO ► GROVES/ERG'/1X) 
IF(LINK(3),NE.0) WRITE(4.999 ) HEADER,sOuRoE 
IF(LINK(4).NE.0) wRITE(6 ► 100b) NEND 
1006 FORMAT(5H 4. .I6. 2H CARDS 1 0 BE PUNCHED FOR INPUT TO 
* ,LOADITt/iX 
1) 
IF(LINK(5).NE.0) WRITE(6 ► 100 0 RMSVEL 
1007 FORMAT(5H 5. ,F6.o.52H METERS/SEC OF NOISE TO BE ADDE 
*0 TO DOPPLER 
1 VELOCITY/1X) 
IF(LINK(6).NE.0) WRITE(6.100d) RMSPH 
1008 FORMAT(5H 6. *F6.3 r57H OF 'WAVE' TO BE ADDED AS NOISE 
* TO RECEIVER 
1 OUTPUT PHASES/1X) 
IF(LINK(7).NE.0) WRITE(6 , 100) FILE1 
1009 FoRMAT(52H 7. 	OCTAL REPRESENTATION OF RECORDS 
*IN FILE , 
12A6,18H TO BE WRITTEN OUT/1X 1 
IF(LINK(6),NL,O) WRITE(6.100) 
1010 FoRMAT(51H B. 	HEIGHT RANGE RESTRICTED TO 77 TO 
* 104 KM/lx) 
IF(LINK(9),NE,0) WRITE(6r101 1 ) 
1011 FoRMAT(44H 9. 	DOPPLERS EQUAL: MWAVEI = MWAVE2 
*/1X ) 
IF(LINK(10).NE,O) wRITE(6.10 1 2) 





DO 9 M = 1,NEND 
125 
MAIN PRO':IRAM ('METEOR) 
1 CALL UN0ISE(Az,120.0,180.0) 
IF(Az.GT,360.0,0R.AZ. LT,00) (0 JO 1 
2 CALL NOISE ( LLt15.0 , 55.0) 






IF(LINK(6).E.0) Go TO 3 
ZoT=104,0 
ZLT= 77.o 
3 CALL NOISE: ( Z,10,0,90.0) 
1F(Z,GT.ZGT. 0 R.Z,LT.ZLT) GO 1 0 3 
H=10.0*Z 
C 





























AND HEIGHT ABOVE SEA LE 
)/( 2, 0 *E AR THR)-0,3 
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MAIN PROGRAM (METEOR) 
IF(TIMH,LT,1,0) 	TIMH = 24.5 
LT=TIMH 
CALL WIND 
VEL=U1*EL3 	vi*EM3 + wi*EN3 
C 
C 	ADD 'NOISE' To DRIFT VELOCITY 
C 
mvEL=I0.0*(vEL+0.5 * vEL/Ass(vtL)) 
IF(LINK(5),NE.0) CALL VNOISE ( MVEL,RMSVEL,MVEL) 
VEL=MVEL 
VEL=VEL/10,0 
IF(ABS(/EL).LT,10,0) GO TO 1 
EL2m2=EL3*EL3+EM3*Em3 
E2L2M=1,0/ELem2 
FL= (VEL*EL 3*E2L2M) 
Fm= (VEL*EM3*E2L2M) 




IF(LINK(1),E(i 3 O) Go TO 6 
simuLArE ECHO AS TAPED AT GT METEOR WIND RECEIVING SIT 
*E 
WAVE=-WAVEL/vEL 
MwAVE1 = ABS(WAVE) 
ABWAVE = ABS (WAVE) 
GENERATE SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT MEASURE OF VELOCITY (=WAVE 
*2) 
RMS = O.1*ABWAVE 




C 	ESTABLISH COUNTS APPROPRIATE TO PHASE AT EACH ANTENNA 
C 
CALL ECHUDF(MAtMBrmC,MD,EL rtM rWAVE) 
C 
C 










MAIN PROGRA(.' (METEOR) 
IF(LINK(6),Eu.0) Go TO 4 
RmS=RMSPH*ABiJAvE 
CALL VNOISE (mA.Rms.mA) 
CALL VNOISE (MB,Rms.MB) 
CALL VNOISE (MC , RMs.MC) 






C 	DIGITIZE RANGE 'PHASE'. AND 





IF(LINK(6).NE,O) CALL VNOISE (MRNGE1,RMS.MRNGEI) 
















Q APRIL YE 
C 
C 	ENSURE THAT 
*EMENT 
C 
TIMING VARIABLES DO NOT CONTAIN '-0' 	COMPL 
MJOU = IAFiS (MJOU) 
MJOU = 1A3S (MJOD) 
MJOC = IAAS (MJOC) 
MHRU = JABS (MHRU) 
MHRU = JABS (MHRD) 
MINU = IABS (MINU) 
128 
MAIN PROGRAM (METEOR) 












FLD(0 , 16.1)(1))=MWAvEl 
FLD(16 , 16,D(1))=MA 
FLO (32 , 40( 1 ))=FLD(20,4,mB) 
FLD(0120(2))=FLo(24,12 ► M8) 
FLO(12•16,0(2))=MC 
FLD ( 28 , 8,)(2))=FLO(2008,MD) 
FLD ( C# 8 ,D(3))=FLo(28,8,MO) 
FLD ( 6 , 16pD( 3 ))=MRNGE1 
FLO ( 24, 12 , 0 ( 3))=FLD(20.12pm0GE2) 
FLO ( Cr 4 tD(4))=FLD(32,4rmRNGEe) 
FLO(4,160(4))=mwAvE2 
FLD(20,4,D(4))=1 
FLD(24,4 ► (4))=9 
FLD(28 , 4,L)(4))=8 





FLD(16 ► 40(5))=MHRU 
FLD(20 , 4pO(5))=miNo 
FLD ( 24 ► 4,D(5))=MINu 
FLD(28,4.D(5))=MsCD 
FLD ( 32 ► 00(5))=MsCu 
C 
FILE BINARY BLOCKED-WORD RECORD (FOR INPUT TO 'DECODE' 
*) 
C 
CALL NTRAN ( JTAPE r 1 ,50FIST A ( t22) 





M A IN PRO GRAM (METEOR) 
NFILE1=NFILEI+1 
C 
C 	PRINT OUT OCTAL WORDS FOR CHECKING pURPOSES 
C 
IF(LINK(7),NE.,0) WRITE(6,101 0) D 
1013 FORMAT(1)05020) 
C 
6 Ip(LINK(2),EQ,0) Go TO 7 
C 
C 	LIST 'GROVES/ERG' TYPE INPUT 
C 
WRITE(6,1014) UR,My.MO.JOPLTIMHM.EL ,EM pEL3.EM3pHPLEV 
*EOLTP 
1NFL.NFM.VE004CS0MX.SOUROEPMWAVE1.MWAVE2rMA.MB , MC•MD•MR 
*NGE1pMRNGE2 












WRITE( 4 )UR.MY.MO,J0FLH,Lm ,EL ,EM FEL 3 .EM3FZFLEVE 
*LrLT, 
1NFONFM,VEL PmCS , MX.SoURcE 
NFILE2=NFILEe+1 
C 
8 IF(LINK(4),Eu,0) Go TO 9 
C 
C 
	PUNCH BCD CARDS FOR 'LOADIT' ( 'GROVES/ERG' INPUT) 
C 






GO TO 1.1 
10 WRITE(6p1015)ISTAT 
1015 FORMAT(14H WRITE FoULUP,P3WH ISTAT = .16) 
11 END FILE 4 
D0121=1,5 
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MAIN PROGRAVi (METEOR) 
D(I)=EOF 
12 CONTINUE 
CALL NTRAN (j TAPE,1,50,ISTAI,22) 
WRITE(6'1016) NFILE1FFILE1,NI'ILE2FFILE2oNCARD 
1016 FoRMAT(1111/ , OUTPUT FILE INVLNToRy V1X/IX, 1 6 , 48H RECOR 
*DS FOR INPUT 
1 TO 'DECODE', WRITTEN IN FILL F2A6/1x/lx.16,48H RECORD 
*S FOR INPUT 
2To , GRcovES , OR 'ERG' IN FILE , 20/1X/1X•16,36H CARDS P *UNCHEU FOR I 
3NPUT TO ILOAIT') 
REWIND 4 






C 	DETERMINES MODEL WIND FIELD PARAMETERS FOR USE BY WIND 
C SIMULATES A 6.3'0 PROFILE NO' UNLIKE THE SEPTEMBER. 19 
*61 (ADELAIDE) DATA 
C 
COMM O N/CHUN K / AC(7 0 ) ► N P. N O , NtI ► NAO, NB o ► N CO. NA ( 1 0 ) ,NR( 1 0 
*),NC (10), 
























































Ac ( 39)=7.6 
AC ( 4c) -7-37,1 
AC(41)=-0.5 

























SUBROUTINE NOISE ( FFRMS,AvGE) 
C 
C 	A GENERAL NOISE GENERATING ROUTINE, WITH TWO ENTRY POI 
*NTS. 
C 
C 	NOISE, WHICH GERERATES ► ON EACH CALL, ONE OF A NORMALL 
*y DISTRIBUTED 
C 	(GAUSSIAN) ST OF NUMBERS WITH AVERAGE AVGE, AND STAND 
*ARD 
C 	DEVIATION EQUAL TO RMS. 
C 
C 	UNOISE. WHICH GENERATES, ON EACH CALL, ONE OF A UNIFO 
*RMLY 
C 	DISTRIBUTED (RECTANGULAR) SET OF NUMBERS. ALSO WITH AV 
*ERAGE AVGE, 
C 	AND STANDARD DEVIATION EQUAL TO RMS. 
C 
C 	PROGRAM REQUIRES COMMON/COUNTR/N IN MAIN (CALLING) PRO 
*GRAM, WITH 




















C 	SET UP RANDO1 NUMBER GENERATOR , TO GENERATE A SERIES 
C X(k+1) = X(N) * T (MOD MAX) 
C 	WHERE 	A(i) = 1 
C f = b09 





















C 	•IF A NORMAL SET IS REQUIRED. AVERAGE EIGHT NUMBERS OF 
*THE 
















S UBR OU TINE VNO ISE (NF P RM S , NAV GE ) 
C 






























C 	GENERATES WIND COMPONENTS ul, VI' AND W1 FOR USE BY 'M 
*ETEOR ►  
C 
DIMENSION SI(3) ► C0(3) 
COMMON/CHUNK/ AC(70),NP,No,NR , NAO,NB0,NC0FNA(10),NR(10 
*),NC(10) ►  






















DO4K=1 ► NACE 
KuA=K+KA 
UO = UO+AC(KUA)*S**(K-I) 
4 CONTINUE 





















IF(ABS(u),LT.999,0) GO TO 8 
U=SIGN(999.0,U) 
GO TO 8 
7 KENU=KA+NA0E 
U=U0 























SUBROUTINE LCHODF (MA,MB,mC.MCIrEL.EMPWAVE) 
C 







CALL NORMAL (MA ► MWAVE) 
CALL NORMAL (MB ► MWAVE) 
CALL NORMAL (MC,MWAVE) 




SUBROUTINE NORMAL (Mw ► mwAvE) 
C 	NORMALIzES M -vv, ON THE INTERVAL OrmWAVE 
C 
1 IF(Mtk•LT,m4AvR) GO TO 2 
mw=Mw-MwAVE 
GO TO 1 
2 IF(MW.6T,O) RETURN 
mw=mw+NAVE 
GO TO 2 
END 
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MAIN PROGRAM (DECODE) 
C 	PROGRAM DECODE 	GEORGIA TECH RADIO METEOR WIND FAC 
*ILITY 026 PUNCH 
C 	METEOR ECHO DATA TAPE PROCESSOR ( SINGLE SITE ) 
C 
C 	ADAPTATION OF UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE PHYSICS DEPARTMEN 
*T PROGRAM 1190A 
C 	WRITTEN IN FORTRAN V FOR GEORGIA TECH UNIVAC 1108. 
C READS GT METEOR WIND DATA TOE, AND LOADS FASTRAND FIL 
*E 
C 
C 	DECK IS LOADED AS FOLLOWS - 
C MAIN PROGRAM 
C 	SUBROUTINES SITE 
C HEADER 





C YEAR DATA TAPE WAS RECORDED 	FORMAT 1X ► I4 
C 	HEADER/SOURCE CARD 	 FOR MAT 12A6,2A4 
C INPUT FILE NiAME 	 FORMAT 2A6 
C 	OUTPUT FILE NAME FORMAT 2A6  
C DATA CONTROL OPTIONS CARD, PUNCHED AS - 
C 	COL 	PUNCH 
C 1 1 	SUPPRESS ZENITH ANGLE REJECTION 
C 	2 	1 SUPPRESS HEIGHT REJECTION 
C 3 1 	SUPPRESS DOPPLER COMPARISON 
C 	4 	1 SUPPRESS RANGt REJECTION (LESS THAN 65K 
*M) 
C 	5 	1 	SUPPRESS RANGt COMPARISON 
C 6 1 SUPPRESS PRINTOUT OF UNACCEPTABLE ECHOE 
*S 
C 	7 	1 	SUPPRESS TApE READ DIAGNOSTICS 
C NEXT 3 COLUMNS LEFT BLANK USE FOR FUTURE OPTIONS) 
C 	START NUMBER, ERROR LIMITS, 
C SYSTEM LOGIC DELAY FACTORS, 
C 	AND ERROR COUNT START. 	 FORMAT 10I1,F10.0,2F 
*5. 2 ► 5I 1 0 
C 	CLOCK RATE FOR SCALING DATA. 	FORMAT F 7 . 0  
C EOF 
C 
C 	UNIT 16 Is FASTRAND OUTPUT FILE 




MAIN PROGRAl'i (DECODE) 
INTLGER H ► FLAG,DOL 
DIMENSION LINK(10),PILEIN(2)'PILOUT(2)0FINIS(29),MLIST 
*(8) 
COMMON UR,MY ► MO ► JO,LHPLM ► RAIPEPWAVE,mON 
COMMON/YEAR/NYEAR 
COMMON /TRSYS/ RCOR ► COSROT,SINROT ► ELCORFEMCOR F ITCOR, 
1NSSHFT ► EWSHPTtEARTHR 
COMMON/HSKP/HEADER(12),SOURCL(2) ► NOP,LINE,LINEStITAPE 
COMMON /ERROk/ MISSPNBIT , N9IIEPIPARPLINIONBAD 
COMMON /CONST/ RMAx ► EOF f ICAL 












C 	INI T IALI Z E 
C 
REWIND lb 
CALL NTRAN ( ITAPE ► 10) 










C 	REAL) YEAR ECHO DATA TAPE WAS RECORDED 
C 
REAU(5•999) NYEAR ► mOvE 
999 FoRMAT(1X ► I4ri5) 
WRITE(6,999) NYEAR,MuVE 





MAIN PR06RAM (DECODE) 
CALL PAGE 
C 
C 	NAME INPUT FILE (FILEIN), ANU OUTPUT FILE (FILOUT) 
C 
READ(5 , 1000) FILEIN 
READ(5 , 1000) FILOUT 
WRITE(6,1001) FILEIN,FILOUT 
1001 FORMAT(16H INPUT FILE IS ,2A6,2)(F16H OUTPUT FILE IS P 
*2A6 ) 
C 




C 	READ OPTIONS CARD 
C 
READ(5,1002) LINKFuRFERORX,EKORC ► LA,LB ► LC,LD,NBIT 
1002 FORMAT ( 10I1PF10•0.2F5.2,5I10 ) 
URSTRT=UR 
NBITO=NBIT 
IF(LINK(2),NL,0) ASSIGN 35 Tu NHITE 
WRITE(6,1020) LINK,URFERORx,tRORC,LA,LB,LC,LD,NB/T 
1020 FORMAT(7H LINK r101/13H START NUMBER , F8,0/22H PHASES 
* MATCHED TO 




C 	COUNT FACTOR FOR SCALING DATA 
C 
READ(5.1003) CLOCK 
SCALE= ( 30,0/32,5)*5.0*CLOCK 
WRITE(6,1003) SCALE 
C 










C 	CALL TAPE READ SUBROUTINE 
143 
MAIN PROGRk,i (DECODE) 
C 
1 CALL READER 
IF(MISS,GT,O) GO To 200 
LOOP=0 
C 




LOCAL MEAN SOLAR TIME OF EcHu 
C 
LHLM = 10O* Lc 
C 









2 IF(AL,LT,1.0) GO TO 3 
AL=AL-1,o 
GO TO 2 
3 IF(BL.LT.1.0) GO TO 4 
BL=BL-1.0 
GO TO 3 
4 IF(CL.LT.1,0) GO TO 5 
CL=CL-1,0 
GO TO 4 
5 IF(DL.LT.1,O) GO To 6 
DL=DL-1.0 




IF(CL.LT.DL) GO TO 7 
XL=CL-DL 
Go TO 8 
7 XL=1.0+CL-OL 
8 EL=-AL 
EM = -DL 
XLC = (EL/2.0)-(EM/2,0)+0.5 
CALL SOLVE(XL,XLC,ERORX,MXZ,MX) 
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MAIN PROGRAM (DECODE) 
NSTAT=1 






* NSTAT = 2 





GO TO 13 
12 CLC=(1.25*EM)+0.25 
13 CALL SOLVE(CL,CLC,ERORCpMCzrmCS) 
NSTAT=3 









17 CALL SOLVE(CL,CLC,ERORC,MCzpmCS) 
NSTAT=4 






GO TO 21 
20 EL=1.0 -'AL 
CLC=(1.25*EM)+0.25 
21 CALL SOLVE(CL,CLC•ERORCpMCDMCS) 
NSTAT=5 





MAIN PROGRAM (DECODE) 
EM=BL-1.° 
CLC=0.75-(1,25*EM) 




25 CALL SOLVE(CL,CLCFERORC,MCDmCS) 
NSTAT=6 
* NSTAT = 6 
IF(MCZ)107,100,26 
C 




IF(LINK(1).NL.0) GO TO 27 
ZENITH=(EL1*EL1)+(EM1*EM1) 
NSTAT=8 
* NSTAT .7.- 




	CALCULATE COORDS OF ECHO CENTER ON REFLECTION ELLIPSE 
*(MIDPOINT ORIGIN) 
C 













C 	TRUE LINE OF SITE RANGE 	 (KILOMETERS) 
C 
XACT=X-X0 
RANGEX=SURT ( XACT*XACT+Y*Y) 
C 




MAIN PROGRAM (DECODE) 
C 









EN32= 1 .0-EL3*EL3-Em3*EM3 





	CALCULATE ECHO HEIGHT, INCLUuING EARTH CURVATURE CORRE 
*CTION 





CALCULATE LOCAL MEAN SOLAR TIME, LT, TO THE NEAREST HO 
*UR 
C 
IF(LM-30)28 , 29,29 
28 LT=LH 
GO TO 30 
29 LT=LH+1 
30 NsTAT=9 









* NSTAT = 10 
IF(KHT.LT,70) GO TO NHITE 
IF(KHT#GT,85) GO TO 33 
LEVEL=1 
GO TO 35 
33 IF(KHT.GT.95) GO TO 34 
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MAIN PROGRAM (DECODE) 
LEVEL=2 
GO TO 35 
34 IF(KHT,GT,120) GO TO NHITE 
LEVEL=3 
IF(KHT•GT,105) LEVEL = 4 
C 













C 	OUTPUT — ONE RECORD PER ACCEI'IABLE ECHO 
C 
WRITE(16) UR,MY,MO.JO,LH,LMot-L •EM 0EL3,EM3oHITErLEVEL 
*FLT ►  
1NFL , NFM,VELPMCSPMX,SOURCE•MLISTrMSEC 
NREO=NREO+1 
FLA6=DOL 
IF(H.LT,760.UR,H,GT.1060) FLAG = IN 
IF(FLAG,EU.DOL) METEOR=METE0K+1 
C 
C 	LIST ACCEPTABLE ECHO DATA 
C 
WRITE(6,1003) UR,MyrMO,JO,LHLM,EL,EM,EL3tEM3tH 	FLEVE 
*L,LT, 
1NFL'NFM,VELPMCS,MX,SOURCE,FLAGeMLIST,MSEC 
1003 FORMAT(F7.0P12,213.1504F6.3, 15, I 3 PI2,214,F5,0t2I3r2A4, 
*1)0 4 1 , 9I5) 
CALL PAGE 
NBITE=NBITE•1 
GO TO 1 
C 
C 	TABLE OF DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 
C 
IU0 WRITE(6,1004) UR,NsTATFLN,LM , MONFj0 
1004 FORMAT(40)(PF7.0.16HFAULT FOR NSTAT=I3,8Ho TIME =I3t4H 
*HRS ►  
148 
MAIN PROGRAM (DECODE) 
113,5H MINSp3ApA3,I3) 
GO TO 106 
101 WRITE(6p1005) URpLH0LM , MON.jO ► RANGE ► MLIST,MSEC  
1005 FORMAT(F7.0 ► 16H NO CHECK FOR X ►► 6X,8H TIME = ,13,4H HR 
*St 
1I3P5H MINSP3ApA3pI3,6H RANGEPF8,1p8X,9I5) 
GO TO 106 
102 wRITE(6,1006) uR,LH , LmtmoN, ju , RANGE0ILIsT,MsEc 
1006 FoRmAT(F7.op1H NO CHECK FOR C ► L1pM1,9H, TIME = 013p4H 
* HRS, 
MINSP 3 X ► A3pI3,6H RANGE ► F8p1p8X,9I5) 
GO TO 106 
103 WRITE( 6 ,1007) URPLHPLM , MON ► jU ► RANGE ► MLIST P MSEC  
1007 FoRMAT(P7. ► 21H NO CHECK FOR CrL 2 ,M2,9H ► TIME = ,13,4H 
MINSOX.A3,I3r6H RANGEPF8.1r8X,915) 
GO TO 106 
104 IF ( LINK(6).NL.°) GO TO 108 
WRITE(6,1008) URpLH'LM,MON,JU ► RANGE,MLIST,MSEC 
1008 FORMAT(F7,0 ► 21H L2-012 EXCEEDS 0. 950 OH TIME = 
* HRS. 	
t13,4H 
1I3,5H MINSOXPA3 ► I3,6H RANGEtF8,108X,9I5) 
GO TO 106 
105 IF(LINK(6).NL.0) GO TO 108 
WRITE(6p1009) URFKHT,LHPLMtmUN,j0pRANGEOILIST,MSEC  
1009 FORMAT(P7p0P16H HEIGHT QUERY' rI5r9H. TIME = 013r4H H 
*RS, 
113.5H MINSP 3A,A3rI3f6H RANGE'F8.1,8X,915) 
106 CALL PAGE 
GO TO 1 
C 
C 	IF REJECTED ON THE FIRST PASS, LOOP AGAIN WITH SIGN OF 
* VELOCITY CHANGED. 
C 
107 IF(LooP,Eo,l) GO TO 6 
IF(LINK(6),NL.0) GO TO 108 
NLOOP=NSTAT/2 
GO TO ( 101 ,1 02,103,1040105) pNLOOP 
108 NBITE=NBITE+1 
GO TO 1 
C 





MAIN PROGRA (DECODE) 
201 CONTINUE 
WRITE(16) FINIS 
END FILE 16 
C 








202 WRITE(6p1010) NECHorFILEIN,WIT , NREC,FILOuT,NBITE,NBAD 
*FOSS 
1010 FoRMAT(IX.28HINPUT/OUTPuT FILE STATISTICS/1X 
1 	/1)01 6 ► 28H ECHOES READ FROM INpUT TAPEFIX,2A6, 
2/1X/1)•16,28H OF THESE BEING INCONSISTENT 	/1X/1X,I6, 
*26H RECORDS 
3IN FASTRAND FILE p2A6/1x/1X, 16,BH REJECTS/1X/1XiT6.12H 
* TAPE CHECKS 
4/1X/100)04HMIsS ► I3/1x) 
C 
C 	LIST NON-STANDARD OPTIONS uSr-D 
C 
IF(LINK(1).NL.0) WRITE(6 , 101 1 ) 
1011 FoRMAT(1X/42 ►  1. 	NO ZENITH ANGLE CRITERION IMPOSE 
*D/lx) 
IF(LINK(2).NE.0) WRITE(6•101e) 
1012 FORMAT(1X/46H 2. 	No RESTRICTIONS ON ACCEPTABLE HE 
*IGHTS/1X) 
IF(LINK(3).NE.0) WRITE(6•101 6 ) 
1013 FoRMAT(1X/30H 3. 	NO DoPt''LER COMPARISON/1X) 
IF(LINK(4).NL.0) WRITE(6,101 4 ) 
1014 FoRMAT(1X/28H 4. 	ALL RANGES ACCEPTED/1X) 
IF(LINK(5).N(_,0) wRITE(6,101) 
1015 FORMAT(1X/28H 5. 	NO RAN0E COMPARISON/1X) 
IF(LINK(b),NL,0) wRITE(6,101 6 ) 
1016 FORMAT(1X/27H 6. 	REJECTS NOT LISTED/1X) 
IF(LINK(7),NE,0) WRITE(60101J) 
1017 FORMAT(1X/37H 7. 	TAPE DIAGNOSTICS NOT PRINTED/1X) 
C 
C 	LIST NUMBER OF USEABLE METEOK ECHOES, 
C 
wRITE(6,1018) METEOR 
1018 FORMAT(/////1XpI6o28H USEABLL METEOR  ECHOES FILED/1H1) 
150 
MAIN PROGRAM (DECODE) 
REWIND lb 




S UBRO UTINE SITE 




	NOTE - wEST LONGITUDES AND SvUTHERN LATITUDES ARE NEGA 
*TIVE 
C 	SIGN IS ATTATCHED TO DEGREES ONLY, NOT TO MINUTES AND 
*SECONDS, 
C 










IL :=::344: 0 0 
TLONS=46.0 
C 






















C 	ROTATION FACTORS, SYSTEM AxE 5 TO NORTH - SOUTH, EAST 
* WEST 
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1S,RLONDFRLONMFRLONsoRCOR,EWSmFT.NSSHPT , ELCORPEMCOR,COS 
*RoTrSINROTr 
2ITCOR 
1000 FORMAT(/1•IRANSMITTER LATITUDE' ► 3F4.0'' LONGITUDE'. 
* 3F4.0/ 
1' RECEIVER 	LATITUDE' r 3F 41 .0,' LONGITUDE.•3F4,0P T 
*/R SEPARATIO 
21•,F8.3,'KW/t MIDPOINT COORuINATES•,2F8.3/ , RECEIVING 
* SITE ANTENN 
3A CORRECTIONS, LI,F8.4 ► • M', 8.4/' AXIS ROTATION COS'. 
*F8• 4 0 SIN' 








C 	READS GT METEOR WIND DATA TOT, AND UNBLOCKS. 
C 
DIMENSION ML1ST(8) 
INTEGER umZ(5),D(5).DMZ2(5) pEOF 
C 
COMMON uROY.m0FJO,LH.Lm.RANLIElpwAvE,moN 
COMMON /BuFFLR/ Dm7.0.0mZ2 
COMMoN/yEAR/NyEAR 
COmMoN/TRsYS/RcOR.R0TL.RoTm.ELCOR.EMOR,ITCoR 
COMMoN/HsKP/HFADER(12).sOURCE(2) , NOP,L1NE,LINES.TTAPE 
CoMmON/ERROR/mISS.NBIT.NBITE , IPAR,LINK(10).NBAD 
COMMON /CoNST/ RMAx.EoR,ICAL 
COMMON /IOLIsT/ MWAVE1.mWAvEe ► MA ► mB.mC ► mD.MRNGEl ► mRNGE 
*2,MSEC 
















	DISABLE FORTRAN I/0. AND READ 5 WORD RECORD FROM ECHO 
*DATA TARE. 
C 
CALL NTRAN ( ITAPE•2,5.0,IsTAI'22) 
C 





IF(ISTAT,EO.-2) USTOP=JsTop+ 1 
IF(JSTOp,E0.1) Go TO 1 
IF(ISTAT,NE.b) Go TO 4 
C 
C 	CHECK FOR FLAG RECORD (IN CASE SIMULATED DATA GENERATE 
*D BY 'METEOR' 
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_C 	IS BEING REAU). 
C 
D031=1.5 
IF(D(I).NE,EOP) GO TO 5 
3 CONTINUE 
GO TO 11 
4 IF(ISTAT.EQ.-2.0R.ISTAT,EQ ...4 ) GO TO 1 1  
C 
C 	UNPACK DATA WORDS 
C 
5 MsIGN=FLD(0r1 ► D(1)) 
MWAVE1=FLD(1 , 15PD(1)) 
MA=FLD(16,16 ► D(1)) 
mB=FLD(0,12 ► D(2)) 
FLD(20 ► 4'015)=FLD(32 ► 4.D(1)) 
MC=FLD(12.16,D(2)) 
MD=FLD(0.8 ► D(3)) 
FLD ( 20PG.MD)=FLD(2AP8PD(2)) 
MRNGE1=FLD(8,16 ► 0(3)) 
MRNGE2=FLD(0.4.D(4)) 
FLO(20,12,MRNGE2)=FLD(24,120-1 (3)) 





C 	CHECK CONSISTENCY OF DOPPLER WAVELENGTH 
C 
IF(WAVEl o LT.500) WAVE1=WAVE2 
IF(WAVEL,LT.500.0,AND.LINK(6 ) .EQ•0) WRITE(6r1000) UR,M 
*LIST 
1000 FORMAT(F7,0 ► 31H DOpPLER FREQUENCY INcONSISTENT , 45Xt8I5 
*) 
IF(WAVEl.LT.500.0) GO TO 9 
WOIFF=ABSi(WA VEI—WAVE2)/WAvEl) 
IF(WOIFF.L.T.0.2.0R.LINK(3),NL,O) GO TO 6 
IF(LINK(6).EU.0) WRITE(6 ► 100U ) UR,MLIST 









IF ( MRNGE1.LT.100.AND.MRNGE2.bT.mRNGE1) mRNGE1=MRNGE2 
IF(MRNGE1.GT, WAVE) MRNGE1=mRNGE1- wAVE1 
IF(MRNGE2.GT. WAVE?) MRNGE2= mRNGE2- WAVE2 
C 
C 	CHECK CONSISTENCY OF RANGE 	(APPROX. 	TO NEAREST 
* KILOMETER) 
C 
RANGEI= RmAX*MRNGE1/ABS(WAvE 1 )+RC0R/2,0 
RANGE2= RAAX*MRNGE2/ABS(WAvEe)+RCOR/2,0 
RDIFF=ABS(RANGE1-RANGE2) 
IF(RANGEI.LT.65.0,AND.LINK(4 ) .EQ•0) GO TO 69 
IF(RDIFF,LT.4,0.0R.LINK(5).N=.0) GO TO 7 
69 IF(LINK(6).EU.0) WRITE(6 , 100 1 ) UR•RANGE1,RANGE2.MLIST 
1001 FORMAT(F7.O , I9H RANGE INCONSISTENTF2F8.1,41xrPI5) 





C 	EXTRACT TIMING VARIABLES 
C 
MYRM=FLD(20,4,D(4)) 
MYRC=FLD(24 , 4,D(4)) 
MYRD=FLD(28'4,04)) 







MHRU=FLD(16 , 4,05)) 
LH=10*MHRJ+MHRU 
MIND=FLD(20,4,D(5)) 
MINU=FLD(2 ► 4 ► 0(5)) 





C 	PARITY CHECK 
C 
IF(ISTAT,NE.b) GO TO 10 
C 
C 	CHECK IF CALiBRATION RECORD 
C 




CHECK FOR RIGHT YEAR 
C 
IF(MyEAR,EO.NyEAR) GO TO 8 
IF(LINK(7),E0.0) WR ITE(6•100 t42 5L4 :1N7T UR,MLIsT 
1002 FoRMAT(F7,0 , 11H WRONG YEAR,' 
jmy=JMY+1 
IF(LINK(7),Eu.0) GO TO 90 














IF(MYRJ0,NE.N) CALL MONDAy(mTRJOrMOvjO , MON,N) 
RETURN 
C 
C 	READ DIAGNOSTICS 
C 
9 IF(LINK(6),NE,O) GO TO 12 
90 CALL PAGE 
WRITE (6 ,1006) ICAL 
NBITE=NBITE-1 
NBIT=NBIT+1 
IF(JMY.GE.5.0R,JPAR*GE.5) GO TO 14 
GO TO 1 
10 IwRONG=6HREAD 
IF(ISTAT.E0.-3) IWRONG=6HPARITY 
IF(LINK(7).EQ.0) wRITE(6,100") UR , IwRONGFISTAT ► MyRJO,L 
*H,LM,MSEC, 
1MLIST 
1003 FoRMAT(F7.01x,A6•10H ERROR. ( ,1 3 , 1H)•27X , 3HDAY,I5,11 
*H TIME (EST) 
1,2X012,1X015) 
IPAR=IPAR+1 
IF(IPAR.GT,50 ) GO TO 11 
IF(LINK(7).E0.0) Go TO 90 
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GO TO 12 
11 MISS:=2 
JSTAT=IABS(ISTAT) 
WRITE(6,1004) ISTATFITAPEp(D ( I), 1 =1,USTAT) 
1004 FORMAT(1X/6H *****,5H LAST,I 3, 21H WORDS READ FROM UNIT 
*PI3P 
16H WERE ,5(1X,A6),6H *****) 
RETURN 
12 NBIL:NBIT+1 
IF(JMY.GE,5.0R.JPAR.GE.5) GO TO 1 4 
GO TO 1 
C 
C 	WRITE OUT CALIBRATION RECORD 
C 
13 WRITE(6,1005) UR F ICALPICAL,MYRJO , LH,LMFMSECpMLISTpICAL 
1005 FORMAT(F7.0PbX,A5,5Xe19H CALIBRATION RECORD.5X•A5 ► 3)03 
*HDAYPI5, 
111H TIME (EST),2) ► 3I2,1X , 8I5 ► 5) 
GO TO 90 
C 
C 	IF IN TROUBLE READING TAPE, t.IND NEXT INTER RECORD GAP 
C 




IF(JPAR.GT, 5 .0R.JMy.GT,5) GO TO 1 
IF(JPAR,L0,5) jERR=3HP 	 @ PARITY ERRORS 
IF(JMY.EQ.5) JERR=3HB a1 BAD DATA 
WRITE(6,1006) JERR 
1006 FORMAT(1H+,12AXPA3) 
GO TO 1 
END 
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C 
C 	USES PHASES DETERMINED FROM ANTENNAE 4 AND 5  
C To RESOLVE AMBIGUITIES IN L AND M AS DETERMINED FROM 




GO TO 1 
3 IF(X.LT,1.0) GO TO 4 
X=X-1.0 
GO TO 3 
4 IF(X1)5 ► 7 ► 6 
5 X1=X1+1,0 
GO To 4 
6 IF(X1,LT,1,0) GO TO 7 
 X1=X1-1,0 
GO TO 6 
7 IF( ( ABS(X-X1)-ELL).LT.0,0) G 0 TO 8 
IF (( ABS(x-X 1 +1,0)-ELL),,LT.o.u) GO TO 9 
IF(ABS(x-x1 - 1.0)-EIL)10.10 ► 1 1 
8 AmISS=X-X1 
GO TO 12 
9 AmISS=X-x1+1.0 
GO TO 12 
10 AmISS=X-X1-1.0 
Go TO 12 
11 AmISS=X-X1 
GO TO 13 
12 MZ=1 







SUBROUTINE NoNDAY (MYRDAy,MutJormON,w) 
C 
C 	CONVERTS JAY OF YEAR TO MoNTri• DAY, BOTH HOLERITH AND 
*INTEGER, 














IF(KYEAR,NE.NyEAR) M = M + 1 
• IF(M,GT,60) GO TO 3 
MoN=3HFELi 
MO=2 
IF(KYEAR,NE.NyEAR) M = M - 1 
j0=M-31 
RETURN 




















7 	IF(M.GT.213) GO TO 8 
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13 	wRITE(6,1000) MYRDAY,UR 











SUBRO U TINE P AGE 
C 
C 	TURNS PAGE, NUMBERS IT, AND 1-1RINTS HEADER 
C 
COMMON/HSKP/HEADER(12),SOURCt ( 2) , NOP,LINEFLINES 















MAIN PROGRAM (LOADIT) 
C 	PROGRAM GARCHY. FORMAT PROCE SSOR. U1108 VERSION 
C READS GARCHY METEOR WIND DATA 
C 	WRITES INPUT FILES FOR GROVES ► ERG. 
C 
C 	READS DATA IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER 
C HEADER CARD' INCLUDING SOURCE. 	FORMAT 12A6 ► 2A4 
C 	GARCHY SYSTEM DATA CARDS 
C BLANK CARD 
C 	EOF 
C 





READ(5 , 999)RESULT,SOURCE 
999 FoRMAT(12A6 ► 2A4) 
WRITE( 4 ,999)RESOLT,SOURCE 
LEVEL = 
MCS = 9 





1 READ( 5, 1001)JO,MO ► mY, JTIMH ► uTIMm,RANGE,Az,EL,VEL 




C 	CHANGE GARcH Y21 AZIMUTH TO CLOCKWISE FROM NORTH 	**** 
********************* 
RAZ=RAD450-RAZ 



















IF(TIMH,LT,100) TIMH = 2 4 .5 
LT=T1MH 
IF(EN3.1.7,0 ■ 01) EN3=1,0 
NFL=(VEL/EN3)*COS(RAZ) 
NFM=(VEL/EN3)*SIN(RAZ) 
IF(JO.E000) UR= ."11, 0 
UR=UR41,0 




IF(JO.GT.0) 60 TO 1 
END FILE 4 
WRITF(6,2000)NONU4 




MAIN PROGRAM (GROVES) 
C 	GROVES ANALYSIS - uNIVAC 110 6 FORTRAN V VERSION, 
C DECK CONSISTS OF 
C 	MAIN PROGRAM 






C 	SUBROUTINE PAGE 
C READS INPUT DATA FROM TAPE 5 (SYSTEM INPUT) IN THE FOL 
*LOWING ORDER 
C 	DATA INTERVAL TO BE PROCESSED , FORMAT 16,3)016 
C STRTDA = START DAy, 6 DIGITS - YEAR MONTH DAY. 69030 
*7 IS MARCH 7, 1969 
C 	ENDDAY = END DAY, 	6 DIGITS - YEAR MONTH DAY. 70052 
*9 IS MAY ag, 1970 
C 	IF STRTDA-ENDDAY CARD IS BLA NK , ALL DATA IN FILE WILL 
*BE PROCESSED. 
C 	EAST-WEST TIME VARIATION NP, NORTH -SOUTH TIME VARIATIO 
*N NO. 
C 	AND VERTICAL TIME VARIATION NR. FORMAT 313 
C PERIODICITY OF FUNDAMENTAL TIME VARIATION FORMAT F7,0 
C 	HEIGHT RANGE ZMIN, ZMAX, FORMAT 15,14 
C EAST-WEST HEIGHT PROFILE. 	FORMAT 2 4 13 
C 	NORTH-SOUTH HEIGHT PROFILE. FORMAT 2413 
C VERTICAL HEIGHT PROFILE, 	FORMAT 2413 
C 	WINDS ARE CONSIDERED HORIZoNIAL IF VERTICAL HEIGHT PRO 
*FILE IS 
C 	DESIGNATED NEGATIVE 
C 
C 	REQUIRES ECHO INPUT DATA ON f- ASTRAND2 (MASS STORAGE) 
C THIS DATA MUST BE FILED PRIOR TO RUNNI NG GROVES, USING 
* ONE OF 
C 	THE *LOADIT* SERIES PROGRAMS. 
C UNIT NTAPE (=4) NEEDS To BE 
*RIATE 






DIMENSION 0(100100)0(100.1U0).R(100,100) , P(100)0(10 
*0) , AC(100), 
1NA(10) , NB(10).NC(10),SUMSA(lu).SUMSB(10),SUMSC(1°).SIG 
*MA(1C0). 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE APPROP 
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2RESULT(12),MNO(30,24),SINJ( 1U),COSJ(10),SI(96).00(96), 
*NTIME(24) 
DIMENSION SOURCE(2) ► WHERE(2) 
DIMENSION DATE(3) 
C 
EQUIvALENCE(A ► R) 
C 
COMMON/INTRVL/STRTDA t ENDDAy ► iMY ► ImONTH ► IJO ► JMY ► JMONTH ►  
*JJO ► JUMp 
COMMON ArNOPFZMIN,mINFZMAX. mAX.SI,CO,SUM,NP.NOPNR,NAGt 
*NBO ► NCO ►  
1NAPNB,N CFNTIMEPACFRESULT , PER 1 0D,SOURCEPDATE 
C 
C 	INTERROGATE MACHINE TO DETERMINE DATE OF RUN 
C 
CALL ERTRAN(9 ► IOATE ► I) 
DECODE(34 ► IOATE)DATE 
34 FORMAT(3I2) 
CALL MONTH (OATE(1) ► DATE(1)) 
C 

















D038L=1 ► 100 
























	TH IS SE CT ION 
* S , 





C 	SELECT DATA INTERVAL TO BE PROCESSED 
C 
READ( 5 .32,END=299)sTRTDA,ENDIJAY o CONTINGENCY LEVEL 1 
* 	***** 	LEVEL 1 
32 PoRMAT(I60X,I6) 
NBOMB=NBOM8+1 
IF(STRTDA.GT.ENDDAy) GO TO 299 	i CONTINGENCY LEVEL 2 
* 	***** 	LEVEL 2 
Ip(ENDDAy.EO.0) GO TO 6 
JuMP 74 0 
ImYm0=STRTDA/100 
JmYm0=ENUDAY/100 












210 FoRMAT ( 1H1/1)(F23HExIT• cONTINGENCy LEVEL•i2////1x•17HN 
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READ(5.1)NP , NQ,NR 
1 FORMAT(24I3) 
NpmAx=Np 
IF(N0eLE.NPmAx) GO TO 60 
NpmAx=No 
60 IF(NR,LE,NPmAx) GO TO 61 
NpMAX=Np 
61 CONTINUE 
READ(5 ► 37)PERI00 
37 FoRMAT(p7.0) 
REA0(5p2)zmIN.ZMAX 
2 FORMAT(1) ► 2F4,0) 
miN=zMIN 
MAX=ZMAx 
IF(NP) 50 , 50 , 51 
50 REA0(5,1)NAO 




52 IF(NQ)53,53 ► 54 
53 READ(5,1)NBO 
GO TO 55 
54 READ(5,1)NBOr(N5(j) ► j=1,NO) 
DOI8J=1,NO 
18 NUMNB=NUMNB+NB(J) 
55 IF(NR)56,56 ► 57 
56 REAO(5,1)NCO 
GO TO 58 
57 READ(5 ► 1)NCOP(NC(J),J=1,NR) 
C 
C 	CHECK To SEE IF WINDS ARE TO BE CONSIDERED HORIZONTAL 
C 















3001 FORMAT ( 1H1/1XP9HEXECUTION 	///// 
11X,6H 	****f3Xe16HDIMENSION OF N (,I4,23H ) EXCEEDS 
*THAT ALLOWED 











1 EL3 PEM3 ,ZpLEVELPLT,NFL,NFM.VLLPMCS.MX0WHERE 
C 
C 	CHE CK READ STATUS 
C 
IF(UR) 1 036,100,5 
1032 wRITE( 6 ,1034)uRHOLD 
1034 FORMAT(1)034HREAO ERROR AT OH NEAR ECHO NUMBER .F7.0) 
NRDERR=NRDERR+1 
IF(NRDERR-10)3,3,300 
1036 wRITE( 6 ,103 7 )uRHOLD 
1037 FoRmAT(1x,56HN0 BLANK CARD Ai END OF DATA DECK, OR ILL 
*EGAL DATA CA 
1RD./////1X, 43HOUTPUT ATTEMPTL°, BUT WATCH OUT FOR ERRO 
*RS.///// 
21)050H 	$)$$$ 	$$$$$ 	%$$$$ 	$$$$$ 	$$$ 
*$$ ///// 
31x,41HLAsT CARD READ CORRECTLY WAS ECHO NUMBER ,F7.0) 
Go TO 100 
C 
DETERMINE WHETHER ECHO FALLS IN DESIRED HEIGHT/TIME 
*NTERvAL 
C 
5 IF(Z.LT,zmiN.0R.z,GT,ZMAx) V To 3 
DAY=mY*10000+mo*100+J0 
16 9 
MAIN PROGRAW, (GROVES) 
C 
IF(UAY.LT,STRTDA) GO TO 3 





r COUNTS EC 
C 
C 	CALCULATE TIME WITH RESPECT 10 INPUT PERIODICITY 
C 
TmINIT=(J0-1)*1440 +LTIMH*604. 1-Timm 
THOUR=TmINIT/60.0 
NEWDAY=THOUR/PERIOD 










MNO ( I , LT)=MNO(I ► LT)+1 
C 
C 	NEXT COMES PROCESSING OF ECNO DATA TO PRODUCE COLUMNS 
* D AND p, 























M A I N P R O GRA M (G R OV E S) 
CALCULATE NORMALIZED HEIGHT OF ECHO. 







IF(NAOT)110 , 110,84 






















0012K=2,NB2 , 2 
12 SuMSB(J) zsuMsB(U)+s**K 
SumO=SUm0+SUMsB(J) 
13 CONTINUE 
1 30 SumQ=sUmo+SUmsB0 
NCOT=2*NCO 
SUM5C0=1 





































































Q(J , K)=Q(J.K)+WP*D(J)*D(K) 
30 CONTINUE 
GO TO 3 
C 
C 	PRELIMINARY OUT PUT, 
C 
100 CALL PAGE (RESULT,SOURCE,DATt) 
ENDDAY=DAY 
WRITE(8,200)STRTDA,ENDDAY 
200 FORMAT(1X,14H DATA INTERVALOX,I 6 p4H TOpI8/// 
1 	 1)(P48H VARIATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERE WIND 
*S WITH HEIGH 
1T 	t42H GROVES ANALYSIS,W'TH ERROR DETERMINATION) 
WRITE( 8 ,201)MrNt 	NP.N00 NR , MAX•MINPNA0tNAPNBOPN8pN 
*COPNC,PERIOD 
201 FORMAT(1X/// 1) ► 32H NUMBER 01" METEORS PROCESSED 	=tI5 
*////1) ► 33H N 
lUMBER OF INPUT PARAMETERS 	= ► 1 10////1X03H DATA REA 
*0 FROM MASS 
2STORAGE FILE, ////IX,27H TIME SERIES PARAMETERS P =1, 14 , 
 *6Hr 	Q r4FI4 ►  
36H' R =,I4////1)027H HEIGHT RANGE , 	MAXIMUM tI5r1X 
*t11H MINIMU 
4M , I5 , ///1X,24H POWER SERIES PARAMETERS///29X,2HNA,11 
*I3//29X, 
52HNBrilI3//29)(.2HNc,11I3/////1X, 6HPERIODrF7,1,6H HOURS 
*) 
C 
C 	ECHO RATE AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AND HEIGHT. 
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CALL PAGE (RESULT,SOURCE,DAT-) 
WRITE(6,4000)NTIMF 
4000 FORMAT(1)044H ECHO RATE AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AND HEIG 
*HT.//// 





4002 WRITE(6,4001)NZP(MNO(I.j).J=1, 24 ) 
 4001 FORMAT(1X► I502)024T5/1X) 
C 
IF(M.GT.120) GO TO 400 
NBOMB=3 
	
CONTINGENCY LEVEL 3 
* 	***** 	LEVEL 3 
GO TO 1102 
C 








NBOMB=4 	 CONTINGENCY LEVEL 4 
***** LEVEL 
CALLMATsIN(A , N.DETERM) 
IF(DETERM.GT.-12.0) GO TO 1103 
1102 WRITE(6.1104) RESULT.N.N.DETtRM , N3OMB 
1104 FoRMAT(1H1/1X.12A6////1X , 52H **** ERROR IN INPUT DATA 
*HAS RESULTED 
1 IN MATRIX U(I3.11-1 , I3.34H ) BEING UNSUITABLE FOR INVE 
*RSION.///// 
2 10X,50H 	$$$$$ 	$$$$$ 	$$$$$ 	$$$$$ 
*$$$$ /1/1/ 
31)013H DETERMINANT .E12,4/// 1)01BH CONTINGENCY LEVEL.I 
*5/// 
41)030HPROGRAMME CANNOT BE CONTINUED.) 
STOP 
C 
C 	FORMULATE MODEL COEFFICIENTS ( AC ) 
C 
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CALL PAGE (REsuLT,sOURCE,DATt) 
WRITE(6,35)0ETERM 
35 FORMAT(1X,36H LOG (BASE 10) OF MATRIX DETERMINANTPE13. 
*6/1X) 
WRITE(6,206) 






CALL PA GE (RESULT,SOURCEPDATt) 
WRITE(6,206) 
208 wRITE(8,209)Ac(I)psIGMA(I) 
209 FoRmAT(26x.F7,2 , 3X,F7.1) 
205 CONTINUE 




C 	CALCULATE AND PRINT OUT 24 HOUR HEIGHT / TIME PROFILES 
C 
403 CALL DIANA 
404 CONTINUE 
175 
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C 
C 	CALCULATE ANL; PRINT OUT AMpL 1 TUDE AND PHASE VARIATIONS 








C 	PRINTS OUT HOUR BY HOUR WIND PROFILES IF FUNDAMENTAL P 
*ERIOD = 24 HOURS 
C 
DIMENSION A ( 100 ► 100),R(100,1U0),SI(96) , C0(96),,NA(10).N 
*B(10),NC(10) 




COMMON ApNOP,ZMINtmIN,ZMAX,MAXI, SI.CO,SUM,NPpNO/NR,NAO, 
*NB•NCO, 
1NONB , NCeNTIMEpAC•RESULT,PERIOD,SOUROE,OATE 
C 
C 	EAST—WEST WIND COMPONENT, HOUR BY HOUR. 
C 
CALL PAGE (RESULT,SOURCE,DATt) 
WRITE(6p597)MIN•MAX 
597 FoRmAT(1)052HEAST-WEST COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WIND. HO 
*UR BY HOUR,/ 
1/1)•34HA5 DETERMINED FOR THE HEIGHT RANGE.I5,0 KM TO , 



















S=( 2 .0*Z..ZMAX ,..IMIN)/(ZMAX ZMIN)+ 1.0E -06 
D0304K=1,NAOE 
KUA=K+KA 


























GO TO 3 07 
310 KEND=KA+NA0E 
U(1)=U0 





888 FORMAT(1)0I 4, 3X , 24F5.0/1X) 
IF(NSIGN)129 , 131,133 
C 







CALL PAGE (RESULTpsOURCE,DATL) 
WRITE(6,598)MIN,MAX 
598 FoRMAT(1o54HNORTH-SOUTH COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WIND, 
*HOUR BY HOUR 
1,//1)034HAS DETERMINED FOR THE HEIGHT RANGE.I5,6H KM T 
178 
SUBROUTINE DI A NA 
4, 0,I5,4H KM,/ 
2///) 
WRITE(6,600)NTIME 
GO TO 105 
C 







CALL PAGE (RESULT,sOURCE,DATt) 
WRITE(6,599)MIN ► MAX 
599 FoRMAT(1X , 52HVERTIcAL CoMPoNtNT OF THE MEAN WIND, HOUR 
* BY HOUR, 
1//1X,34HAS DETERMINED FOR THL HEIGHT RANGEPI5,6H KM TO 
*,I5 ► 4H KM.// 
3//) 
WRITE(6,600)NTIME 




S U BRO U T I NE VARY 
C 
C 
C CALCULATES THE AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF PREVAILING AND P 
*ERIODIC 
C 	COMPONENTS. up TO THE FOURTH HARMONIC , 
C TOGETHER WITH THE MOST pRoBA0LE ERROR IN EACH, 
C 	PRINTS THESE OUT AT 2 KM INTtRVALS OVER THE HEIGHT RAN 
*GE SPECIFIED. 
C 
DIMENSION A ( 100 ► 100),R(100,1 U0 )tpUMMy( 1 92) ► NA(10),NB(1 
*0)INC(10). 
iNTIME(24),AC(100) ► SI(10)IC0( 10 ) ► AU(10) , PH( 1 0),SIGSIN(1 
*0) 
2s/Gsc(10) ► sIOCOS(10),SIGPH(1u)psIGAMp(10).ERPH(10),ERA 
*Mp(10), 




COMMON A.N0P,ZmIN.mIN ► ZmAx e mAx,DUmMY,SUm.NP.No,NP,NA0. 
*NBO ► NCO, 









CALL PAGE (REsULT,sOURCE , DATt) 
wRITE(8,597)miN ► MAX 
597 FoRMAT(ix ► 59HEAST-WEST COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WIND. AM 
*pLITuDE AND 
1PHASEr//1) ► 34HAS DETERMINED ►'OR THE HEIGHT RANGEtI5,6H 
* KM T0 , 15, 
24H KM.///) 
98 IF(NP)89,69 , 68 
89 wRITE(8,67) 
87 poRmATt1x ► 18HHEIGHT MEAN ERKOR/ 1 X) 
GO TO 105 
88 Go TO (99,99 ► 101,103),NP 
99 wRITE(6,100)(pTEm(j),J=1,2) 
100 FoRMAT(22X.F6.1 ► 15H HOUR CoMPONENT ► 3x ► P9.1 , 15H HOUR CO 
*mpONENT//ix ►  
SUBROUTINE ■JARY 
175HHEIGHT MEAN 	ERROR OW ERROR PHASE ERROR A 
*Mp ERROR P 
2HASE 	ERROR/1X) 
GO TO 105 
101 WRITE( 8 •102)(pTEm(j),J=1.3) 
102 poRMAT(22X ► F6,1 ► 15H HOUR CoMHONENT ► 3x,F9.1,15H HOUR CO 
*MpONENTF3X ►  
1F9.1.15H HOUR COMPONENT// 
1)01 
202HHEIGHT. MEAN 	ERROR A ► 	ERROR PHASE 	ERROR A 
*Mp 	ERROR P 
3HASE ERROR AMP 	ERROR pHASE 	ERROR/1X) 
GO TO 105 
103 WRITE( 6 ,104)(RTEM(J) ► J=1.4) 
104 FORMAT ( 22X.F 6 .1P15H HOUR COMPONENT ► 3x.P9.1 , 15H HOUR CO 
*MpONENT.3X. 
1F9.1,15H HOUR cOmPONENTOX,F 9 .1.15H HOUR COMPONENT//1X 
*t 	 1 
229HHEIGHT MEAN 	ERROR Are 	ERROR PHASE 	ERROR A 
*MP 	ERROR P 

















107 SIGUO=SIGUO+S**(K-1)*S**(L-1 ) *R(K5,LS) *SUM 
































IF(CO(J))114,111,1 1 5 
111 IF(S1(J))113•113,112 
112 PH(J)=FJ/4,0 
GO TO 116 
113 PH(J)=FJ*0,75 
GO TO 116 
114 PH(J)=FJ*0,5+(FJ/6.28318)*ATAN(SI(J)/C0(J)) 
GO TO 116 
115 PH(J)=(FJ/6.28318)*ATAN(SI(J ) /00(J)) 














SUBRO U T I NE VA R Y 
*SUMS0J**2 
SIGAMP(j)=(5INS0J*cIGSIN(J) +LOSS 0j*SIGCOS(J)+PROD)*SUM 
*/SUMSOJ 
ERPH(J)=SORT(SIOPH(J))*FJ/6.e831 8 
121 ERAMP ( J)=SORT(SIGAMP(J)) 
KEND7.(END+NUSIN 
GO TO (122,122,124,125)0NP 
122 WRITE(6,123)NZFUOtEOP (AULOPtRAMP(J),PH(J)tERPH(J)fJ=1 
* ► 2) 
123 FORMAT(1X , I 4, 2X ► F6.0,4(1X ► 2FboO ► 2F7.1)) 
GO TO 28 
124 WRITE( 8 ,123)NZ F UOPEO P (AU(J) ftRAMP(J),PH(J)PERPH(J)PJ:1 
* ► 3) 
GO TO 28 
125 WRITE (6 ,123)NZFUO ► E0,(Au(J) ► tRAMP(J),PH(J) ► ERpH(J),J=1 
*,4) 
GO TO 28 








D0130J=1 ► NQ 
130 NA(J)=NB(j) 
NSIGN=0 
CALL PAGE (RESULTPSOURCE ► DATt) 
WRITE(6,598)MIN ► MAX 
598 FORMAT(1) ► 6OHNORTH..SOUTH COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WIND, 
*AMPLITUDE AN 
ID PHASE//1)034HAS DETERMINED FOR THE HEIGHT RANGE,I5,6 
*H KM TO,I5, 
24H KM.///) 






CALL PAGE (REsULT,sOURCE,DATt) 
wRITE(8,599)MIN ► mAx 




1 RHAsE01) ► 34HAS DETERMINED 
* KM TO ► I5 ►  
24H KM,///) 





froR THE HEIGHT RANGE ► I5 ► 6H 
184 
S U B R OUTINE ivi ATS I N ( A , N , DE TEK M ) 
C 
C 	MATRIX INVERSION, TO 100 X 1 0 0 
C 

























110 IpIVOT(ICOLUM)=IpIvOT(ICOLUM ) +1 
C 
















SUBR O UT INE N A TS I N ( A.N ,D ETEKM) 
320 DETERM=DETERNI+ALoGIO(ABsPIV) 
IF(DETERM,GT,-12,0) GO TO 360 
RETURN 
C 
C 	DIVIDE PIVOT ROW By PIVOT ELtMENT 
C 











450 A(L1,L)=A(1,10J-A(rCOLUMPL)* 1 
550 CONTINUE 
C 




















	TURNS PAGE, NUMBERS IT, AND WRITES HEADING AS APPEARIN 
*G 
C 	ON RESULT CARD, 
C 
INTEGER DATE 
DIMENSION A(100,100,RESULT (12) 
DIMENSION SOuRcE(2),DATE(3) 
C 
CoMMON/INTRVL/STRTDA ► ENDDAytiMT,ImONTH ► IJO,JMy,JMONTH, 
*JJO ► JuMp 
COMMON A,NOP 
NoP=NOP+1 
WR/TE (6 ,1)RESULT,DATE,SoURcE 0 NOP 
1 FoRMAT(1H1/1X,12A6,5X , 6HRUN UN pA4PI3 ► 4H, 19,12P6XP2A4 
*,2XP4MPAGE, 
1I5/1X) 
IF(JUMP,EQ.1) GO TO 3 
WRITE(6 ► 2)IMONTH,IJO,IMT,JmONTH,JJO,JMY 
2 FORMAT(1)0A4r/3,4H, 19,12.3H TO,A4,I3r4H, 19 ► I2/1X) 
RETURN 
3 WRITE(6 r 4) 






C 	REPLACES NUMERICAL MONTH WoRu WITH AppPOPRIARE HOLERIT 
*H WORD 
C 	TRANSFERS * IF Nmo.LT.1,0R,G 1 .12 
C 
IF(NMO.LT.1•OR.NMO.GT.12) GO TO 13 
GO TO (1,20P4,5 ► 6.7t8r9,10P 1 1 ► 12),Nm0 
NmONTH=4H JAN 
GO TO 14 
2 NMONTH=4H FEB 
GO TO 14 
3 NmONTH=4H MAR 
Go TO 14 
4 NMONTH=4H APL 
GO TO 14 
5 NMONTH=4H MAY 
GO TO 14 
6 NMONTH=4H JUN 
GO To 14 
7 NmONTH=4H JL1 
GO TO 14 
8 NMONTH=4H AUG 
GO TO 14 
9 NmONTH=4H SEP 
GO TO 14 
10 NMONTH=4H OC1 
GO TO 14 
11 NmONTH=4H NOV 
GO TO 14 
12 NMONTH=4H DEC 
GO TO 14 




MAIN PROGRAM (ERG) 
C 	FRG (EL•ORO,ROPER,GPOVES) METEOR WIND SPECTRUM ANALYSI 
*S. 
C 
C 	ROUTINE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS, FOR GEORGIA TECH 01108. 
C OPTIMIZED DATA HANDLING FORTRAN V PROGRAM, 	026 PUNCH 
C 	DATA OUTPUT FROM *LOADIT* TO BE ON FASTRAN (USE. UNIT . 
*4) 
C 	MAXIMUM OF 5000 ECHOES WILL nE READ 
C 
C 	DATA ON TAPE 5 CONSISTS OF 
C DATA INTERVAL STRTnA,ENDDAY FORMAT I6 ► 3X,I6. 
HEIGHT RANGE. ZMIN-7MAX. FORMAT 1X2E4.0 
C 	PROFILE SPECIFICATIONS NAO.NA.NBO ► NB,NCO,NC 	FORMAT 
* 1615 
C 	NEXT CARD NORMALLY HAS A ZERn OR BLANK IN COLUMN 1. IF 
* SEVERAL 
C 	SEGMENTS OF A SPECTRUM ARE REQUIRED, A 1 IS PUNCHED IN 
* COLUMN 1. 
C 	STARTING FREQUENCY FOR PERI0o0GRAM, IN CYCLES/DAY (NOR 
*MALLY 0.5), 
C 	FNP FREQUENCY (NORMALLY 4.0), AND THE FREQUENCY INCREM 
*ENT 
C 	(NORMALLY 0.05). FORMAT T1o3F5.2 
C IF A 1 oAS BEEN PUNCHED TN COLUMN 1 OF THE FREQUENCY R 
*ANGE 
C 	ANn INCREMENT CARD. THEN FURTHER CARDS SPECIFYING THE 
*SPECTRUM 
C 	INTERVALS AND INCREMENTS FOLLOW, EACH WITH A 1 IN COLU 
*MN I. 
C 	THE LAS( OF THESE CARDS (IF ANY) MUST CONTAIN A ZERO 0 
*P 'BLANK 
C 	TN COLUMN 1 TO TRIGGER EXIT. 
C 
C 	ANY COMPLETE SET OF CARDS AbOVE MAY BE FOLLOWED BY ANO 
*THER 
C 	SET, COMMENCING FRO'. ANn INCLUDING, QXQT FRG.XQT, DAT 
*n INTERVAL CARD, ETC 




DIMENSION RESULT (12),KHT(20 
nIMENSIGNO (27,27).A (27,54).R (27,27),P (27),D (27),A 
*C. (27) 
189 
MAIN PROGRAM (ERG) 
DIMENSIoN SIGMA (27) 
DIMENSION LTHMM(5000).EL3M(5n00),EM3M(5000) .7M(5000) 
* ► VFLM(5u00), 




1NA,NEI,NCo AC ► RESULTWERIOD 
COMMON KHT,NHI ► MY,M0 
COMMON /IOCHK/NREC96 






TNTERRO6ATE MACHINE FOR RUN nATE 
C 
CALL FRTRAN (9,IDATF,T) 
OECODE (34,IDATE) DATE 
34 rORMAT (312) 
CALL MONTH(DATE(1).DATE(1)) 
C 

















C 	SELECT DATA INTERVAL TO RE PROCESSED 
READ (5,32) STRTDA,FNDDAY 
32 FORMAT (16,3)016) 
TF(STRTUA.GT.ENDDAY) GO TO 1102 
TF1ENDDAY.E1.0 GO TO 6 
JUMP=0 
190 
MAIN PROGRAM (ERG) 








C 	nETERMINE HEIGHT RANGE REQUIRED 
C 
READ (5.2) ZMIN ► ZMAY 
2 FORMAT (1X2F4.0) 
mIN=ZMIN 
MAX=ZMAX 
TF(MIN.( T.MAX) GO TO 40 
TF(ZMAX-ZMIN-31.0) 39.39.40 
4U WRITE(6.41) MIN.MAX 
41 FORMAT(IX ► 26H HEIGHT RANGE INCONSISTENT////2I6//// 





C 	READ PRQFILE SPECIFICATION PARAMETERS 
C 
PEAD(5.391) NAO,NA.NBO ► NR.NCn.NC 
391 FORMAT(16I5) 
C 
C 	READ SPLCTRUM INTERVAL PARAMFTERS 
C 
865 READ(5,d66) IBITiSTART.ENDIT.STEP 
866 PORMAT(i1.3F5.2) 
TF(IBIT.GT.1) GO TO 333 
IF(START.GT.ENDIT) GO TO 333 






700 D070I=2 ► NHT 
KHT(I)=KHT (I-1)+2 
70 CO' TINUt 
191 
MAIN PROGRAM (ERG) 
mr34-NAO+NBO+NC0t2*(MP+NO+NR+NA+NB+NC) 
IF(N.LE.27.ANO.N.GE.9) GO TO 73 
CALL PAvE(RESULT,UPO) 
WRITE(6,74) N 





















1 TF(LOAD.GT.°) GO TO 998 





IF (DAY.LT.STRTDA ) GO TO 3 
IF t DAY.GT.ENDDAY ) GO TO 9149 








LTHMM(M) = LTIMH*1004-LTIMM 
FL3M(M) = EL3 
rm3m(m) = EM3 
7M(M) = 
192 
MAIN PROGRAM (ERG) 











CALL MOWM (IMONTH,IMO) 
JMO=JMYmO—JMY*100 
CALL MONTH (JMONTH,JMO) 









P(T) = U.0 
AC(I) = 0.0 
n038L=1,N 
0(I ,L) = 0.0 
38 CONTINUE 
SUm1 = u.0 
SUM2 = U.0 
SUM3 = 0.0 
C 
C 	"EYT COMES PROCESSING OF ECHO DATA TO PRODUCE COLUMNS 
*^ AND PI 
C 	mr. MATRIX Q. 
C 
TRUN = U 
60 ?RUN = iRUN + 1 
JO = JOm (IRUN) 
LTPM = LTHMM (IRUN) 
FL3 = EL3M (IRUN) 
rm7 = Em3m (IRUN) 
7 =ZM (IRUN) 
VEL = VELM (IRUN) 
193 
MAIN PROGRAM (ERG) 
C 
	
	rALcuLATES TIME OF ECHO WITH RESPECT TO INPUT PERIODIC 
*TTY. 
C 
LTIMN = LTHM/100 
LTIMM = LTHm-LTIMN * 100 
TMTNIT = (J0-1) * 1440+LTIMH * 60+LTIMM 
THOUR = TMINIT/60.0 
MENDAY = THOUh/PERIOD 
( THoUR/pERIOO-FLOAT ( NEAJDAY - ) ) *6.2A7i1A 
CINT = SIN (T) 
roCT 7 COS (T) 
C 
r)(71 = EL3 
PCB' 7 EA3 
PCB! = SLAT (1.0-FL3**2-Em3**2) 
= (2.u*Z-ZMAX-7MIN)/(ZmAX-ZMIN) 






TF (NAOI) 110.110.A4 
84 MVP( = 2. NA0T.2 
EmmSA0 = SUt4SAO + S**K 
R CONTINUE 
cut^SA =i 
nO9K = 2102.2 
9 SUMSA = SUMSA + S**v 
LUMP = SUMP + SUMSA 
110 LUMP 7 SUMP + SUmSAn 
5UMSBO = 1 
TF ( NBuT ) 130.130.114 
114 nollk 
cumSBO = SUMSB0 + S**K 
11 CONTINUt 
7,tiMSF3 .71 
11012K = 2.NB2.2 
12 cUMSB = SUMSD + S**v 
CUM =SuM0 + SUMSB 
13u (7UMQ = SUMO 	SUMSOP 
SUmSCO = 1 
IF (NCO+) 160,160.135 
135 0014K 72,NCOT.2 
CUMSc0 = SUmSCO + S**K 
194 





SW/4i = SUMP + SUMSC 
160 SUMR = SUMR + SUMSCO 
WF=1.0/( (DCL**2)*SlimP+ (DCM**2)*SUM0+ (DCN**2)*SUMR ) 
cUM3 = 5UM3 + WF*VFL**2 
nOPOK = 1.NAOE 
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
20 r ( NCOUNT ) = DCL* ( S**( K-1 ) ) 
n021K = 1.NAE 
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
21 n (NCOUNT) =.DCL*( s**( K-1 ) )*SINT 
r022K = 1.NAE 
• 	NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
22 n ( NCOUNT ) = DCL*( S**( K-1 ) )*COST 
n023K = 1.NBOE 
mcoUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
23 0 ( NCOUNT ) = DCM*( S**( K-I ) ) 
r024K = 1.NRF 
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
24 0 ( NCOuNT ) = DCM*( S**( K-1 ) )*SINT • 
n025K = 1.NBE 
!COUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
25 n ( NCOUNT ) = cicm*( - s**( K - 1 ) )*COST 
n0P6K = 1.NCOE 
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
26 n ( NCOUNT ) = DCN*( S**( K-1 ) ) 
r027K = 1.NCE 
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
27 n ( NCOUNT 	= DCN*( S**( K-I ) )*SINT 
r028K = 1.NCE 
NCOUNT = NCOUNT + 1 
28 r ( NCOUNT ) = DCN*( S**( K-i ) )*COST 
r029J = 1.N 
P ( J ) = R( J ) + WF*VEL*0 ( J ) 
29 ("ONTINUL 
0030J = 1.N 
n030K = 101 
0 ( J.K ) = 0 ( J.K ) + wF*D ( J )*O ( K ) 
30 CONTINUE 
TF 	TRUN-M ) 60.5894.5894 
C 
C 	TNVERSIuN OF 0.AND FORMATION OF COEFFICIENT COLUMN AC. 
195 
MAIN PROGRAM (ERG) 
C 
5b94 1)0101J = 1.N 
P0101K = 1,N 




n0102J = 1.1\4 
(1 0102K = NE.N2 
IF ( J-K+N ) 10 8.107.108 
107 . A ( J ► K ) = 1.0 
GO TO 1u2 
108 	A ( J.K ) = 0. 
102 CONTINUL 
CALL MATSIN 
IF ( MISS ) 11 
1102 CAL PAvE ( RE 
WRITE ( 6.1104 
1104 FORMAT(1H0 
* HAS RESULTE 
ln TN MAIRIX Q 
AcsION.///// 
21X3OHPROGRAMME 
GO TO 300 
1103 CONTINUL 
P0103K = 1,N 
n0103J = 1,N 
103 AC ( K ) = AC 
n0104J = 1.N 
P0104K = 1.N 
SUM1 = 5UM1 
104 	CONTINUE 
n0105J = 1.N 
SUM2 = SUM2 + 
105 	CONTINUL 
SUM = ( 51041- 
1)0106J = 1,N 
CHECK = R ( J ► J ) *SUM 
TF ( CHICK ) 50.50.51 
5i) 	CHECK = -CHECK + 0.5 
SIGN = -1.0 
GO TO 1u6 
51 	SIGN = + 1.0 
106 SIGMA ( J ) = SORT ( CHECK ) *SIGN 
C 
C 	PRELIMINARY OUTPUT. 
C 





/1X53H ***** ERROR IN INPUT DATA 
( I3.1H.34H ) REING UNSUITABLE FOR INVER 
CANNOT BE CONTINUED.///////) 
(K)+P(J 1 *R(J.K) 
AC ( 	)*AC ( K )*Q ( U.K ) 
AC ( J )*P ( 	) 
( 2.0*SUM2 ) + SUM3 //FLOAT 
196 
MAIN Pi<OGRAM (ERG) 
NOGO = 140GO + 1 
IF ( NOv0-1 ) 71.71,72 
71 	CALL PAuE ( RESULT,7ERO ) 
WRITE ( 6,200 ) 
200 	EORMAT(IH ////1X48H VARIATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERE WIND 
*S WITH HEIGH 
1T // 1Xb1H BASED ON GROVES ANALYSIS, WITH ERROR DETERM 
*TNATION////) 
WRITE ( 6.201 ) M.N.MAX.MIN 
2U1 	POPMAT(IH ////1X32H NUMBER OF METEORS PROCESSED = 15/ 
*///1X33H NUM 
11ER OF INPUT PARAMETERS 	= I4//// 
21X27H HLIGHT RANGE. 	MAXIMUM 	I5.1X11H MINIMUM 	I 
*5 
31X15H KILOMETERS. 	/// ) 
WRITE ( 6.202 ) NAO,NA 
202 	FORMAT t 1)(20H EAST—WEST PROFILE 2I3/1X) 
WRITE ( 6.203 ) NRO.N6 
203 	FORMAT ( 1X2OH NORTH—SOUTH PROFILE 213/1X ) 
WRITE ( 6,204 ) Ncn,Nc 
204 	FORMAT ( 1X20H VERTICAL PARAMETERS 213 ) 
72 CALL PAuE(RESULT.RERIOD) 
WRITE ( 6.206 ) 
206 	FORMAT ( 1X25H COLUMNS MATRIX AC ( K ) /1X ) 
J = 0 
n()205I = 1 PN 
= J + 1 
IF ( J-50 ) 208.208.207 
2u7 	J = 0 
CALL PAVE ( RESULT.PERIOP ) 
WRITE ( 6.206 ) 
208 	WRITE ( 6.209 ) AC ( I ) ► SIGMA ( I ) 
209 FOPMAT c 1X25XF7.2.3XF7.1 ) 
2u5 	cm-ITINut_ 
CAI..L PAuE ( RESULT,PERIOD ) 
CALL VAKY 
NPASS = NPASS + 1 
WRITE ( 6.299 ) NPASS 
299 rOPMAT(IX,12H END OF PASS.15) 
281 TF(CYCLE-ENDIT) 998,300,300 
300 	K1HT6 = b*NHT + 
903011 = 1.NHT6 
301 	FINIS ( I ) = 0.0 
WRITE ( 16 ) 	( •FINTS ( T )rT =1.NHT6 ) 
!oPFCB6 = NRECE16 + 1 
197 
MAIN PKOGPAM (EPG) 
TF 	IBiT ) 332.332,865 
362 	FNP FILL 16 
REWIND i6 
WRITE ( 6,334 ) NRECB6 
334 	FORMAT ( 1H,I10,2X.26HREcORt)c WHITEN TN F2 ETES, ) 
STOP 
333 WRTTE(6,335) IE31T. F,1ART, EhraT, STEP 
335 FORMAT(' SPECTRUM INTERVAL PARAMETERS TN FPROR.'/' IBI 
wT = ' t ie, 
1' START =',F8.3. 1 ENDIT = ',F8.3.' STEP = , FF8.3, 4 *** 





C 	cArCULAiFS THE. AMPLTTUDE ANU PHASE OF THE PERIODIC COM 
wPONENT. 
C 	ToGETHEt: WITH THE MOST PPOAMRLF ERROR TN EACH. 
C PRINTS 'HESE OUT AT 2KM INTERVALS OVER THE HEIGHT RANG 
wF 
C 
DImENSIoN A ( 27.54 ).R ( 27.27 ) 
nimENSioN AC t 27 ),AU ( 20 ).PH(20) ► ERAMP(20) ► ERPH(20 
*).RESULt(12) 






HAOE = sgyA0 + 1 
HROE = tZ0 + 1 
HCOE = C.00 + 1 
VEND = 0 
HST6N = -1 
TDFNT = 1 
WRITE ( 6.597 ) 
597 
	
	rOPAAT t 1X39HEACT-VEST COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WINE?// 
*) 
98 	WRITE ( 6.87 ) ( KHT ( I 	= 1,NHT ) 
87 FORMAT(i)08HHEIGHT ,I5.1617) 
WRITE ( 6.871 ) 
871 	FORMAT t 1X ) 
TT = 0 
KA=KEND 
n0128KZ = MIN.MAX.2 
TT = IT + 1 
HO ( TT ) = 0.0 
7 = KZ 
- ( 2.0*Z7MAX-ZMIN )/ ( ZMAXZMIN ) 
= S + 0.000001 
^0106K 	1,NAOF 
KW, = K + KA 
106 	!JO ( TT ) = UO t IT 	+ AC t KUA )*S** ( K-1 ) 
SIGUU = 0.0 
nolow = 1,NAcIE 
('olom = 1,NAOE 
vs = K t KA 
Ls = L + KA 






VEND = KA + NAOE 
cI 	= o.0 
= 0.0 
SIGCOS = 0.0 
CIGSIN = 0.0 
SIGSC = 0.0 
NUMNA = NA 
MW7IN = NP + NUMNA 
!START = KEN[) 
NAFND = NA + 
VEND = KSTART + NAEtD 
P0110K = 1,NAEND 
KS = K + KSTART 
CI 	= SI 	+ AC 	( 	KS 	)*S** 	( 	K-1 	) 
KC = KS + NUSIN 
110 CO = CO + AC 	( 	KC 	)*S** 	( 	K71 	) 
SINSQJ = SI**2 
COSSQJ = C0**2 
SUMSQJ = SINSQJ + COSSQJ 
AU 	( 	IT 	) 	= SORT 	( 	SUMSQJ 	) 
FJ = PEKTOD, 
TF 	( 	CO 	) 	114.111,115 
111 IF 	( 	SI 	) 	113.113,112 
112 PH 	( IT 	) 	= FJ/4.0 
CO TO 1i6 
113 PH 	( 	IT 	) 	= FJ* 	0.75 
CO TO 116 
1i4 PH 	l 	IT 	) 	= FJ*0.9 + 	( 	FJ/6.28318 ) *ATAN ( SI/CO 
Co TO 116 
115 PH 	( 	IT 	) 	= 	( 	FJ/6.28318 	) 	*ATAN ( SI/CO 	) 
116 IF 	( 	PH 	( TT 	) 117,118,118 
117 PH 	( IT 	) 	= FJ + 	PH 	( 	IT 	) 
118 ro119v = 1,NAEND 
P01 19L. = 1.NAEND 
VS = K + KSTART 
LS = L + KSTART 
VC = KS + NUSIN 
C= LS + NUSIN 
cs = 	( 	K-1 	)*S** 	( 	L-7 
CIGSIN = SIGSIN + Sr,*R 	( 	KS,I S 	) 
CIGSC = SICSC + SS*P. 	( 	KS.LC 	) 




,ROD = ,:- .0*si*CO*STc,sr: 
= ( CoSSOJ*SIC,STN + SINS0J*STGc0S-PROD ) *SUM/SU 
-*mSnJ**2 
SICAMP = ( SINS0J*STGSIN + CoSSOJ*SiocoS + pROn )*SuM/ 
*SuMSQ.) 
IF ( SIuPH ) 10,10,11 
lu 	SIGPH = -SIGPH + 0.5 
SIGN = -3.0 
GO TO le 
11 	Clev4 = + 1.0 
12 FRPH ( IT ) = SORT ( SIGPH )* ( FJ/b.2R31R )*SIGN 
IF ( SluAMP ) 13,13,14 
Lej 	SIC;AMP 	-SIGAMP + n.5 
nVI = -1.0 
GO TO lel 
H 	SIGH = t 1.0 
121 FRAAP ( IT ) = SORT ( SIGAMP ) *SIGN 
128 COMTMUL 
KEHL) r KEMP, + MUSIM 
WRITE ( 6'123 ) ( (Jr' ( IT ),TT = 1,NHT ) 
123 	FORMAT c 1X6HMEAM 16F7.0 ) 
WRITE ( 6,1230 ) ( FO ( TT ),IT = 1,NHT ) 
1230 FORMAT c 1XbHERROR 16F7.0 ) 
WRITE ( 6871 ) 
wnTTE ( 6.124 ) ( At) ( IT ),TT = 1rNHT ) 
124 	FORMAT t 1X6HAVP 	16F7.0 ) 
WPTTE ( 6,1230 ) ( FRAMP ( IT ),IT = 1,NHT ) 
WRTTE ( 6.871 ) 
WRTTE ( 6,125 ) ( PH 1 IT ),TT = 1,NHT ) 
125 	FORMAT t 1X5HPHASE16F7.1 ) 
WRTTE ( 6,1250 ) ( FkPH ( I )rT = 1,MHT ) 
1250 FORMAT t 1X5HERROR16F7.1 1 
WRTTE ( 6872 ) 
872 	FORMAT ( 1X/1X ) 
leRTTE (16) IDEM1,MY,MO ► PFRIUnrKHT(1),MHT,(MO(IT),IT=1, 
MHT), 
1(E0(IT),TT=1,hHT),(rO(IT),If=1,MHT),(FRAMP(IT)PIT=1,NH 
mcT ) r 
2(PP(IT),TT=1,MH1),(FRPH(TT),TT=1,MHT) 
!"RrCE(6 	NRECbb +1 




NA = NB 
mSTUM = 0 
TnPriT - 2 
201 
SHHROWINE VARY 
WRITE ( 6,598 ) 
598 	FORMAT ( 1X391ANORTH-SOUTH COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WTND/ 
*/ ) 
GO TO 96 
131 	NAOE = f4COE 
NA = NC 
mSTGN = 1 
'TENT = 3 
4IRTTE(6,599) 
599 	rOPMAT C 1X39HVERTICAL COMPONENTS OF THE WTNO 
*/) 




SUBROUITNE MATSIN ( N.MTSS ) 
C 
C 	INVERSIuN OF MATRIX OF ORDEk N, UP TO 27X27. 
C 
C 	PROCEEQS VIA A METHOD OF GAUcSTAN ELIMINATIONrPESTROY 
C 	
*Ttlr 
THE AUGmENTED ItflATPIX A IN THE PROCESS. 
nImENSIvN A ( 27.54 ) ► ( ( 27.27 ) 
COMMONA0( 
MISS 7- - 1 
VM .7.; 2*N 
no 15 I = 2,N 
70, 	TI = T-1 
7. nO 15 J = 1.II 
TF ( A ( IrJ ) ) 9,15.9 
9 	TF ( AB -z) .( A ( Jrj ) ) -ARS ( A ( IrJ ))) 11,10,10 
10 P r A ( I.J )/A ( J.J ) 
GO TO 1...)0 
11 	P = A ( J ► ..) ) /A ( TrJ ) 
PO 12 K = 104M 
P = A ( J ► K ) 
A ( JrK ) = A ( I,K ) 
12 	A ( I K ) = 
130 JJ = J 	1 
0014 K = JJ.MM 
14 	A ( I.K ) = A ( IrK )-R*A ( orK ) 
CONTINUE. 
TF ( 	( A ( NrN ) )-1.0E-10 ) 16116.17 
16 	MISS r 
GO TO 29 
17 	n028J = 1rN 
KK = 	J 
Y ( N,J ) = A ( N,KK ) /A ( N ► N ) 
PC)26I = 2rN 
JJ = 	4- 1 
P, = 0. 
Ti = N-1 4- '2 
no 25 K = II.N 
25 	P 7:- B+AlJOrk )*Y ( K.J ) 
TF ( AB 	( A ( j,Jr,JJ ) )-1.6F-10 ) 16,16r29 




SI)BROUITNE PAGE (PFSULT,PERTOD) 
C 












2 FOPMATl1H1/F1X,12A6.5X,6HRUN ON ► A4,13,4H, 1902,6X,2A 
* 11,4HPAGL, 
1T5/1X,10H SPECTRUM ANALYSIS/1X) 
PETURN 
3 TF(jUMP.E0.1) GO TO 5 
WPTTE(6,4)PESULT ►PEPIODPSOURrE•NOP ► IMONTH,TJOrIMY,JMON 
*THt..J0,0MY ►  
irPFo 
4 FORMATliH1/1X,12A6,1X,6HPERIOD,F8.2,6H HOUPS,5X,2A4P2X. 
* ► 4HPAGE,I5// 





WRTTE(6 ► 6) STRTGArEMDDAY,FRE0 











PEPLACES NUMERICAL MONTH WORn WITH APPROPRTARE HOLERIT 
*H WORD 
TRANsFEKs * IF NMO.iT.1.0R.6T.12 
IF(NMO.L.T.1.0R.NMO.OT.12) GO TO 13 
GO TO (i.2,3,4,5,6,7,80,10,11.12),NMO 
1 NMONTH=4H JAN 
GO TO 14 
2 NMONTH=4H FEB 
GO TO 14 
3 NMONTH=4H MAR 
(O TO 14 
4 NMONTH=4H APL 
CO TO 14 
5 NMONTH=4H MAY 
CO TO 14 
6 NMONTH=4H JUN 
GO TO 14 
7 NMONTH=4H JLY 
GO TO 14 
8 NMONTH=4H AUG 
GO TO 14 
9 NMONTH=4H SEP 
GO TO 14 
10 •MONTH=4H OCT 
GO TO 14 
11 NMONTH=4H NOV 
GO TO 14 
12 NMONTH=4H DEC 
GO TO 14 






The transmit/receive/echo position geometry is presented as used in 
program DECODE rather than program METEOR. The analytic treatment in 
DECODE is exact, whereas in METEOR the T/R system midpoint is used as the 
intersection of the meteor trail normal with the TR axis. This results 
in a maximum "error" or discrepancy in altitude of 700 meters, between 
METEOR and DECODE echo altitudes, together with a discrepancy in the 3rd 
figure of the direction cosines of echo arrival. 
APPENDIX II A Echo Range Geometry 
Measured Parameters 
0 Phase difference in radians between upper and lower 
sideband echoes as received at the receiving site R. 
1, 
 ml, n
l' the direction cosines of the echo arrival 
angle at R 
Also known 
d the transmitter/receiver separation 
p 
206 
Referring to figure IIA.1 
1 c 
	
t + r = 	r -Agcp +d 
where c is the velocity of light, and Of is the difference in frequency 
between the transmitted sidebands. 
The locus of reflection points for an echo with any measured cplies on 
an ellipse; the plane of this elipse contains, t, r and d. 
In this plane, the angle between the echo arrival vector at R and the 







where (x, y) now define the ellipse plane. The ellipse constants are 







ie. a = t + r  2 
Since we wish to determine r, the range of the reflection point from the re-
ceiving site R, it is convenient to express the equation in terms of r, 6, 
centered on R (i.e. in polar form) 
sin 6 = 




y = r sin 6 
x = r cos h + 2 





+ ( r sin e ) 2 = 1 a 	 2 
d
2 
r2 cos 2 6 + rd cos e + 	  r2 sin 2 e — 





( cos t 6 	sin
2 	
2 	d cos 8  r + ) r + 1) = 0 
a
2 b 2 a2 4a
2 
r 








6  ) (d22 
2 
Y 












Expansion and simplification of the square root results in 
d cos 8  + 2 a
2 
a

















8 + -9 sin2  e 
b - 
a, the semi major axis, is always greater than -2-, the distance from the 
center of the elipse to the focus, and therefore choice of the negative square 
root will result in a negative r, which is an impossible solution. 
d 












Substituting for a and b in terms of the measured variables 
208 
1 c 	d d 
Trf + - ma. r - 
2 
	
2 	1 	c 	d 
(1 - m 
2
) 
ml (47T 767 l 2
 2 
1 c 
(-2-) C7IT 	(t) 	7f) - 
which could perhaps be simplified, but has been programmed as such. 
[In DECODE, S=r] 
209 
APPENDIX II B Translation Geometry 
In the plane of the ellipse defined in Appendix IIA, the coordinates 
of the reflection point are 
x = —2 + m1
r 
y 
The doppler beat which results when the groundwave appropriate to a 
given transmitted sideband beats with the reflected skywave appropriate 
to that sideband is a measure of the change in skywave path length with 
time, normal to the reflecting trail, since the reflection is specular. 
Thus the direction cosines to be associated with the measured "line of 
sight" velocity are not those of the received echo, but rather those of 
the normal to the trail at the point where the trail touches the con-
stant phase path ellipse. The origin for specification of these direct-
ion cosines is most appropriately chosen as the intersection of the 
above specified trail normal with the x axis. 







2 = 1 
can be parameterized as 





The slope of the line through the intersection of the normal with the 













x - x = 
a
2 





%4  x2 4. y2] 1/2 
a 
211 
If £ ml , n
1 are the direction cosines of r in the x, y, z system 
centered on R, and .22, m2' n 2 are the direction cosines of R o in the x 
y z system centered on the point T - x
o 
from R (see Figure IIB.1), 
where the y and y axes are coincident on, the transmit/receive system 







Y+ 2 - xo 	r m1 2  + 5-1 - xo m2  Ro 	 Ro 






APPENDIX IIC Rotation Geometry 
Given £2'  m2, 
n
2 
which are appropriate to the axes defined by the TR system line, with 
origin centered on the trail normal intersection, 
find e 3, m3, n
3 
appropraite to a NS/EW system of axes 
This is a simple rotation of axes, with the rotation angle 
















LISTINGS OF INPUT DATA CARDS 








PROGRAM LOCATE - ALL DATA INTERNAL TO PROGRAM 
PROGRAM METEOR 
HEADER CARD 
TEST RUN OF NOISY DOA 	CT 	DECENEER E-11574 	 ATLANTL:. 
0 0. 	00: 00000000. ; 000; 0000000'0000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000 000 i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 11 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 37 38 39 40 41 4243 4445 46 47 48 49 50 51 5253 54 55 56 57 58 53 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 6868 7071 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 7288 
OPTIONS CARD 
11CC1101211 lOCC .U1 
00 	00 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	4 	9 10 I1 12 13 14 IS 16 17 16 19 28 21 22 13 M 25 26 27 28 29 30 3I 32 33 34 35 >b 37 38 39 b 41 42 43 K 45 46 47 46 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 80 61 62 63 64 65 68 87 68 69 70 71 n 73 M 75 76 77 76 T9 89 
NAME OF DECODE INPUT FILE TO BE GENERATED 
NOISETEST 
0 0 0 D 	0 	0 	0 0 0 0 U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0000 
1 	2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	5 	9 	10 I1 12 13 14 15 16 17 78 19 20 21 22 25 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 34 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 N 50 51 52 53 K 55 56 57 59 53 60 61 62 63 H 65 58 d7 68 69 70 77 72 73 74 75 76 77 71 79 89 
NAME OF GROVES/ERG INPUT FILE TO BE GENERATED 
NONE 
80000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 6 I0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 i6 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 72 33 N 75 36 37 >8 A w 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 46 49 50 51 52 53 K 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 82 63 64 65 66 67 a 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 tt 76 78 r 
@FIN 
Rp(41( , 	4 011 	 FILE NAME * PRW0008 01 1pART NOMArR * 00 	DATE * 061114 	DEVICE NAME * 	PRI 
12345,76901.‘3456709'123456744901234567890123456749012345678901234n87/19012345678901238567890123456789012345678001234567800**5E0 NC). n5 
;
'-)ELEIErC J.14UfpULCA(TOwl, 	
4011 CR1 Rur IEV -Ic4111A8116 , 441P; -:p-(,-0,20(,210  
PuRru-t 602..-86/11-15:46 
;ASC.A 
i(EC)CL , F2 





OUTPUT OPTIONS SPECIFIED ARE 
1. e000 6EC04,05 TO 4E WRITTEN Iv FILE 	DATOUT 	FOR INPUT TO 'DECODE' 




hE1t.„0 RANGE RESTRICTED TO 77 TO 104 
CQoPLERS EQUAL: 	MwAVE1 = MWAVF? 
EA.JGES ERJAL: 	Mi•J0E1 = MRMGE2 
KM 
70C1.C4 4 1 42 .616 -.248 .414 -.49 1 894 6 1 -25 29 -29. 3 3ATLANTIS * 7P14 2814 1080 697 2646 22 13 0 5 1105 
700e.84 4 1 46 .393 .059 . 4 27 - . 075 878  6 1 - 6 0 1 1 -26. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2622 2622 1591 p468 848 1720 1061 
1863 
7005.8 44 4 1 5C -.4L.44 -.651 -.700 -.21 1 	94 2 6 1 -2 5 -7 11. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3643 3643 2177 1 27 2 2053 642 2161 
2160 
7(.04.k, 4 4 1 55 -.5.3 -.379 -.585 .092 989 6 1 -23 4 14. 3 3ATLANTIS * 5053 5853 2513 3139 1129 3343 
=I 21:g 7865.84 4 1 58 ,366 -.267 .232 -,349 895 6 1 -23 3 4  -1 -F. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4 075 4125 2477 1073 3689 362 
7008.84 4 1 100 .445 -.356 .247 -.50 4 952 6 1 -1 4 25 -17. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3916 194 6 2038 1407 3186 3501 1929 1929 
7807.64 4 1 103 .021 .277 .703 -.069 937 6 1 -44 4 -3 , . 3 3ATLANTIS * 2 226 2226 843 1609 1325 2058 1263 1263 
704 8 .64 4 1 108 .e36 .133  .352 .08 5 533 6 1 -60 - 15 -21. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3076 3076 2350 2667 1231 2651 1130 1130 
7009.b4 4 1 110 -.571 -.286 -,577 .210 953 6 1 -1 6 6 11. 3 3ATLANTIS * 6656 6656 2858 4740 731 3117 34 1 3 3413 
701 0 .b4 4 1 112 .66 .087 .598 -.197 869 6 1 -43 14 -2n. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2420 2420 954 2211 867 1449 1141 1143 
7011.t4 4 1 115 - . 16 8 -.056 -.C79 .173 916 6 1 22 -48 -1n. 3 3ATLANTIS * 6973 6923 1161 389 1243 5091 2676 
1676 
7012.8 4 4 1 117 -.235 .270 .058 .447 917 6 1 - 4 -33 -19. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4677 4677 110n 3413 2749 1593 2010 
2810 
7L13.e4 4' 1 119 .537 -.G43 .482 -.251 	839 6 1 -4 5 P3 -27. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2515 2915 1173 105 497 1029 1057 1057 
71,1 4 .64 4 1 1 2 3 -.5 4 5 -.016 -.372 .40 7 1001 6 1 -1 7 19 1A. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4910 4990 226A 490, 3834 27 2545 
2545 
7,15.c4 4 1 131 ...79 - .020 -.522 .48511)10 6 2 -28 26 2 ... 3 3ATLANTIS * 2517 2517 732 2448 1975 2375 1562 1562 
7016.4 4 1 133 - . 0 35 .638 .397 .574 943 6 2 -1 7 -25 -21. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3235 3235 114 1172 152 2859 1871 1821 
711 7 .84 4 1 134 .6•)2 -.209 .488 -.51 0 992 6 2 -35 3 7 -36. 3 3ATLANTIS * 1920 1928 594 403 1907 73 1176 
1176 
71'13,84 4 1 143 .450 -.300 .250 -.41 8 920 6 2 - 1 4 24 -13. 3 3ATLANTIS * 5 166 5156 2901 1551 4519 26 2287 2287 
7(1'7.1: 4 4  1 145 .413 -.439 .356 -.521 	798 6 2 -15 51 -29. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2370 2170 1380 1044 1663 1834 9N7 9 32 
7020.84 4 I 149 -.443 -0423 -.601 .0401007 6 2 -26 2 16. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4326 4326 2239 7496 1206 3241 2337 7337 
7021.b4 4 1 1 5 4 . 23 3 .409 -.409 .252 815 6 ? -33 - 1 9 -21. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3270 3220 2472 1905 2449 1123 1311 131 4 
7(22.w4 4 1 20:1 .221 .391 . 4 68 .27 0 876 6 2 -3 6 -21 -2 , . 3 3ATLANTIS * 3076 3076 2397 1 871 2274 998 1339 1319 
7123.04 4 1 206 -.744 .21.0 - .364 .71 4 868 6 2 7 - 1 3 -11. 3 3ATLANTIS * 6 070 6070 4476 4459 3458 3468 3754 3754 
7(7 4 .64 4 1 212 .6)2 .171 .781 -.273 863 6 2 -18 6 -16. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4 381 41 8 1 UR 3634 2029 2337 2904 2004 
7c25.84 4 1 315 -.217 .217 .050 .40 5 842 6 2 - 5 -37 -15. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4466 4466 969 3497 2327 1064 1701 1781 
7028.84 L, 1 21 7 .07 5 -.229 .478 -.509 823 6 2 -24 25 -2a. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2884 288 4 938 650 2781 35 1401 1401 
712 7 .84 4 1 218 .:)62 -.279 .367 - ,472 812 6 2 - 2 9 3 7 -2 0 . 3 3ATLANTIS * 2472 2472 1084 680 2229 2426 1044 1844 
7(28.84 4 1 220 .5:i1 .075 .524 -.121 771 6 2 -76 17 -40. 3 3ATLANTIS * 1656 1656 827 1532 569 1044 623 623 
7629.d4 4 1 222 -. 5 4 .139 -.231 .50 2 914 6 2 1 3 -29 -11. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3933 303 3 1978 3389 1664 956 1818 1818 
7034.44 4 1 225 .458 .184 .534 -.03 3 961 6 2 -44 3 -21. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2945 2945 1597 2404 1413 2482 1419 1419 
7431.84 4 1 2,56 -.116 -.359 -.219 -.115 828 6 3 4 3 21 -12. 3 3ATLANTIS * 5968 5968 63n 2144 4780 1037 2070 2879 
7(:32.84 4 1 23 8 .535 -.670 .065 -.8401012 6 3 -4 54 -44. 3 3ATLANTIS * 1505 1505 700 1007 822 468 1231 1731 
7033.04 4 1 24L -.747 .332 - .361 . 7 8 4 845 6 3 7 - 1 4 -qt. 3 3ATLANTIS * 5 128 5128 4034 3421 3408 3712 3710 3710 
7(234.84 4 1 251 .690 -.518 .059 -.5971029 6 3 -8 84 -51. 3 3ATLANTIS * 1365 1365 833 707 822 885 752 752 
8973.64 4 6 7C9 -.491 -.615  -.749 -.128 966 6 7 	46 8 -3c. 3 3ATLANTIS * 1955 1955 960 1201 441 1797 1254 1754 
6974.64 4 6 7 1 4 -.4 -14 -.463 -.(21 .028 70 4 6 7 -4 6 2 21. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2428 2470 1249 1299 796 1982 1821 1821 
897 5 .84 4  b 7 1 5 . 73 0 .219 .791 -.21 9 857 6 7 -23 6 ..1,1. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3568 3548 784 p765 1870 2654 2384 2384 
8970.64 4 b 721 -.476 .819 -.285 .402'927 6 7 	20 -28 -1i. 3 381181µ7I5 * 4 145 4145 1972 4067 1134 88 1895 1855 
6977.64 4 6 725 -.061 .386 .243 .44 3 856 6 7 -15 -28 - 1A. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4773 4273 344 2624 3130 1992 1741 1761 
8978.84 4 6 73:: .637 -.388 .:I40 -.641 952 6 8 	8 - 1 5 1A. 3 3ATLANTIS * 5451 5451 3474 3335 1282 1352 1244 3244 
6979.64 4 6 732 .263 .287 .444 .16 8 9 33 6 8 	28 10 14. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4945 4945 1300 1421 1933 4345 2201 2201 
698J.84 4 6 734 ,e31 .130 .345 .064 840 6 6 -54 -13 -2'. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3932 3512 2718 3075 1455 3043 1384 1704 
8981.84 4 6 748. .473 -.852 . 4 22 -.27 5 921 6 A 	19 -10 1 , . 3 3ATLANTIS * 6894 6554 3241 6499 5586 3957 3019 3019 
898e.34 4 6 743 .142 .316 .809 - .12 8 959 6 P 	44 -7 3A. 3 3ATLANTIS * 1907 1007 1415 8 0 2 670 131 1383 1 1 53 
6963.E4 4 6 747 .547 .187 .950 -.06 7 945 6 8 	40 -5 2 1 . 3 3ATLANTIS * 7945 2045 1523 551 1520 533 1455 1495 
11984.64 4 6 753 - .4 .7 .158 -.146 .461 953 6 8 7 -23 -12. 3 3ATLANTIS * 5965 5968 242R 5021 2667 1368 2756 2756 
8965.64 4 0 14f5 .D5n .211 • 6 15 -.07 5 986 6 A 	37 -4 21. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3010 3818 1655 636 1463 467 1617 1617 
60 55.t4 4 6 6(0 .4i54 .115 .209 .188 791 6 8 -90 -81 -34. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2016 70 16 1926 1802 802 1882 658 688 
6967.64 4 6 612 -. 4 ', 3 .640 .f164 ,51 4 1412 6 8 	-1 -19 -19. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4485 4495 2101 1611 225 467 3425 3425 
89E16.64 4 6 8 1 4 . 52 6 -.141 .u65 -.366 818 6 A -17 14 -11. 3 3ATLANTIS w 5325 5325 2203 752 391 1116 '257 2257 
696 9 .84 4 6 8 1 7 . 4 '1 1 -.119 .454 -.19 1 529 6 A -30 73 -16. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4 273 4273 2219 82 965 2033 16 8 7 1687 
699; , .:, 4 4 6 ti,:.: - .','?2 - .641 -.362 -.43 6 918 6 8 	28 33 -25. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2814 2814 61 1504 1262 1798 1321 1 171 
6991.84 4 6 826 .217 .419 .499 .200 778 6 8-112 -45 -7c. 3 3ATLANTIS * 924 874 705 537 715 337 363 363 
£99;'..64 4 6 83C .2)13 - .568 - .107 -.58 8 828 6 9 	-6 -29 15. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4524 4924 930 1955 2080 1572 1516 1 8 16 
2993.84 4 6 031 -.341 ...5 ■ 7 -.F35 -.100 770 6 9-107 -20 59. 3 3ATLANTIS * 1167 1167 769 564 462 1149 440 440 
6994.64 4  5 8.54 -.u29 -.383 -.130 -.12 2 976 6 9 	49 u6 -12. 3 3ATLANTIS * 5721 5721 163 1732 4986 1340 2370 2370 
8995.84 4 6 8 3 5 .3 62  -.589 . 1'18 -.648 827 6 0 1 -25 16. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4273 4273 1631 1756 2078 2016 1948 1046 
699.e.4 4 6 845 -.310 .507 .131 .648 837 6 9 	-6 -30 -21. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3410 3410 1056 1682 1013 2701 1600 1608 
8997.84 4 6 dtr, -.415 -.362 - .500 .053 1033 6 9 	28 -3 -14. 3 3ATLANTIS * 4887 4807 1992 1742 3831 1552 2449 2489 
6993.6• . 4 6 855 .172 .643 .553 .460 922 6 9 34 29 32. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2150 2190 370 1383 2034 1721 453 1221 
8999.64 4 6 993 -.3)3 -.454 -.465 -.084 927 6 9 	62 11 -30. 3 3ATLANTIS * 2323 2323 703 1055 1595 247 1025 1825 
0.64 4 6 9C5 .344 -.672 - .C81 - . 7 1 1 927 6 9 3 29 -21. 3 3ATLANTIS * 3312 3312 2173 p226 1357 1330 1880 1880 
OUTPUT 	INVOJORT 
	
2000 RECi„ROG FOR INPUT To 'DECODE' ► wRITTEN IN FILE 	DATOUT 
0 RE,;LFOS FOR It PUT To 'GROVES' OR IEROt IN FILE 	DUMMY 
0 CA , ZCS FuNCHEO FOR INPUT TO 'LOADIT' 
NOR!vxl_ EXIT. EXECUTION TINE: 	57848 mLSEC. 
I7,oArcuT 
iAsG ► CP oECOuT,F2 




YEAR DATA RECORDED 
1'375 
00000 0 00 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000q600000f;30i6AG:0100300000 
1 2 3 9 5 6 7 1 9 10 11 ii 13 14 15 iE !1 1 19 24 ?I 22 23 24 25 26 •1 21 23 11 11 32 31 14 15 36 11 31 31 44 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 41 43 54 51 52 51 54 55 ai 51 56 59 40 i1 65 55 44 60 .4 4; 4, .4 , 	12 	:4 	4 1; 	4 34 
HEADER CARD 
c:HEF:KCNT OF 7:lc:ITAL. LOGIC AT FIELLSITE %1C:r. 	FEnRrIA TECH FACILITY ATLANTA 
0000000 	0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0000000000 000000 0 00 0 00000000000000 0000000000 	000 000 08 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 30 40 41 42 43 4445 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 85 66 67 611 69 73 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 BP 
DATA INPUT FILENAME 
ROC:3 
00 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000U 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 28 39 31 32 13 34 15 38 37 33 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 84 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 VP 
OUTPUT FILENAME (FOR SUBSEQUENT PROCESSING BY GROVES OR ERG) 
MAY1371: 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000000800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000000000000000000003000000 
I 	2 	3 4 5 6 	7 8 9 10 I1 	12 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 21 21 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 N SO 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 56 59 60 61 62 63 64 85 66 67 63 69 70 71 72 73 74 15 76 77 78 79 W 
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE] 
DECODE INPUT DATA (CONTINUED) 
OPTIONS CARD 
CilliCC 	KCCO C.12 C.12 
0 0 0 0 	000000000 	01 0000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
1234597991011121314is16na19n2122232425527292939 31 J23334436373e35404142434444647u4959 51525354555657595960 61626364e5u67ne979717273747579777979ee 
CLOCK RATE CARD 
1ZCCe. 
0 0 0 	00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 I1 12 13 14 IS 16 17 U 19 29 21 22 23 24 25 26 2i 29 29 39 31 >2 33 34 35 36 37 39 39 40 41 42 43 K 45 46 47 N 49 50 51 52 53 51 55 59 S7 99 59 60 61 92 63 8! 65 66 67 99 69 70 it 72 73 74 75 76 77 79 79 r 
@ FIN 
[REQUIRES FIELDSITE DATA OUTPUT TAPE ON UNIT 17] 
JUNE S, 1974 .(RANGE CHECK) 	 ATLANTIS 	 RAGE 
INPUT FILL IS 	DATOUT 	OUTPUT FILE IS 	DECOUT 
LINK 111J000000 
START 1.61 4 _i 4 k 	7000, 
PHAsESmATChE0 TO X = .10, C = .10 
010IfAL LJ6, 1C PHASE LAGS 	0 	 0 	•0 
NBIT 
69231, 
TpANSITT.:P LAT1TU GE 33, 46. 19, LON1ITNDE -84. 23. 46. 
RECEIVER 	LATITu',E 33. 57. 56, LONGITUDE -84. 13. 7. 
1-1 
T/F SERAR11I014 	27.037K;! 
'4 IDPOINT ;•oPALA1ES 	-6.203 -10.745 
RECEIvIRG SITE ANTEANA CORRECTIONS, L 	.0000 RI 	.0000 
Axis ROTATION 605 	.7949 	SIN 	.6068 
LOCAL kEiLi SOLAR TINE CORRECTION -77 MINUTES. 
N4 	 ,J 
N4 7015.64 	4 	1 	54 -.709 -.027 -.522 	. 
	
7001.E4 	4 	1 3 -.616 -.740 	.413 -.491 894 	224 -25 	29 -25. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	2814 	2614. 1080 	697 
7002.b4 4 1 9 	.393 	.059 	.426 -.078 878 224 -60 11 -26. 0 °ATLANTIS 2672 2622 	1591 7463 
700.64 	4 	1 	18 -.503 -.379 -.565 	.093 989 	324 -23 	4 	14. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	5053 	5053 	2513 	3139 
701:3.04 	4 	1 	56 -.i35 	.638 	.396 	.573 942 	2 1 -17 -25 -21. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	3235 	3235 	114 	17 
7(18.t4 	4 	1 	166 	.4303 -.3A 	.250 -..417 920 	2 1 	..14 	24 -11. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	5166 	5166 	2901 
7063.64 4 1 13 -.414 -.651 -.700 -.209 942 	224 -25 	-7 1n. 0 °ATLANTIS 3643 3643 	2172 1272 	2053 	682 
7365.84 4 1 21 	.446 -.2b7 	.233 -.349 895 224 -23 34 -17. 0 °ATLANTI5 4075 4025 	2472 1073 	;g(c) 	3;7'; 
7066.64 	4 	1 	23 	.485 -.356 	.248 -.503 952 	224 -14 	28 -14. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	39,6 	3956 	2039 	1407 	3146 	3501 
7007.84 4 1 26 .621 	.277 .702 -.070 937 224 -44 4 -31. 0 OATLANTIS 2276 2226 843 1609 1328 2058 
7008.84 	4 	1 	31 	,236 .133 	.351 	.013 833 	1 1 -61 -14 -23, 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	3076 	3076 	2350 	2667 	1281 	2661 
7069.64 4 1 33 -.571 -.286 -.577 .211 953 2 1 -16 	6 	1n. 0 °ATLANTIS 66,6 6656 	2855 	4740 731 3117 
701U.84 	4 	1 	45 	.606 	.106 	.598 ...197 869 	2 1 -43 14 0 	°ATLANTIS 	2420 	2420 954 2211 	867 	1449 
7611.64 	4 	1 	36 -.160 -.056 -.679 	.172 916 	2 1 	22 -48 -1n. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	6923 	6923 	1163 	389 	1243 	5091 
7012.t4 4 1 40 -.235 	.270 	.057 .446 917 2 	1 -4 -.33 -I,. 0 °ATLANTIS 11677 4677 	1100 3413 2749 1593 
7614.84 	4 	1 	42 	.537 -.043 .482 -.251 839 	1 	1 -45 	23 -27. 	0 	OATLANTIS 	2535 	2535 	1173 	101 	497 	1029 
7614.4 4 1 46 -.545 -.716 -.372 .4061000 3 1 -17 19 	14. 0 °ATLANTIS 4910 4940 	2261 4902 3834 27 
7619.t4 4 1 1c6 .418 -.439 .157 -.570 797 1 	1 -16 51 -2n. 0 °ATLANTIS 2370 2170 	1380 	
121 	11519 	26 
7026.64 	4 	1 	112 -.493 -.423 -.001 	.0411°67 	3 1 -27 	2 	16. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	4326 	4126 	2239 	2496 	1206 	3241 
7121.64 	4 	1 	117 	.232 	.466 	.487 	.280 815 	1 	1 -33 -19 -22. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	3220 	3220 	2472 	1905 	2449 	1123 
7172.64 4 1 124 .221 .391 .467 .269 876 	2 1 -36 -21 -21. 0 °ATLANTIS 3076 3076 	2397 1873 2274 998 
7u2.5.e4 	4 	1 	129 -.744 	.259 -.364 	.713 867 2 1 	7 -13 -12. 	0 	OATLANTIS 	.6020 	6020 	4476 	4453 	3458 	3466 
7624.64 4 1 135 	.12 .171 	.781 	-.274 863 	2 2 -16 	6 -iA. 0 °ATLANTIS 43011 4381 861 3634 2029 2837 
7023.04 	4 	1 	138 -.217 	.217 .049 .407 842 1 2 	-5 -38 -1c,. 	0 	OATLANTIS 	4466 	4466 	969 	3497 	2327 	1064 
712,J.84 	4 	I 	14C 	.675 -.229 	.478 ...508 823 	1 2 -24 	25 -24. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	2894 	2884 	938 	659 	2781 35 
7621.64 4 1 141 .561 -.279 .367 -.45:: 812 1 2 -29 37 -21. 0 °ATLANTIS 2472 2472 	1084 681 2229 	2426 
7628.64 	4 	4 	143 	.5J1 	.075 	.523 -.122 771 	1 2 -76 	18 -41. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	1656 	1656 827 	1532 	569 1044 
7p29.64 4 1 145 -.501 .136 -.232 	. 2 2 	13 -29 -11. 0 °ATLANTIS 3933 3933 	1970 3389 1664 	956 
703J.b4 	4 	1 	146 	.456 	.184 	.534 -.034 961 	3 2 -44 	3 -24. 	0 	OATLANTIS 	2945 	2945 1597 	2404 	1413 2482 
7[1/.64 4 I 57 .092 -.209 .489 -.516 992 3 1 -35 37 -3A. 0 °ATLANTIS 1928 1921 ;;; 	lisig, 	1907 
	2859
; 1N1
4831009 	3 1 -28 	26 21. 	0 	°ATLANTIS 	2517 	2517 732 	2448 	1975 	2375 































sIOL.,TIJN OF 81- 	STST- 	1 kUN JUNE 5. 1974 )RANGE CHECK) ATLANTIS PAilE 	51 
6991.6:4 4 6 74V ..e37 .419 .498 .22 8 778 1 8-113 -65 -7r. 0 °ATLANTIS • 	924 924 705 537 715 337 363 363 
699.:.64 4 6 753 .2)8 -.568 -.106 -.507 828 1 A 	76 -29 1r. 0 °ATLANTIS 4524 4524 93Q 1955 2080 1572 1816 1816 
8993.84 4 6 754 -.641 -.517 -.934 7.098  769 1 8-107 -20 5n. 0 °ATLANTIS 1167 1167 769 564 462 1149 440 440 
8994.64 4 6 757 -.028 -.303 -.130 -.121 976 3 A 	50 47 -12. 0 °ATLANTIS 9721 5721 163 1732 4986 1340 2370 2370 
8995.64 4 b 7 58 .382 7.589 .020 -.647 827 1 8 1  -25 1A. 0 °ATLANTIS 4 273 42,73 1631 1756 21178 2016 1948 1948 
8996.84 4 6 8C8 -.310 .50 .130 .647 837 1 8 	-6 -30 -2n. 0 °ATLANTIS 3410 3410 1056 1682 3013 2701 1600 1600 
8997.64 4 6 813 -.414 -.362 7.499 .001033 3 8 	29 -3 -1'. 0 °ATLANTIS 4807 4007 199? 1742 3831 1552 2449 2449 
699-3.64 4 6 810 .172 .643 .553 .46 0 9 22 2 8 	34 29 3'. 0 0ATLANTIS 2150 2150 370 1383 2034 453 1221 1221 
8999.84 4 6 828 -.3J3 -.454 -.464 -.083 927 2 8 	62 11 -31. 0 °ATLANTIS 2323 2323 703 1055 1585 247 1025 1025 
9000.84 4 6 826 .344 -.672 -.80 -.71 0 927 2 8 	3 29 -2i. 0. OATLANTIS 3312 3312 2171 2226 1357 1330 1880 1880 
***** LAsr 5 AORDS READ FROm UNIT 17 WERE EOFEOF EOFEOF EOFEOF EOFEOF EOFEOF ***** 
SIvt...TIOh OF FT S151--.' 8141 JUNE q. 1974 (RAIIGE CHECK) 
IhpuT/LuTPUT FILL STATISTICs 
2000 EC ICES READ FROH INPUT TAPE 	DATOUT 
0 OF THESE i;EING INcONF.TsTENT 
2000 RECORDS IN FASTRANO FILE 	DECOUT 
U REJECTS 
ATLANTIS PAGE 52 
MISS 2 
1. NQ 2E7.1TH ANGLE CRITERION IMPOSED 
2. NO FEsTR1cTIoNS ON tCcEPTABLE HEIGHTS 
NORmAc EXIT. EXECUTION ME: 	30268 N(-SEC. 
RurID: 4611 	A0LT: 111Ar116 	PROJECT: ROPER-P-G 
TIFF: 	TOTAL: 00:11:21.324 
iFU: 	C0 :01:28.132 	I/O: 00:09:18.429 
CL/ER: CC:00:34.263 	WAIT: 0 0 :00: 05.030 
co 	
IrAGEs ,EAD: 	24 	 PAGES: 89 
START: 	15:46:34 JUN 11.1474 	FIN: 1 6 :01:12 JUN 1101974 
PROGRAM LOADIT 
HEADER CARD 
CARCi-N 	COURTE2Y A. TIZZICH1Ni,,.. 	 1::F RC 
e0000 o• 000 o 000 , 0,0 	 eo 	000000000 0 	00 000000000000000000000000000000 au 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 it 12 13 14 15 19 17 11 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 7r 28 29 30 31 u 33 34 35 36 37 70 39 40 41 a 43 44 45 4 47 N b 50 S1 52 53 K 55 56 57 5/ 59 61 61 62 63 6/ 65 66 67 61 69 70 71 72 T, 74 75 76 77 M 79 9P 
ECHO BY ECHO DATA CARDS 
2 	I 197C 19 2 144.E. -ie.? 29.5 —24..7 
0000000000 00000000000 0 0 00000 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 000000000000000000000000000 0 0 00000000000000 
1234567e9191!l213141516171619202122212425262729nn31323334353637n79404112ou45464704951515253545556575159606162e64956667696970717273m157677797919 
It 	  llllll 11111 !!!!!!! 
111119 	 1 7 11 l 11111  
BLANK CARD 
@FIN 
PROGRAM GROVES (ROUTINE WIND ANALYSIS) 
DATA INTERVAL TO BE PROCESSED 
75081 	7090C 
00 00000000 0 000D0000000000000060000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000U 
1 	2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2? 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 15 36 37 30 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 St 55 56 57 58 59 481 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 W 
NUMBER OF HARMONICS IN TIME SERIES (INCLUDING FUNDAMENTAL) 
2 2 2 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000003000000 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 71 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 79 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 00 
FUNDAMENTAL PERIOD (HOURS) 
24. 
0 00000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0 




1 7 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 211 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 33 48 41 42 43 44 45 in 47 18 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 6465 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 14 75 76 77 78 79 130 
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE] 
GROVES DATA (CONTINUED) 
ORDERS OF POLYNOMIALS FITTED TO EAST-WEST PROFILES 
2 3 
0000 0 0 0000000 0 8 0 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
1 	2 	3 4 5 	6 7 	6 	9 	10 li 12 13 14 15 i6 I7 18 79 20 27 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 SZ 37 34 3S 36 31 36 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 b 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 676669 70 71 72 73 74 15 76 77 76 79 80 
ORDERS OF POLYNOMIALS FITTED TO NORTH-SOUTH PROFILES 
3 3 3 3 
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000000000 00  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 15 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
ORDERS OF POLYNOMIALS FITTED TO VERTICAL PROFILES 
C C C 
00 00 00 00 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000U 
1 	2 	3 4 5 6 7 	8 	9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 2S 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 56 59 63 61 62 63 64 85 66 67 68 69 73 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 76 79 10 
@FIN 
[REQUIRES ECHO BY ECHO DATA (METEOR, DECODE OR LOADIT OUTPUT) ON UNIT 4] 
RESULTS FOR AUnUST e4 — SEPTEMPFR 4, 1974 
	
Gr FACILITY 	 HUN uN SFP (:), 1974 	ATLANTA 	PAGE 	1 
(ALL DATA IN rItE) 
DATA INTFRVAI 	74Uo24 TO 740904 
VARsATION OF UPPER ATMOSPHERE WINDS WITH HEIGHT GROVEc ANALYSISoWITH ERROR DETEHAINATION 
NUMuER OF METEnRS PnOCESSLD = 415 
NUMuER OF INPUT PARAMETERS 	= 63 
DATA REAP FRPM MASS STORAUE FILE. 
TIMc. SERIES pARAMETLRS P = 	3o 0 = 	3. R t 	3 
HE.IuHT RtNGEo 	MAAIMUM 	106 	MINIMUM 	7b 
POILR SERIES PARAMETERS 
NA 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 
NR 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 
NC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 
PERIOD 	24.0 HnURS 




RUN UN SFP bp 1974 	ATLANTA 	("AGE 	2 
(ALL DATA IN FILL) 
ECHu RATE AS A FUNCTION Oh TIME AND HEIGHT. 
HOuHT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 lb 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
10b 2 2 3 2 0 2 1 2 a 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 
104 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 2 0 1 u 1 U 1 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 1 
101 1 0 1 b 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 u 1 2 1 0 2 1 3 3 0 
99 3 2 3 S 	3 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 U 2 0 2 2 3 2 1 0 2 
97 2 0 2 1 3 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 i 3 1 2 2 2 0 0 2 4 
9b 1 0 4 1 2 2 4 1 n 0 0 1 0 1 u 1 2 1 0 3• 2 3 3 3 
94 1 0 2 U 4 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 3 4 1 2 2 0 0 1 
ro 
91 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 n 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 0 1 1 3 1 
iv 
co 89 1 1 5 2 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 1 1 2 0 4 3 1 
8? 0 3 1 4 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 1 1 1 5 0 3 0 1 
8b 2 1 2 1 4 0 2 3 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 
84 0 3 2 b 3 4 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1. 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 
81 0 1 0 2 5 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 i 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 
79 0 1 2 J. 2 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 i 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
7/ 1 1 0 U 1 3 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 
RESULTS FOR AUGUST e4 	SLPTEM8FR 4o 1914 	Gf FACTLTTY 
(ALL DATA IN FILE) 
LOG (BASE 10) OF MA(RIX OLTERMINANT 	.234175+02 

























































































RUN VH SEP 6r 1974 	ATLANTA PAGE 	3 
RESULTS FOR 'MUST e4 
IALL DATA IN rILE) 







































Gf FACILTTY RUN UN SFP be 1974 ATLANTA PAGE 4 
RL5ULTS FOR "UnUST 24 StPTEMPFR 4. 1974 GT FACILITY RUN UN SEP 6. 1974 ATLANTA PAGE 5 
(ALL DATA IN FILE) 
EAST-WEST COM"ONENTS OF THL MEAN WIND. HOUR DY HOUR, 
AS OtTERMINED FOR THL HEIGHT RANGE 76 KM TO 	106 KM. 
HEIGHT 	1 2 j 4 	5 6 7 8 	9 In 11 12 13 14 	15 16 17 18 19 	20 21 22 23 24 
186 	830 60 . 3t3 0 O. `no -57,  "650 ■420 ••2'‘. -7. 3. 4. -3. 	-17. -35. -53. -64. -50. -22. 15. 51. 77. 
1u4 	36, 3n. 17. -27. -29. -230 1, 17. 27. 30. 25. 	14. -1. -17. -29. -34. -17. 1. 18. 31. 
102 	3. 4. J. 0. -4. -3. 3. 	13. 24. 35. 43, 46. 42. 	33. 21. 8. ••2. -13. -13. -1. 
100 	■ 18. *41. 2. 	6. 10. 15. 22. 	31. 41. 49. 54. 54. 49, 	42. 34. 26. 17. 9. 	-0. -16. -21. -21. 
98 	-28. ...IA. 4. 	12. 19. 2b, 35, 	44. 52. 58. 58. 55. 49. 	43. 39, 35. 30. 22. 	10, -19. -29. -32. 
96 	-.30. 6. 	14, 22. 31. 42. 	53. 60, 63. 59. 51. 43. 	3d. 37, 39. 38. 31. 	17. 204. 
94 	-26. .14. 8. 	14. 22. 32. 45. 	57. 55, 65. 56. 44. 33. 	29. 31. 37. 40. 3b. 	22. 1. -31. 
92 9, 	13. 18. 29, 44. 	58. 86. 64. 51. 34, 21. 	17. 22. 32. 39. 37. 	24. 4. -15. -26. -26. 
90 	-8, P. o. 10. 	10, 13. 24. 41, 	57o 65. 60. 45. 24. 9. 	4. 12, 25. 35. 35. 	24, 6. -11. -19. -18. 
88 	O. Q. 12, 9. 	6. 8. 19. 36. 	53. 61. 56. 38. 15. -7. 1. 16. 29. 32. 	23. 8. -12. 
86 	6, 12. 12. 7. 	2. 3. 14. 31. 	48. 56. 50. 31. 8. -10. -15. -8. 7. 21. 26. 	21. 9. -1. 
84 	8. 11. 9. 4. O. 10. 26. 	42. 4el. 44. 27. 5. -12, U. 13. 19. 	17. 10. 2. -0. 2. 
82 	2. 2. 1. O. 9. 23. 	35. 41. 38. 25. 6. 5. 12. 	13. 10, 5. 1. 1. 
80 	-.13, -1C, -10. 4. 13. 22. 	29. 31 . 32. 27. 17. 6. 	-3. ••7 4, 5. 	9. 9. 5. 
78 	-40. •-44. -37. -20o 14. 22. 24. 	23. 24 , 28. 33. 35. 30. 	20. 7. -3. (:). 5. 8. 4. -9. 
76 	-80. -86. .■60, -34. 	3. 30. 37, 30. 	19. 16. 26. 45. 62. 67, 	55. 32. 7. •7. 1. 6. 
RESULTS FOR 'UGUST 24 - SLPTEMRER 4. 1974 Gf FACILITY RUN UN SEP a. 1974 ATLANTA 	PAGE 6 
(ALL DATA IN rILE) 
NORTo-SOUTH COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WIND, HOUR DY HOUR, 
AS DLTERmTNED FOR TH4 HFIGoT RANGE 76 KM TO 	1U6 KM. 
HFIGoT 	1 2 J 4 	5 6 7 8 9 111 11 12 13 14 15 	16 17 18 19 20 	21 	22 23 24 
1u6 	-7. 110 24. 34. 	45. 57. 67, 68. 550 3A. -.O. -26. -5. 	18. 29. 24. 2. -25. -47. -55. -47. 
104 	-11. 2. 1Q. 26. 	36. 44. 47. 45. 36. 21. 4. -11. ••20. -22. -19. 	-13. -10. -36. -38. -24. 
1u2 -4. u. 20. 	29. 33. 32. 28. 21. 14. 6. -2. •11. •.19. •-33. -.29. 	-.27. 	.-26. 
100 	-16. -A. 4. 15. 	23. 25. 22. 16. 10. 7. 4. 1. -6. -17. -29. -40. -43. -26. .18. 
98 	-16. ...AM. 1. 12. 	19. 19. 15. 8. 3. io 1. O. -5. '15. -29. -40. -.450 -42. -33. -22. 	-.14. 	-11. -13. -16. 
96 	-15, -1O. 9. 	15. 16. 11. 4. -1. -6. -14. -25. -34. -38, -35. -26. -16. -.11. -15. 
94 	-.14. -1A. -e. 7. 	13. 13. 9. 3. .41. -7. -7. -9. -13. .-26. -6. ...AO. -14. 
92 	-13. -8, 6. 	11. 12. 9. 3. -A. ...Ile -12. -12. -11. -4. 	-4. -10. 
90 	-11. -7. -1. 5. 	10. 12. 10, 6. -1. -7. -13. -.15. •.-14. ...II. -o. 	-0. 4. 6. 5. 2. 	-3. 	-8. -11. -13. 
88 	-10, -5. v. 6. 	10. 12. 12. 9. 3. -15. -9. U. 	10. 16. 18. 14. 6. 	-2. .-13. 
86 -.4. 1. 6. 	10. 13. 14. 12. 7. 5. 	16. 24. 25. 19. 9. 	-2. -10. -.14. 
84 	-.10. -4. 4. 7. 	11. 14. lb. 15. 11. 5. -3. 6. 	16. 23. 25. 19. 9. 	-2. 	-11. -.15. 
82 	-11. 2. 8. 	12. 14. 16. 16. 16. 14. 11. 7. 3. 2. 4. 	8. 12. 15. 13. 7. 	-2. -14. -15. 
80 e. 9. 	13. 14. 14. 16. 20. 25. 29. 27. 20. 8. -10. -11. -7. -2. O. 	-1. -13. -16. 
78 	-18. -11. U. 10. 	14. 13. 10. 12. 23. 39. 53. 56. 43. 16. -15. 	..40. -50. -44. -0. -9; -17. 
76 11. 	15. 10. 3. 6. 24. 55. A4. 95. 74. 26. -84. -107. -97. 1. 	7. -4. 
RESULTS FOR AUGUST 24 	SEPTEMBER 4. 1974 	GT FACTETTY 
	
RUN ON SEP 6. 1974 	ATLANTA PAGE 	7 
(ALL DATA IN FILE) 
VERTICAL COMPONENT OF THE MEAN WIND. HOUR BY HOUR, 
AS DETERMINED FOR THE HEIGHT RANGE 76 KM TO 106 KM. 
HEIGHT 1 5 6 8 9 in 11 12 13 14 18 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
1u6 10. 15. 14. 4. -3. -4. 7., 10. 6, -6. -22. •.33. 11. 19. 16. 6. *41. -9. 0. 
1u4 10. 15. 12. 4. -0. 7. 10. 6. -22. -33. 11. 19. 16. 6. O. 
1,2 10. 15. 12. 4. 7. 10. 6. -23. 11. 19. 16. 6. -12. 0. 
100 10. 15. 12. 4. -3. -0. 7. 10. 6. -6. -22. m33. -33. -5. 11. 19. 16. 6. -6. -9. 0. 
98 10. 15. 12. 4. 7. 10. A. -6. •33. 11. 19. 16. 6. -12. 0. 
96 10. 15. 14. 4. -4. 7. 10. A. -6. -23. 110 19. lb. 6. -12. 0. 
94 10. 15. 12. 4. -3. 7. 10. 6, -6. -22. '33e ••33. -23. -5. 11. 19. 16. 6. -6. -9. O. 
92 10. 15. 12. 4. -3. 7. 10. 6. -6. -22. ."33. -23. 11. 19. 16. 6. -12. -9. 0. 
90 10. 15. 12. 4. 7. 10. 6, -33. -23. 11. 19. 16. 6. -6. -12. -9. 0. 
88 10. 15. 14. 4. -3. -4. ...U. 7. 10. 6, -22. °•33. -33. -5. 11. 19. 10. 6. -6. -12. -9, 0. 
86 10. 15. 12. 4. -.3. -4. -U. 7. 10. A, -6. -22. -33. 11. 19. 16. 6. -.6. O. 
84 10. 15. 14. 4. - 0. 7. 10. A. **33. -33. -23. -5. 11. 19. 16e 6. -12. -.9. O. 
82 10. 15. 12. 4. -3. -.4. 7. 10. A, -22. `.33. -33. -3. -5. 11. 19. lo. 6. -6. O. 
80 10. 15. 12. 4. ...3 o 7. 10. F, -33. -33. id. 19. lb. 6. O. 
78 10. 15. 12. 4. 7. 10. 6, -6. -22. w33. -33. 11. 19. lb. 6. ...El. -12. O. 
76 10. 15. 12. 4. -U. 7. 10. A, -6. -33. -23. -5. 11. 19. 16. 6. -9. 0. 
RESULTS FOR .UnUST 44 - St.PTEMPER 4. 1974 	GE FACILITY 
	
RUN ON SFP b, 1974 	ATLANTA 	PAGE 	8 
1/ILL DATA IN FILE) 
EAST'WEST COM"OmENTS OF THE MEAN WIND, AmPLITUDF ANn PHASE. 
AS DLTERIIINED FOR TOL HEIGHT RANGE 	76 KM TO 1 06 KM. 












ERROR PHASE ERROR 
1u6 ..11. 49. 33. 49.4 .9 4. 55. '9.8 .8 1. 7. 39.1 .9 8. 
104 1. 18. 2. 2 11 .0 5.0 56. 32. 24.1 .9 2. 2. 24.5 .6 17. 
102 9. 12. 21. 2006 12.3 20 15o 15.2 1.2 2. 1. 15.8 4.4 17. 
100 15. 9. 34. 15.9 12.3 1. 4. 11.0 2.4 6. 3. 12.3 3.8 4. 
98 19, 	• 9. 4n. 14.5 12.3 1. 6. 12.5 6.2 3. 6. 10.7 3.4 2. 
96 21. 8. 41. 13.4 12.2 1. 10. 11.1 6.9 2. 8. 9.6 3.1 2. 
94 21. 7. 37. 11.8 12.0 1. 12. 9.4 7.3 1. 12. 8.7 2.8 1. 
92 21. 6. 31. 10.4 11.8 1. 13. 8.3 7.7 1. 14. 8.1 2 . 7 1. 
90 19. 6. 24, 10.3 11.3 1. 14. 8.2 8.2 1. 17. 8.3 2.6 1. 
88 16. 7. 17. 11.2 10.6 2. 14. 8.7 8.7 1. 18. 9.1 2.5 1. 
86 14. 8. 13. 11.7 9.6 3. 15. 9.5 9.2 1. 17. 9.8 2.5 1. 
84 11. 8. 10. 11.5 8.9 4. 16. 10.1 9.5 1. 15. 10.1 2.5 1. 
62 8. 8. 10. 12.6 9.5 4. 16. 10.5 9.6 1. 10. 10.3 2.6 2. 
80 5. 11. 14. 18.1 11.2 3. 14. 12.4 9.5 2.  3.  16.5 4.0 5. 
78 4. 18. 28. 30.6 12.3 3.  12. 18.9 9.0 4. 12. 20.0 5 .8 3. 
76 3. 29. 50. 50.6 12.8 2. 13. '8.3 7.7 6. 49. 32.5 6.0 2. 
RESULTS FOR 'UOUST 44 - SOTEMBER 4. 1914 	Or FACILITY 
IALL DATA IN TILE) 
NORTH-SOUTH COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WIND, AMPLITUUE ANO PHASE 
AS DLTERMTNED FnK THE HEIGHT RANGE 	76 KM TO 106 104. 
RUN si SFP ur 1974 	ATLANTA 	PAGE 	9 
24.0 HOUR COMPONENT 	12.n HOUR COMPONENT 8.0 HOUR COMPONENT 
	
HEIGHT MFAN 	ERROR AMP ERROR PHASE ERROR AMP ERROR PHASE ERROR AMP ERROR PHASE ERROR 
106 	7. 	22. 	34. 	30.2 	7.64. 	34. 	31.2 	5.8 	2. 	19. 	25.8 	1.1 	2. 
lug 	-1. 	14. 	34. 	17.7 	7.2 	2. 	17. 	19.1 	6.1 	2.. 	6. 	15.7 	1.2 	4. 
1U2 	-6. 	9. 	32. 	10.8 	6.8 	2. 	7 . 	1 2.9 	6.9 	3. 	3. 	11.1 	4.9 	5. 
100 	-9. 	8. 	28. 	8.3 	6.6 	2. 	4. 	8.9 	9.0 	6. 	8. 	10.1 	5.0 	2. 
98 	•10. 	7. 	24. 	8.0 	6.3 	2. 	5. 	8.2 	9.8 	5. 	10. 	10.0 	5.1 	I. 
96 	-9, 	7. 	18. 	7.7 	6.1 	2. 	4. 	8.0 	9.3 	5. 	9. 	9.3 	5.1 	I. 
n
' 94 	...8, 	6. 	13. 	7.1 	5.7 L.) 	 3. 	4. 	8.7 	7.5 	4. 	7. 	8.2 	5.2 	1. 
U, 
92 	-5. 	5. 	7. 	6.5 	5.3 	4. 	7. 	7.9 	6.4 	2. 	4. 	7.2 	5.2 	2. 
90 	.-3. 	5. 	3. 	6.5 	4.6 	10. 	11. 	7.7 	6.1 	1. 	O. 	6.6 	6.8 	31. 
88 	O. 	5. 	n. 	6.8 	17.8 	72. 	15. 	8.5 	6.0 	1. 	3. 	7.8 	1.1 	3. 
86 	3. 	6. 	3. 	8.8 	14.9 	12. 	16. 	9.4 	6.0 	1. 	5. 	8.5 	1. 3 	2. 
64 	4. 	6. 	5. 	10.3 	12.8 	6. 	15. 	9.8 	6.0 	1, 	4 . 	8.8 	1.6 	2. 
82 	5. 	7. 	9. 	11.0 	10.8 	4. 	9. 	10.5 	6.4 	2, 	3. 	9.2 	2.7 	4. 
80 	4. 	9. 	17. 	14.1 	9.6 	3. 	5. 	11.8 	9.4 	5. 	8. 	13.4 	4.1 	2. 
78 	2. 	15. 	29. 	21.1 	8.9 	3. 	20. 	P1.1 	11.1 	2. 	18. 	21.3 	4.5 	1. 
76 	-3. 	25. 	45. 	32.4 	8.4 3. 	44. 	15.5 	11.3 1. 	34. 	34.1 	4.7 	1. 
RtSuLTS FOR "UnUST 	- SLPTEMHFR 40 1°74 	GrFACILITY 
	
FRIA, UN SEP o. 1974 	ATLANTA 	PAGE 	10 
(ALL DATA IN FILL) 
VERTACAL 	COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WIND, AMPLITUDE ANC PHASE 
AS OLTERMINED FOR THL HEIGHT RANGE 	76 KM TO 106 KM, 












ERROR PHASE ERROR 
106 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 i.8 0. 
104 ".2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10• 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 O. 
102 •••2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
100 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1, 15. 4.5 1.8 O. 
98 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
96 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6,8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 O. 
94 .".2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 109 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
92 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 U. 
90 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
88 -2, 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
86 •2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
84 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
82 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
dO -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 U. 
78 •••2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 O. 
/6 -2. 4. 9. 5.7 1.3 2. 10. 5.0 6.8 1. 15. 4.5 1.8 0. 
PROGRAM ERG (WIND SPECTRUM ANALYSIS) 
DATA INTERVAL 
750C1:f 
00 00000000 0 	0 0 0000000000000000600000000000000000000000000000000 0 0000000000000U 
1 	2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 11 12 17 14151fi 17 13 19 28 21 22 23 24 252627 28253031 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 29 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 555657505960616263 64 65 66 6768 69 70 71 72 73 14 75 76 77 73 79 10 
HEIGHT RANGE 
6 iCE 
0000000 0 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
12005018910111213101010T7181020 2172232420 5 2720293031 3233343536373839a41e43o0540e48e595152535/5556070000000102000065060760697071721314707077707000 
PROFILE POLYNOMIAL SPECIFICATIONS 
1.0 
0000000000000000 00000000 0000 0 00000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000U 
100050780m1112 13 1415n171819m2I222324 2020172629 3031 3233m053037m39e414243m45464746455051525304500007011596061o6364e66e6869m71727374757677m19se 
SPECTRUM INTERVAL AND RESOLUTION 
0.F1 	0.05. 
000 000001 0 0 000000000000000000 0 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
1 	2 	3 4 5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 le 19 29 21 22 23 24 25 3 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 511 59 60 61 82 63 64 85 66 67 611 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 76 79 V 
@FIN 
[REQUIRES THE SAME ECHO INPUT DATA AS GROVES, ON UNIT 4] 
RUN ON SEP fir 1974 	ATLANTA PAGE RFSULIS FUR WOOST 24 - 	 4. 1q74 	GT FACILITY 
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 
VARIATION OF UPPER ATIOSPHFRF WIMPS WITH HEIGHT 
BASED ON GROVES ANALYSIS, WITH ERROR DETERMINATION 
NUMBER OF METEORS PRO_ESSEO = 	415 
NUMBER OF INPUT PARAMETERS 	27 
co 	HEIGHT RANGE, 	MAXIMUM 	106 	MINIMUM 	76 	KILOMETERS. 
EAST-WEST PROFILE 	3 3 
NORTH-SOUTH PROFILE 3 3 
VERTICAL PARAMETERS 0 0 
	
RESULTS F!•R AUGUST 24 - .)EpTEMREq 4, 1(774 	GT FACILITY 
	
PFRIOD 	48.00 HnURS 	ATLANTA 	PAGE 	2 




FREQUENCY '.5000 CYCLES/DAY. 

















N 	 2.80 	6.9 
%Jo -19.90 22.0 
-26.77 	19.9 
38.21 37. 7 
-15.36 	9.7 
15.62 1A.2 





RESULTS FOR AU6USI 24 - SEPTEWIEN 4, 1 ,174 	GT FACILITY 
	
PERIOD 	48.00 HOURS 	ATLANTA 	PAGE 	3 
AUG 24. 1974 	TO SEP 	4. 1074 	 FREQUENCY 	.5000 CYCLES/DAY. 
EAST-'NEST COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN ANO// 
HEIGHT 	76 	78 	8fi 	82 	84 	66 	88 	90 	92 	94 	96 	98 	100 	102 	104 	106 
MFAN 	3. 	4. 	6, 	8, 	q. 	11. 	12. 	12. 	12. 	12. 	11. 	8. 	9. 	I. 	..5. 	,11. 
ERROR 21. 13. O. 7. F. 6. 6. 5. 5. 6. 6. 6. 7, 10. 15. 24, 
AMP 	25.' 	19. 	15. 	12. 	lt. 	10. 	9. 	7. 	6. 	4. 	3. 	5. 	8, 	12. 	16. 	21, 
ERROR 29. 1L. 12. 10. 10. 9. 8. 7. 7. 7. 10. 10. 10. 13. 19. 31. 
PHASE 	10.2 	11.7 	13.7 	15,9 	17.9 	19.7 	21.1 	22.4 	24.0 	27.2 	33.4 	38.3 	40.1 	40.8 	40,9 	40.7 
ERROR 9.6 7,3 60j 	 5.6 6.4 7 .1 7.7 R.6 11.4 17.5 18.3 12.2 9.3 9.1 10.6 13.0 
NORTH-SOUTH COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WIND 
HEIGHT 76 78 81 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100 102 104 106 
MEAN -24. -12. -3. 2. 4. 3. 1. °3. •6. -in. -12. -13, ..11. -7. 1. 13. 
4!... ERROR 
19. 12. 8. 6. 6. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 6. 6, 7. in. 17. 
0 
AMP 42. 25. 16. 15. 17. 19. 18. 17. 14. 12. 10. 10. 11. 11. 10. 6. 
ERROR 28. 17, 11, 8. 7. 7. 6. 6. 6. 6. 8. 9. 9. 11. 16. 26. 
PHASE 36.5 34.4 30. 4 25.6 23.0 21.9 21.7 22.2 23.3 25.3 28 .1 31.1 33.4 34 .0 35.5 35.4 
ERROR 4.6 4.8 5.1 4.4 3.7 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.8 4.9 5.8 5.6 5.2 6.1 10.7 29.6 
VERTIC(L COMPONENTS OF THE WIND 
HEIGHT 76 78 81 82 84 86 88 93 92 0 96 98 100 102 104 106 
MFhN 5. 5. 5. 5, 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 
ERROR 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 
AMP 14. 14. 14. 14. 14. 14. 14, 14. 14. 14. 14. 14. 14. 14. 14. 14, 
ERROR 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5• 5, 5. 5. 5. 5. 
PHASE 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 140 14.0 
ERROR 2.0 2.0 2.. 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
END OF PASS 	1 
RESULTS FUR AUGUST 24 - SFPTE•9ER 4, 1q74 	GT FACILITY 
	
PERIOD 	6.00 HORS 	ATLANTA 	PAGE 142 
AUG 24r 1974 To SEP 4. 1974 	 FREQUENCY 4.0000 CYCLES/DAY. 









7.84 7. 3 















4.60 2. 8 
3.10 1.9 
11.50 4.1 
NORTH-SOUTH COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN WINO 
HEIGHT 76 78 e 0 82 R4 86 88 90 92 94 
MEAN ...20. ..7. 2. 7 9. 7. 4. 0. .-4. -8. 
Iv 
ERROR 19. 12. 8, 6. 6. 5. 5. 4. 4. 9. 
-Ps 
IV AMP 15. 13. 13. 12. In. 7. 4. 1. 5. A. 
ERROR 27. 16. IC. 8. A. 7. 7. 6. 6. 7. 
PHASE 5.7 .2 .5 .8 .9 1.0 1.2 3.0 3.8 3.9 
ERROR 1.7 1.3 .9 .7 .7 1.D 1.7 4.3 1.2 .7 
9A 100 102 104 106 
1.6.. "0 
-4. 9. 20. 
6. 6. 7. 10. 17. 
12. 11. 7. 2. 10. 
8. 8. 10. 14. 25. 
4.0 4.1 4.2 5 .3 .8 







RESULTS FOR AUGUST 24 - SEPTEM:1ER 4. 	1974 
AUG 24. 	1974 TO SEP 	4, 	1074 
EAST -WEST COMPONENTS OF THE MEAN 4IND// 





HEIGHT 	75 	78 61 82 94 86 88 90 92 04 96 9A 100 102 104 106 
MEAN 0. 4. 6. It. 14. 16. 1 8 . 19. 18. 17. 15. 11. 6. -1. -9. ••19. 
ERROR 22. 14. 9. 7. h. 6. 6. 5. 5. 5. 6. 6. 7. 9. 15. 23. 
AMP 14. 13. 14, 16. 18. 21. 24. 26. 26. 24. 20. 13, 7. 18. 38. 63. 
ERROR 34. 21. 13. 9. 0. 8. 8. 7. 7. 8. 8. 9, 10. 14. 22. 35. 
SHAc... 1.6 1.0 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.5 2.9 3.6 3.8 3.9 
ERROR 2.0 1.3 .6 .6 .S . 4 .3 .3 .3 .3 .4 .7 1.3 .6 .5 .5 
VERTICAL COMPONENTS OF THE WINO 
HEIGHT 76 78 6n 82 94 86 88 90 92 94 96 9A 100 102 1114 106 
MEAN S. 5. S. 5. No 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 
ERROR Z. 3. 3. 3. 1. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 
AMP 12. 12. 12. 12. 12. 12. 12. 12. 12. 12. 12. 12, 12. 12. 12. 12. 
ERROR 4. 4. 4. 4. 4, 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 
PHASE .3 .3 .3 • 3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
ERROR .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
END OF PASS 	71 
215 RECORDS WRITEN IN F2 FILE 
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ABSTRACT 
An all sky, continuous wave radio meteor wind facility has been 
installed in Atlanta by the Georgia Institute of Technology under 
National Science Foundation sponsorship. A double sideband suppressed 
carrier CW transmitter, operating on 32.5 MHz + 360 Hz, with an RMS 
output of 2 KW, has been installed on the Georgia Tech campus, and a 
receiving site established at Technology Park/Atlanta, 27 kilometers 
northeast of the campus. Details of the equipment, together with 
height/time profiles of mean wind circulation and tides between 80 and 
100 kilometers, measured from August 1974 to July 1975, are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Georgia Tech Radio Meteor Wind Facility which has been in con-
tinuous operation since August 9, 1974, is described in detail in Roper 
(1975). Individual meteor wind dopplers are measured to an accuracy of 
3 m/sec, and reflection center heights to + 2 km. This resolution is 
ample for the determination of the prevailing and tidal wind observat-
ions presented here. Winds are determined by matching the measured line 
of sight drifts to a model, using the analysis of Groves (1959). Details 
of the technique are given in Roper (1975). 
RESULTS 
The results of continuous measurements made from August 9, 1974, 
through July 28, 1975, less six weeks in April/May, appear in Figure 1 
through 4. Only a preliminary assessment of the significance of these 
results, with particular emphasis on the stratwarm period of January 1 
through 17, 1975, is presented here. A more detailed evaluation will 
eventually be published elsewhere. 
In analyzing the raw data, mean values of the prevailing wind, 48, 
24, and 12 hour components were extracted over 5 to 10 day intervals, 
the longer intervals being analyzed when useable echo rates were down. 
The two day period was extracted simply because it has been noticed on 
odd occasions at other meteor wind stations, particularly in January data, 
and was considered as a possible indicator of "planetary wave" penetration 
into the meteor region from below. 
Both the zonal and meridional components of the prevailing wind (the 
"constant" term in the Fourier series best fitting the data over each 
interval analyzed) are shown in Figure 1. These results are at variance 
with the average annual behavior reported by Barnes (1973) for predomi-
nately higher northern latitudes (summer and winter, mean zonal wester-
lies , with equinoxial easterlies) and Elford (1974) for Adelaide, 
Australia, 35° S, 139° E (Predominant zonal westerlies, maximizing in 
summer and winter). While I hesitate to make seasonal inferences from 
244 
only one years data, the winter easterlies are not in keeping with the 
expected behavior; there is also some intriguing structure in the flow 
- an easing of the easterly flow, with a weak reversal, in late Decem-
ber, a return to easterlies in January, and then a rapid switch to 
westerlies in February. It is tempting to associate this sequence of 
changes in December through February with the polar stratwarm of Decem-
ber 15 through February 15 reported by Quiroz et al (1975), and regarded 
as a major warming January 1 through 17. The meridional flow is char-
acterized by generally lower wind speeds, a change from northerly flow 
in summer to southerly flow in winter (in keeping with a warm winter 
pole at meteor altitudes) with some structure in December-January. 
Figure 2 shows zonal and meridional height time profiles of the 
amplitude of the 48 hour component. Greatest amplitudes, associated 
with maximum rates of change of amplitude with both height and time, 
occur in late December - early January. 
In the diurnal (24 hour) component amplitudes, there is evidence 
of equinoctial maxima (Roper, 1975), but again there is considerable 
structure in the late December - early January period. 
In contrast, the semidiurnal (12 hour) component amplitude variat-
ions, in addition to being somewhat more complicated, exhibit minimum 
amplitudes in late December - early January. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This very preliminary assessment of one year of radio meteor winds 
measured over Atlanta (34° N, 84° W) demonstrates that continuous record-
ing of radio meteor wind data reveals week by week variations in prevail-
ing, possible planetary wave, diurnal and semidiurnal components which 
may be able to be directly related to the meteorology of the atmosphere 
below. In particular, this set of data shows intriguing structure in 
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Figure 1. 
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Fi gure 3. 
12 HOUR COMPONENT 
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